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CHAPTER I 
INTRO:OOCTION 
1. The Problem of the Dissertation 
The problem of this dissertation is to determine the 
most effective strategic approach to achieving the racial 
desegregation of The Methodist Church. In deter-mining the 
effectiveness of strategies leading toward desegregation, 
this study will assume that they must be consistent with 
(l) the appropriate Methodist goal of a fellowship which is 
racially inclusive, (2) appropriate ethical presuppositions, 
(3) relevant principles and findings which have been contri-
buted by the social sciences, (4) limitations and possibil-
ities inherent in the institutional structures of The Meth-
odist Church, and (5) limitations and possibilities 
suggested by the relationships between The Methodist Church 
and the wider community and culture of which it is a part. 
The historical relevance of this problem is readily 
apparent. At the time of writing many Methodists have be-
come concerned over the patterns of racial segregation exist-
ing in the church. Besides the many resolutions and pro-
nouncements on the subject by various official agencies and 
bodies of the church, this has been demonstrated by evidence 
that most of the Negro members of The Methodist Church are 
distressed by the implications and hardships of their 
1 
2 
1 
segregated status. Despite this interest and the not in-
considerable variety of attempts by individuals and or-
ganizations within The Methodist Church to achieve desegre-
gation, there has been little systematic endeavor by leaders 
in the church to make use of the findings of the social 
sciences in planning for change in this area. There is, 
thus, a need within The Methodist Church for studies of this 
kind. 
Further, while a considerable literature has been de-
veloped in recent years by social scientists relating to 
various aspects of the problems of segregation and desegrega-
tion, few investigators have dealt with the problem of 
planned change in relation to specific institutions. This 
would be particularly true with respect to religious insti-
tutions. In his book, The More Perfect Union, which deals 
with different aspects of the problem of achieving racial 
desegregation in American society, Robert M. Maciver has 
suggested that 
what is needed for practical purposes is not 
so much a new series of detached studies con-
cerning the nature, conditions, and effects 
of intergroup prejudice and discrimination, 
but far more a direct and coordinated explora-
tion of the methods by which these phenomena 
may be combated and controlled. New research 
projects should be designed primarily to meet 
this need so that any practical findings they 
may offer will not be after-thoughts but the 
1. These general statements will be documented fully in the 
course of this dissertation. 
3 
fulfillment of the primary objective.1 
This dissertation is an attempt to approach this task in re-
lation to The Methodist Church. Involved here will be one 
test of the applicability of the findings of the social 
sciences in this area to the problems of a specific institu-
tional complex. 
2. Definitions 
Because of the carelessness with which certain of the 
important terms involved in this study are popularly used, 
it is important that clear definitions of these terms be es-
tablished at the outset. 
The definition of "strategy" employed throughout this 
dissertation will be that it is the enlargement and organiza-
tion of the capacity to achieve a chosen objective in the 
most efficient manner. This definition would be in basic 
harmony with that suggested by Maciver, that 
it is the task of strategy to recruit and or-
ganize the strength on its side in the manner 
that will be most effective for assault and 
then to seek aut and strike at the weake~t 
points of resistance in the enemy lines, 
except that his words "seek out and strike" would appear to 
confuse strategy, somewhat, with "tactics," and except that 
1. Robert Morrison Maciver, The More Perfect Union: A Pro-
gram for the Control of Inter-group Discrimination in 
the United States-TNew York: The Macmillan Co., 1948), 
p. 241. 
2. ill£., P• 82. 
4 
the military analogy employed here may suggest erroneous 
connotations. While strategy, in a manner or speaking, 
would always see.m to imply the presence or opposing forces, 
it is not necessary to think of these forces as persons who 
must be destroyed or injured . Maciver's use or the military 
analogy is doubtless the result of the fact that the term 
"strat egy11 has military origins rather than any intention on 
his part to imply violent solutions to strategic problems. 
Maciver himself helpfully distinguishes between the 
terms strategy and tttactics , " referring to the latter as 
"the opportunistic application 0 r strategy to the innnediate 
situation, as it is sympathetically and knowledgeably appre-
hended by the policy maker . "l In military parlance, tactics 
suggests the deployment or forces in the actual presence of 
combat on the basis or broad lines or strategy previously 
determined . While the distinction between these two ter.ms 
is not absolute , since the degree of immediacy of situations 
is a relative matter, it may help to clarify that strategy 
requires tactics for implementation, end tactics presupposes 
strategy for general direction. 
The term "race" will be used throughout this disserta-
-
tion to designate "a class or group or human beings who are 
regarded and treated in social life as a distinctive 
1 . Ibid., P• 86. 
5 
biological group w1 th a common ancestry •111 
The term "prejudice" will be used to designate "an 
emotional, rigid attitude (a predisposition to respond to a 
certain stimulus in a certain w~) toward a group of peo-
ple.''2 It is important to note that the word prejudice is 
defined by attitude or psychological state and is to be dis-
tinguished clearly from behavior to which it may give rise. 
The term "discrimination" will be used to designate 
- -
generally "the differential treatment of individuals con-
sidered to belong to a particular social group."3 Racial 
discrimination would imply that persons who are similar in 
all other respects are treated dissimilarly because of race. 
It should be pointed out that, whereas prejudice refers to 
attitudes, discrimination suggests individual or group be-
havior. 
The term "segregation" will be used to designate 
that form of isolation in which social distance 
is based upon physical separation. The physical 
1. Herbert G. Blumer, "Reflections on Theory of Race Rela-
tions," Race Relations in World Perspective, ed. Andrew 
w. Lind (Honolulu, Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 
1955), P• 5. 
2. George Eaton Simpson and J. Milton Yinger, Racial and 
Cultural Minorities: An Analysis of Prejudice and Dis-
crimination (2d ed. rev.; New York: Harper and Broth-
ers, 19$8), P• 14. 
3. Robin M. Williams, Jr., The Reduction of Intergroup Ten-
sions: A Surve~of Research on Problems of Ethnic, Ra-
cial, and Religious Group Relations (New York: Social 
Science Research Council, 1947), p. 39. 
I 
barriers and spatial distances that set individ-
uals apart from the mass and group from group 
are sociologically significant only to the ex-
tent that they become obstacles to communication 
and inhibit social contact.l 
Racial segregation would, of course, indicate that the set-
ting apart is on the basis of racial characteristics. It 
should be noted that the focus of segregation is upon bar-
riers to full social intercourse between individuals and 
groups, solely because of differences in racial character-
istics and irrespective of more significant similarities. 
From time to time in this dissertation reference will be 
made to the "barriers" of segregation and to the "patterns" 
of segregation. Each of these terms points to significant 
aspects of the meaning of segregation. From the point of 
view of persons desiring social intercourse with those of 
different races, segregation is experienced as a barrier. 
From .the perspective of the society as a whole, segregation 
is a pattern referring to structures of group response. 
6 
"Desegregation" will be used to designate the elimina-
tion of the patterns and barriers constituting segregation. 
The term "integration," though often used as a synonym 
of desegregation, has a distinct meaning which should be 
preserved. A derivative of the Latin word integrare, which 
1. Louis Wirth, "Segregation," Encyclopaedia of the Social 
Sciences, ed. R. A. Seligman, 13 (New York: The Mac-
millan Co., 1934), 643. 
7 
means "to make whole,"1 integration suggests the constitution 
of a functional unity transcending all diversities and con-
flicts. In a social sense this term suggests the effective 
unification of persons of differing social (including racial) 
backgrounds into one harmonious social whole. The term thus 
transcends the more limited concept of desegregation. The 
latter refers to the removal of obstacles , the former to a 
positive social unity. Where segregation has been a char-
acteristic social pattern, integration would always seem to 
presuppose desegregation as the removal of the obstacles to 
integration. 
3. Limitations 
The study will be limited in five major ways. 
First, it will be concerned primarily with strategy, 
as distinct from tactics, as defined above. It is not an-
ticipated that this study will provide any substitute for 
creative leadership in The Methodist Church on the part of 
members and leaders involved in racial problems and concerns. 
Nevertheless, the analysis will not be entirely devoid of 
tactical elements in its discussion of current problems in 
The Methodist Church. 
Secondly, it is not anticipated that this study will 
be able to predict with certainty the consequences of 
1. The Oxford English Dictionary, 5 (1933), 367. 
8 
proposed lines of action. The findings of the social 
sciences have indicated generally that predicted consequences 
are more or less probable. It is this factor of probability 
with which the present study will be concerned. 
Thirdly, the study will be fOcused upon the goal of 
racial desegregation as distinct from racial integration. 
This limitation is accepted because desegregation is re-
garded as a necessary, though not sufficient, precondition 
to fUll racial integration in situations where segregation 
exists. Nevertheless, it is specifically assumed and an-
ticipated that an effective strategy for racial desegrega-
tion will also advance racial integration, although the 
achievement of the former goal will doubtless leave progress 
yet to be made in ter.ms of the latter. 
Fourthly, the problem will be limited to desegregation 
insofar as this involves the Negro in The Methodist Church. 
While segregation in The Methodist Church has, from time to 
time, functioned to exclude members of other non-Caucasian 
races, such as Orientals, such segregation has been far less 
fre~ent, involved fewer people and usually been complicated 
by language factors. Despite this limitation, however, it 
is anticipated that most of the findings of this study will 
also shed light on effective strategic approaches to other 
forms of segregation existing in The Methodist Church. 
9 
Fifthly, this study of strategy will be limited to 
three basic levels of The Methodi~t Church: the local 
church, the Annual Conference and Episcopal Area, and the 
national level. These are felt to be the most significant 
institutional levels of the church for present purposes. It 
is felt that systematic treatment of every institutional 
structure in the church would involve a considerable amount 
of duplication and overlapping as well as be strategically 
uneconomical. Nevertheless, other levels of the church and 
less important institutions will be considered where stra-
tegy warrants, and it is felt that many of the findings of 
the study will be applicable to institutions not systemat-
ically considered. 
4. Previous Research in the Field 
Dwight w. Culver has written a careful study of the 
whole problem of Negro segregation in The Methodist Church, 
including a final brief chapter on possible programs to ad-
vance desegregation. 1 His interest, however, was primarily 
historical, rather than strategic, and his few str~tegic 
suggestions were not grounded directly in the findings of the 
social sciences. Furthermore, his study was made prior to 
1. Dwight w. Culver, Ne~ro Segregation in The Methodist 
Church (New Haven:Yale University Press, 1953). This 
book was based primarily upon Culver's Yale Ph. , D. dis-
sertation of 1948, "Negro Segregation in the Contem-
porary Methodist Church." 
10 
the 1956 General Conference and other important developments 
in The Methodist Church. 
William Edge Dixon's Boston University dissertation 
on ministerial leadership in the Central Jurisdiction of The 
Methodist Church has extended existing knowledge regarding 
the extent and effects of segregation in The Methodist 
Church, although his main interests were not strategic.1 
Alfred s. Kramer's New York University dissertation 
deals with the processes by which a large number of local 
2 churches were able to achieve racial desegregation. This 
study, however, was limited to three Protestant denomina-
tions other than The Methodist Church, and did not include 
extensive consideration of levels of the churches involved 
other than that of the local church. Furthermore, the pro-
posals resulting from this study were not systematically re-
lated to the findings of the social sciences on desegrega-
tion. 
Campbell and Pettigrew, in their Harvard post-doctoral 
research project, have contributed a valuable study of the 
1. William Edge Dixon, "Ministerial Leadership, in the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction of The Methodist Church' (unpublished 
Ph. D. dissertation, Boston University Graduate School, 
1955). 
2. Alfred S. Kramer, "Patterns of Racial Inclusion Among Se-
lected Congregations of Three Protestant Denominations: 
An Analysis of the Processes through which Congregations 
of Protestant Denominations have Included Persons of 
Racial and Cultural Minority Groups" (unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation, New York University, 1955}. 
.. 
11 
role of the minist~ in a racial crisis situation.1 Their 
interest was not centered upon the problem of desegregation 
in the church itself, however, and does not involve system-
atic projection of strategy to that end. 
Various writers of articles and pamphlets have dealt 
w1 th problems and issues relating to the formulation of stra-
tegies for racial desegregation in The Methodist Church.2 
While most of these writings contribute something to an un-
derstanding of the problems involved in the formulation of 
strategies for racial desegregation in The Methodist Church, 
most of them are not scholarly works, and none of them have 
been on a scale comparable to a dissertation in terms of 
scope or substantiation. The swme basic judgment would be 
applicable to the relevant reports by official bodies within 
the church, although some of these have involved much more 
1. Ernest Q. Campbell and Thomas F. Pettigrew, Christians in 
Racial Crisis: A Stuqy of Little Rock's Ministry (Wash-
ington, D. c.: Public Affairs Press, 1959J. 
2. See, e.g., James Philip Brawley, "Central Jurisdiction 
Issue: How the Negro Views It," -Christian Advocate, 131 (Jan. 26, 1956), 9; David Morris jordan, Gradual Racial 
Inte_g_ration in the (sic] Methodist Church (Indianapolis: 
By the author, n.d.[l959?J); David M. Pleasants, "Ought 
the Central Jurisdiction Be Abolished?," Central Chris-
tian Advocate, 134 (July l, 1959), 7; Frank E. Shuler, 
Jr., "Techniques and Resources, rt _The Road to Brother-
hood: _ Views on Race Relations with Resources and Su_g-
gestions for Action, ed. A. Dudley Ward (Chicago: The 
Methodist Church, General Board of Social and Economic 
Relations, 1958), pp. 98-109. Other similar writings 
appear in the bibliography and will be discussed in 
connection with this study • 
II 
1i 
12 
extensive research. 1 
While none of the studies referred to above overlaps 
significantly on the problem of the present dissertation, 
many of them will have some value in relation to this study. 
5. The Methodology of the Dissertation 
The problem of the dissertation will be developed in 
four main stages. 
The first stage will be an historical survey of the 
background and extent of racial segregation in The Methodist 
Church and of the movement toward desegregation, the latter 
stressing the period following the General Conference of 
1952 (Chapter Two). The historical method will primarily be 
employed. 
The second stage will be an attempt to discover and 
establish the goal in race relations and the ethical pre-
suppositions of strategy which would be most appropriate to 
The Methodist Church, and to assess the probable permanence 
and stability of the goal (Chapter Three). The methods 
1. See, e.g., Report of the Commission to Study the Central 
Jurisdiction {n.p.: The Central Jurisdiction of The 
Methodist Church, April 15, 1956); Report to the 1960 
General Conference of The Methodist Church by The Com-
mission for Stu~ and Action on the JGrlsdiotional SJ[s-
tem (n.p.: The commission, 19!??J; and summa!i of Inter-
racial Leadership Conferences (Chicago: The ethodlst 
Church, General Board of Social and Economic Relations, 
1959). See also the reports of the individual inter-
racial leadership conferences sponsored by the General 
Board of Social and Economic Relations. 
II 
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employed will be descriptive and philosophical analysis. 
The third stage will be a study of the literature of 
the social sciences to determine the nature of its findings 
and established principles which contribute to an under-
standing of racial segregation and of various strategic 
methods of achieving desegregation {Chapter Four). The 
methods employed will be descriptive and critical analysis.1 
The final stage will be an analytical study of the 
strategic opportunities to achieve racial desegregation on 
three institutional levels of The Methodist Church, basad 
upon the possibilities and limitations suggested by the 
three previous stages of the dissertation (Chapters Five, 
Six, and Seven). New material introduced in this stage of 
the study will be for the purposes of understanding the 
three institutional levels, of illustration, and of criti-
cism of various strategic proposals which have been advanced 
by other writers. The primary methods employed will be 
constructive and critical analysis. While the strategic 
planning involved in this stage is not expected to escape 
some degree of subjectivity, the criterion by which all 
proposed strategies for desegregation in The Methodist 
Church are to be judged is whether or not they are the most 
1. The introduction to Chapter Four below will deal more 
extensively with the criteria to be employed in the 
analyses of that chapter. 
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reasonable, given the rive criteria discussed above under 
11 The Problem of the Dissertation." 
CHAPTER II 
THE MOVEMENT TOWARD DESEGREGATION 
IN THE METHODIST CHURCH 
1. Background of Segregation in The Methodist Church 
A clear understanding of the basic facts regarding the 
historical background of racial segregation in The Methodist 
Church is essential to the purposes of this dissertation and 
will be pursued in this chapter. 
i. Negroes in the Church prior to Unification 
Segregation was generally characteristic of Negro-
white relationships in both the Methodist Episcopal Ch~ch 
and the Methodist Episcopal Church, South prior to their 
unification in 1939 (along with the considerably smaller 
Methodist Protestant Church) into what is now The Methodist 
Church. 
In the northern Methodist Episcopal Church there were 
at Unification nineteen separate Negro annual conferences 
which had gradually evolved with the extension of work among 
the Negro population following the Civil War. 1 Although, 
in the general mood of equalitarianism engendered by the Re-
construction era, an att.empt had been made to "abolish the 
color line" in its expanding work in the South, the desire 
1. Culver, pp. 81-82. 
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of the Methodist Episcopal Church to retain a southern 
white membership resulted in an increasingly racial defin-
ition of conferences. By 1876 this was an authorized pol-
l icy, and by 1890 it was nearly an accomplished fact. At 
the time of Unification in 1939, there were the nineteen 
all-Negro annual conferences with about 315,000 members, 
most of whom lived in the South. 2 
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The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, which had some 
207,766 Negro members immediately prior to the Civil War, 
lost heavily during the war years, emerging in 1866 with 
only 78,742 persons in its Negro membership.3 The southern 
church faced many difficulties in its work with Negroes. 
According to one church historian, 
slavery having been abolished, the federal 
Constitution having been amended, giving the 
negroes [sic] all civil rights, it was im-
possible to carry on the mrk among them 
according to the old method, when the gal-
lery or a portion of the body of the house 
was reserved for negroes, and when special 
missions were established for those who were 
on plantations and not allo~ed to attend 
church beyond their bounds.4 · 
1. Ibid., PP• 54-56. 
2. John M. Moore, The Long Road to Methodist Union (New York 
and Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1943), P• 49. 
3. William Warren Sweet, Methodism in American History {New 
York, Cincinnati, and Chicago: The Methodist Book Con-
cern, 1933), PP• 312-313. 
4. James M. Buckley, A Historz of Methodism in the United 
States, Vol. II (New York: The Christian Literature 
Co., 1897), p. 311. 
----------------- --
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Further, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, The African 
Methodist Episcopal, Zion Church, and the northern Methodist 
Episcopal Church each were able to offer the freed slaves a 
religious affiliation unconnected with the former slave-
1 holding southern white people. In 1866 the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South authorized the establishment of a 
separate church for its Negro membership, and in 1870, as a 
result of this action, the Colored Methodist Episcopal 
Church was for.me~2 The ties between the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South and the C.M.E. Church remained close through 
the years, with the latter represented each year in the 
benevolence budget of the former, and with a considerable 
amount of more informal support flowing from the white to 
the Negro church.3· Thus, as Culver notes, segregation ob-
taining in the Church, South "was largely a segregation out-
side the church.u4 In 1939 the C.M.E. Church is reported to 
have had some 374,440 members and 4,248 local cburches.5 
ii. The Creation of the Central JUrisdiction at Unification 
In the Plan ot Union which brought together the 
1. Sweet, PP• 312ft. 
2. Buckley, PP• 311-312. The correct title of this denom-
ination is now the 11 Christian Methodist Episcopal 
Church."; 
3. Moore, PP• 233-234. 
5. ~., P• 26. 
4. Culver, P• 52 
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the Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, and the Methodist Protestant Church in 1939, 
it was a relatively uncomplicated matter to rearrir.m the 
relationship existing between the southern white Methodists 
and the separate Colored Methodist Episcopal Church. This 
was done with the recommendation "that financial support of 
the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church be continued by those 
jurisdictional divisions with which said church is histor-
ically related, and to such an extent as those jurisdictions 
may deem wise," a provision which has appeared with each 
subsequent edition of the orficial Doctrines and Discipline 
of The Methodist Church. 1 
A more difficult problem, in the eyes of the Church, 
South, was presented by the nineteen Negro conrerences then 
existing in the northern church. According to Moore, the 
southern Commissioners on the Commission on Unification early 
advocated the promotion of a [separate] united Negro Meth-
odist Church ror the United States. 2 Presumably this would 
have involved the nineteen Negro conferences, the C.M.E. 
Church, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, and the 
African Methodist Episcopal, Zion Church. This proposal was 
1. The Methodist Church, Doctrines and Discipline of The 
Methodist Church. 195o \New York and .Nashvil~e: " The 
Methodist Publishing House, 1957), par. 46, P• 27. This 
publication is her·eafter cited as Discipline, with the 
appropriate year added. 
2. Moore, p. 232. 
1! 
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acceptable neither to the Negroes thamselves nor to their 
white brethren ot the Methodist Episcopal Cburch.l The dis-
position finally made of the nineteen Negro conferences was 
that they should be formed into a separate JUrisdiction in 
the newly devised Jurisdictional Conference structure of 
2 the Plan of Union. According to this plan, Methodism in 
the continental United States was divided into six JUris-
dictions. Five of these, the Northeastern, Southeastern, 
North Central, South Central, and Western JUrisdictions, 
were to be constituted geographically. The Central Juris-
diction, the sixth, was to be constituted by the nineteen 
Negro conferences previously existing in the northern 
church plus the Negro Mission Conferences and other Negro 
Missions in the United States. The Central Jurisdiction 
thus implemented a policy of racial segregation in The 
Methodist Church.3 
1. See the excellent discussion of nThe Negro Issue in 
Methodist Unification,n in Culver, P,P• 60-78. Culver 
holds that the nstatus of the Negro' was the most im-
portant problem -to be dealt with by the Joint Com-
mission on Unification. He quotes, among other things, 
Bishop Earl Cranston's comment that 11it was thought 
that if we could come to an agreement as to the status 
of the Negro the other matters will adjust themselves 
to correspond to that understanding." (P. 61). 
2. The Methodist Church, Journal of the United Conference 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, South. the Methodist Protestant Church, 
1939 (New York: The Methodist Publishing House, 1939), 
P• 4.33. 
3. Ibid., PP• 25, 28-29. 
I' 
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The Central Jurisdiction was not 1 however1 accorded 
inferior status as an organization. Article II of the Con-
stitution provided that 
all JUrisdictional Conferences shall have 
the s~e status and the same privileges of 
action within the limits fixed by the Con-
stitution. The ratio of representation of 
the Annual Conferences in the General Con-
ference shall be th§ same for all Jurisdic-
tional Conferences.~ 
This meant that, consistent with powers vested in the Gen-
eral Conference of the church, the Central JUrisdiction 
would be empowered 
1. To promote the evangelistic, educational, 
missionary and benevolent interest of the 
Church, and to provide for interests and in-
stitutions within their boundaries. 
2. To elect Bishops and to co-operate in 
carrying out such plans for their support as 
may be determined by the General Conference. 
3. To establish and constitute JUrisdictional 
Conference Boards as auxiliary to the General 
Boards of the Church as the need may appear, 
and to choose their representatives on the 
General Boards in such manner as the General 
Conference may determine. 4. To determine the boundaries of their An-
nual Conferences 1 provided that there shall 
be no Annual Conference with a membership of 
fewer than fifty ministers in full connection, 
except by the consent of the General Conference. 5. To make rules and regulations for the ad-
ministration of the work of the Church within 
the Jurisdiction, subject to such powers as 
have been or shall be vested in the General 
Cont er enc e. 
6. To appoint a Committee on Appeals to hear 
and determine the appeal of a traveling preach-
er of that Jurisdiotion from the decision of 
a trial comm1ttee.2 
1. Ibid., P• 25. 
-
2. ~., PP• 25-26. 
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In effect, these provisions guaranteed for the Negro 
membership equal participation in the denomination-wide 
General Conference, General Boards, Council of Bishops, etc., 
and reserved to the Negro me.mbership the right to elect its 
own leadership and establish many of its own policies and 
procedures. But, at the same time and by the same token, 
Negroes in The Methodist Church were thus officially dealt 
with on the basis of race and were segregated at every con-
nectional level of the church's life below that of the de-
nomination itselt. 1 These provisions of the Plan of Union 
became Constitutional realities in The Methodist Church 
with Unification in 1939. 
It would be incorrect, however, for two reasons to 
assert that the existence of the Central Jurisdiction ever 
required complete segregation in The Methodist Church. In 
the first place, a number of the states have never been in-
cluded in the Central Jurisdiction since they were not in-
cluded in the boundaries of the original nineteen Negro con-
ferences.2 This meant that expanding Negro churches in New 
England and in a number of the western states were included 
in the Northeastern and Western JUrisdiction conferences 
1. The word "connectional' in Methodist polity denotes nthe 
general organization or functioning of The Methodist 
Church other than on a local-church basis." Discipline. 
19$6, P• 737. 
2. Culver, P• 82. 
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from the start • 1 
In the second place, the Constitution of The Methodist 
Church has never specified that any person may be denied 
membership in any local church fellowship because of his 
race. 2 Constitutionally, the Central Jurisdiction is con-
stituted by its Negro churches and conferences, not by any 
provision including all Negro Methodists. 
iii. Other Patterns of Segregation in The Methodist Church 
While the Central JUrisdiction is the most important 
and most obvious of the patterns of institUtionalized racial 
segregation in the church, other forms of segregation have 
been present since Unification. 
Basing his figures on the response of 71.5 per cent 
of the district superintendents of The Methodist Church to 
an inquiry- mailed them in 1946, Culver was able to report 
that only about one hundred of the more than 20,000 "white" 
Methodist pastoral charges were integrated with even one 
Negro member. The average number of Negro members and 
1. Ibid. Culver notes that in 1950 there were thirteen Ne-
-gro churches in Western Jurisdiction conferences, three 
in New England, and seven in the New York Annual Con-
ference. There was also a single Negro church in Buf-
falo and one in Mlnneap,olis which were related with 
"white conferences." 'More than 14,000 Negroes are 
listed as 'full active members' of these churches in 
white conferences. Their ministers are conference mam-
bers with full rights and privileges." 
2. Culver, however, estimated in 1952 that "no more than 640 
Negroes are members of white Methodist churches." ( P. 82). 
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attenders of these churches was estimated at 640--only .18 
per cent of the Negro members of all Methodist churches in 
the country. With the exception of this token amount of 
racial desegregation in local Methodist churches, and with 
the exception of a few white Methodists who attend some of 
the predominantly Negro churches, Culver thus found Meth-
odism to maintain an unbroken front of segregation on the 
level of the local church.1 This, despite the previously 
noted fact that the denomination has never required segre-
gation in the local church. 
Surveying other institutions related to The Methodist 
Church, Culver discovered that , with the exception ot the 
highly integrated non-southern theological schools, the 
general pattern in institutions of higher learning is that 
southern institutions are segregated, while in most non-
southern institutions there is small, token, or no integra-
tion and occasional discrimination in such matters as dor-
mitory housing is practiced by some of the integrated in-
stitutions.2 
The general picture with respect to the policies and 
practices of Methodist hospitals and homes was found by 
Culver to be "sufficiently one of discrimination and segre-
gation to warrant an increased attention on the part of 
those who would eliminate segregation in The Methodist 
1. ~., PP• 143-151. 2. ~· PP• 129-133. 
Churoh."1 
2. Progress toward Desegregation: 1939-1952 
There probably has never been a time when a consider-
able number of Methodists has not soUght to eliminate racial 
barriers within the church. The issue of segregation loomed 
large in the thinking of many who opposed Unification,2 and 
the acceptance of the Central Jurisdiction as a segregating 
structure in The Methodist Church has always been far from 
unanimous. 
By 1944 efforts were being made to expand work with 
Negroes in white conferences. In the General Conference of 
that year the New York City Society of The Methodist Church 
sought and was granted an enabling act permitting the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction to change its boundaries so as to allow 
expansion of Negro work in white New York conferences.3 
When a later decision by the church's Judicial Council over-
ruled the action on the ground that the enabling act was in-
sufficient to effect a grant of power to change jurisdic-
tional boundaries, the two Jurisdictions affected complied 
with existing constitutional requirements to secure such a 
change before referring the proposed change to the 1948 
General Conference for ratification. This was done, this 
1. ll!.!S·' p. 141. 
3. ~., P• 109. 
2. ~., pp. 60-78. 
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· time with the approval of the Judicial Council. But "this 
decision permitted the establishment of new Negro work by 
the white conferences in New York only,u to the exclusion 
of other white annual conferences.l Similar permission was 
sought from the 1952 General Conference by three other 
annual conferences who desired to effect the transfer of 
twelve already established Negro churches into white con-
ferences. The 1952 General Conference, treating these re-
quests as boundary problems, spelled out the procedure 
which must be taken to effect such transfers. Approval for 
the transfer of any local church from the Central Jurisdic-
tion to one of the white conferences bad to be gained from 
the membership and Q).larterly Conference of the local church, 
from both annual conferences affected, from a majority of 
the annual conferences of each Jurisdiction involved, from 
the Jurisdictional Conferences of each Jurisdiction involved, 
and from the General Conference in the form of an enabling 
act. These various steps could be secured in any order.2 
As Culver noted, the only new feature of this legislation 
was that it made clear "that the steps necessary for the 
approval of transfers c~ be made in any order."3 
That these General Conference actions were not 
1. ~., PP• 109-110 
2. Discipline, 19$2, par. 538, P• 147. 
3. Culver, P• 112. 
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isolated events, but rather a part of a general movement 
within the Church toward racial desegregation, is evidenced 
by other activities. Culver points out that 
each quadrennium since unification in 1939 
the General Conference has received an in-
creasing number of memorials, or petitions 
for legislative action, from individuals, 
churches, or conferences within the denom-
ination on the subject of Negro segregation. 
In 1948 four memorials called for the out-
right elimination of the Central JUrisdiction. 
By mid-1951 annual conferences alone had pre-
pared more than twice that number calling 
upon the 1952 General Conference in various 
ways to "eliminate," "dissolve," "abolish," 
"absorb," "merge, u or otherwise do away with 
the separate Negro jurisdiction.l 
The Episcopal Addresses of 1948 and particularly of 
1952 are especially indicative of the increasing wave of 
integrationist sentiment in The Methodist Church. The 
Episcopal Address of 1948, delivered by Bishop G. Bromley 
Oxnam of the New York Area, condemned segregation, lynching, 
and the denial of civil liberties and stressed the need to 
remove "the inJustices suffered in North and South alike by 
the American Negro to whom the Communist is whispering so 
insistently."2 The 1952 Episcopal Address, delivered by 
1. ~., P• 103. 
2. The Methodist Church, Journal of the 1 8 General Con-
ference of The Methodist burch Nashville, etc.: The 
Methodist Publishing House, 1948), P• 180. The Episco-
pal Address "is a review of the life and thought of the 
Church and its responsibility in contemporaneous life 
••• written by a Bishop whom his colleagues choose by 
ballot." The Methodist Church, Journal of fhe 19~6 
General Conference of The MethOdist CbUrchNashv lle, 
etc.: The i;thodist Publishing House, 1956), P• 186. 
Bishop Paul B. Kern, o~ the Nashville Area, asserted that 
to discriminate against a person solely upon 
the basis of his race is both unfair and un-
christian. Every child of God is entitled 
to that place in society which he has won by 
his industry 1 his integrity, and his charac-
ter. To deny him that position because of 
the accident of his birth is neither honest 
democracy nor good religion.l 
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Noting the many problems faced by the Central Jurisdiction, 
including the fact that its rate of growth since Unifica-
tion had been only four and two-thirds per cent as compared 
with nine and tour tenths per cent for the rest of the 
church, Bishop Kern swmnarized the four solutions to the 
problem of the Central Jurisdiction which he believed to 
have support within the church. 
(a) Some would stabilize the situation upon 
the basis of the present pattern, urging an 
enlarged effort to increase the effective-
ness of the Central JUrisdiction and deepen-
ing our mutual services upon the local and 
community level. (b) Others would do away 
with the Central JUrisdiction, leaving five 
geographical Jurisdictions inclusive of all 
churches within the United States. (e) It 
has been advocated in some sections that the 
best answer is to do away with all Jurisdic-
tions and abandon the Jurisdictional system. 
To this suggestion there would undoubtedly be 
strong objections. This system seemed to be 
the k6,Y to Unification in 1939, and some 
wuld contend that we are not far enough 
from that date to force this constitutional 
issue upon our people. (d) A final sugges-
tion has been brought forward. The General 
1. The Methodist Church, Journal of the 1 2 General Con-
ference of The Methodist Church Nash•ille, etc.: The 
Methodist Publishing House, 1952), p. 167. 
Conference can by majority action allow any 
existing Jurisdiction to change by vote its 
boundaries and, upon concurrence of the Negro 
Annual Conferences within that Jurisdictional 
area, to merge all the Annual Conferences 
within that territory into one Jurisdiction. 
This elastic procedure recognizes the basic 
principle of democracy and grants the right 
of self-determination to each Jurisdiction.l 
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The Bishop's own acceptance of the fourth of these solutions 
seems implied by his placing it last and by his final com-
ment on it. At any rate, the principle of "permissive 
legislation" suggested by this fourth alternative was to 
have important effect upon enactments by the 1952 and 1956 
General Conferences, and Bishop Kern's Episcopal Address 
was to be quoted often in support of this approach. 
3. The 1954 Supreme Court School Desegregation Decision 
and Subsequent Developments outside the Church 
The period from Unification in 1939 to 1952 which was 
marked, as the preceding section has suggested, by a grow-
ing sentiment for racial desegregation in the church was 
also a period of interracial progress for the nation as a 
whole. During this period, progress was made in the dimin-
ishing number of lynchings, increased equalization of job 
opportunity for Negroes, increasing voting rights, desegre-
2 gation in the armed forces, and so forth. In such states 
1. Ibid., PP• 168-169. 
2. 
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as Arizona, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, New Jersey, and New 
Mexico many previously segregated public schools were de-
segregated, often as a result of legislation on the state 
level.l A series of decisions by the United States Supreme 
Court required a number of state universities to admit Ne-
groes to graduate study where equal educational opportu-
nities had not been provided on a segregated basis . 2 
The desegregation movement in American society gained 
dramatic new focus and impetus in 1954 with the Supreme 
Court's school desegregation decision, announced on May 17 
of that year . 3 In that historic and unanimous decision, 
the Court held that racial segregation in public schools 
constitutes a denial of equal rights before the law, as 
guaranteed by the Fifteenth Amendment, and is therefore un-
constitutional. In its implementing order a year later, the 
Court required that all segregated school districts in the 
nation must begin to comply in good faith with the decision, 
"with all deliberate speed . " Recognizing the wide variety 
1 . See Robin M. Williams and Margaret w. Ryan (eds.), 
Schools in Transition! Community Experiences in De-
segregation (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1954) . 
2. See Robert A. Leflar, 11 Law of the Land," With All Delib-
erate Speed: Segregation-Desegregation in Southern 
Schools, ed . Don Shoe.maker (New York: Harper and Broth-
ers, 1957), P• 2. 
3. Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Shawnee County, 
Kansas, 347 u.s . 483, 491. (May 17, 1954). 
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of problems in different localities, the Court left juris-
diction with the Federal district courts which were to 
serve as a check on whether compliance was reasonably 
prompt and effective. 
The decision reached by the Supreme Court focused 
the attention of the entire nation on its problems in race 
relations.1 In the border states, and particularly in 
cities such as Washington, D. c., st. Louis, Missouri, and 
Louisville, Kentucky, plans for the desegregation of the 
public schools were adopted and followed without serious 
obstruction. Further south a wave of protest began to form 
2 into organized resistance. Such formerly peaceful com-
munities as Sturgis, Kentucky, Clinton, Tennessee, and 
1. The best source of reliable information on the response 
to the Supreme Court decision and desegregation efforts 
and resistances in the South is probably the Southern 
Education Reporting Service. The S.E.R.S. is a unique 
reporting venture, established in 1954 by six southern 
editors and six southern educators for the purpose of 
providing accurate and unbiased information on what was 
predicted to be a period of intense turmoil and contro-
versy in southern education. Its monthly publication 
is Southern School News. The symposium, Don Shoemaker 
(ed.), with All Deliberate Speed, written primarily by 
staff members of the s.E.R.S., summarizes the three 
years following the Supreme Court decision of 1954. 
2. See James Wilfrid Vander Zanden, "The Southern Wh1 te Re-
sistance Movement to Integration11 (unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation, University of North Carolina, 1957), and 
John Bartlow Martin, The Dee' South Says Never (New 
York: Ballantine Books, 19S4J, for informative accounts 
of the Ku Klux Klan revival, the "White Citizens' Coun-
cils," and related resistance movements. Several of the 
articles in Shoemaker (ed.) deal with other aspects of 
this resistanc , including the political dimension. 
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Little Rock, Arkansas became interracial battlegrounds with 
the attention of the whole world focused upon them. While 
at this writing (November, 1959) the deep South was still 
presenting a reasonably solid front of resistance, legal 
and otherwise, considerable progress had been made toward 
compliance with the Supreme Court decision in many states.1 
The most spectacular struggles and evidences of pro-
gress have been on the educational front, but striking pro-
gress has been made since 1954 in a variety of other areas 
2 
as well. Often, interestingly enough, lesser concessions, 
such as the equalization of facilities and opportunities 
and the granting of more equality in legal rights, have 
been extended by communities of the South as a way of avoid-
ing the more painful step of public school desegregation. 
4. The Challenge of the 1956 Gen-
eral Conference to the Church 
In the face of the growing dissatisfaction with racial 
1. As of October, 1959, only the five states of Alabama, 
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina had 
no desegregated public school classrooms. Florida and 
Virginia had just begun. Southern School News, 6 (Octo-
ber, 1959), 1. See also Southern Regional Council, ! 
Back round Re ort on School Des re ation for 19 9-60 
Atlanta: Southern Regional Council, 19 9 • 
2. See David Loth and Harold Fleming, Integration, North 
and South (New York: The Fund for the Republic, 1956), 
and Harriet Har.mon Dexter, What's Right With Race Rela-
tions (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19$8), for docu-
mentation of hundreds of specific instances of progress 
in race relations. See also The New South, an excellent 
magazine published by the Southern Regional Council. 
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segregation and the Central Jurisdiction arrangement with-
in the church and the general upheaval following in the 
wake of the Supreme Court decision of 19541 it is not sur-
prising that delegates arrived at the 1956 General Confer-
ence expecting segregation in The Methodist Church and in 
American society generally to be one of the most important 
problems on the agenda. 
i. The Episcopal Address 
The Episcopal Address to the 1956 General Conference, 
delivered by Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, of the Philadelphia 
Area, contained several references to the race problem. 
Quoting affirmatively from the Episcopal Address and the 
Resolution of the 1952 General Conference, Bishop Corson 
went on to note that "the desire for better race relations 
ls prevalent. The principle is no longer debatable ••• ul 
Paying tribute to the "notable advances" which had been 
"made under our present organizational structure," Bishop 
-
Corson called attention to the fact that "new· issues have 
arisen and new duties confront the Church." "The Council of 
Bishops," he continued, 
therefore, recommends that a commission large 
enough to be truly representative of all our 
people be constituted for the purpose of 
studying the jurisdictional structure of the 
1. The Daily Christian Advocate, ~ (April 26, 1956), 55. 
Church, its philosophy and its effectiveness, 
and that it report its findings with recom-
mendations to the 1960 session of the Gen-
eral Conference. Through this medium we be-
lieve that a way can be charted to advance 
the Church steadily toward the fulfillment 
of the Christian imperative for racial re-
lations.l 
ii. Resolution on Race Relations 
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The General Conference adopted a resolution entitled 
11 The Methodist Church and Race, 11 representing the most com-
plete statement, from the integrationist point of view, yet 
2 to be enunciated by The Methodist Church. Included in the 
resolution was the recommendation 11 that discrimination or 
segregation by any method or practice, whether by conference 
structure or otherwise, in The Methodist Church be abolished 
with reasonable speed." This Resolution will be discussed 
in greater detail in Chapter Three, below. 
iii. Constitutional Changes and Legislation 
The real discussion of the General Conference centered 
around proposed constitutional changes. Debate on the floor 
indicated clearly that some had come to the Conference 
hoping for the complete abolition of the Central Jurisdiction, 
while othei's, mainly from the South, had hoped to forestall 
any constitutional action whatsoever. 
1. Ibid. 
-
2. Discipline, 1956, par. 2026, PP• 723-724. 
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"Amendment IX~" which was adopted by the Conference 
and appropriately ratified during the following year~ great-
ly facilitated the procedures in the transfer of churches 
and Annual Conferences out of the Central Jurisdiction and 
provided machinery for the actual abolition of that Juris-
diction. The Constitution was amended to read that a local 
church could be transferred "from one Annual Conference to 
another in which it is geographically located upon approval 
by a two-thirds vote of those present and voting" in the 
Quarterly Conference and Church Conference of the local 
church itself and in each of the two Annual Conferences in-
volved.1 This new procedure eliminates the steps~ previous-
ly required~ of securing approval by the Jurisdictions in-
volved and by the General Conference. Amendment IX also 
makes provision for the transfer of Annual Conferences from 
one Jurisdiction to another upon approval by a two-thirds 
majority of those present and voting in the Annual Confer-
ence desiring to transfer~ by a two-thirds majority of 
those present and voting in the Annual Conferences of the 
Jurisdiction from which transfer is desired~ and by a sim-
ilar majority in the Jurisdiction to which transfer is to 
be made. 2 The amendment disposed of the problem of Central 
Jurisdiction bishops being left without a sufficient number 
1. Discipline, 1956~ P• 19. 
2. ~·~ PP• 19-20. 
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of churches and conferences for an adequate episcopal area 
by providing that "whenever twenty-five per cent of the 
local-church membership of the Central Jurisdiction have 
been transferred by this process to another jurisdiction 
or jurisdictions, the bishop of the area from which the 
largest number have been transferred shall be transferred 
to the jurisdiction which has received the largest number 
by such transfer • nl Proportionate reduction in the • • 
"representation of the Central Jurisdiction on the boards, 
agencies, and episcopacy of the church" was also to be 
effected when transfers had reached this twenty-five per 
cent level. 2 Provision was also made for the complete 
abolition of the Central Jurisdiction 
when all of the Annual Conferences now com-
prising it have been transferred to other jurisdictions in accordance with the volun-
tary procedure of Article V of this section. 
Each remaining bishop of the Central Juris-
diction shall thereupon be transferred to 
the jurisdiction to which the majority of 
the membership of his area has been transfer-
red, and the Central JUrisdiction shall then 
be dissolved.3 
The "permissive" character of this new plan is read-
ily apparent. It was also made clear in debate on the pro-
posed Amendment IX on the floor of the General Conference. 
Representing a subcommittee of the Committee on Conferences, 
which presented the plan, Leonard D. Slutz (Ohio Annual 
Conference) noted that 
1. ~., P• 20. 2. Ibid. 3. ~., P• 19. 
what we have endeavored to do by this proposed 
amendment is to make possible what every mem-
ber of our Committee earnestly desired. That 
is to make possible the voluntary integration 
of our Church on all levels. • • • Now we 
have had two structural stages where some of 
our critics have claimed that we were segregated. 
Relatively unimportant as they are, they have 
become symbols. This proposal makes possible 
the transfer of any local church, when it desires 
to transfer, to another Annual Conference ~ 
is willing to accept it. Nobody is compelled 
or forced to transfer, but he has the right to 
do so, and that is all that we as a General 
Conference enactin~1the laws of the Church can possibly do. • • • 
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Slutz went on to note that "we have debated this at great 
length, we have reached a unanimous report recommending the 
adoption of this resolution. "2 
Speaking for the proposed amendment, Dr. Nolan Harmon 
(Virginia Annual Conference) asserted that "wherever a group 
of congregations or conferences wish to be united, no one 
can gainsay that in any degree; and wherever congregations 
do not wish to be united--or conferences--no hope can come 
f t ak th t b t • • "3 Also rom any pressure o m e a come a ou • • 
speaking for the amendmel'lt, Dr. Lance Webb (Ohio Annual Con-
ference) said that 
these amendments take out the rigid structure 
and substitute a permissive structure, so that 
there will neither be forced segregation, as 
1. Daily Christian Advocate, 5 (May 3, 1956), 359. Emphasis 
supplied. 
2. Ibid. 
-
3· Ibid., p. 360. 
there would be if we were right now to abol-
ish the Central Jurisdiction. 
Neither forced integration nor forced 
segregation are in harmony with the spirit or 
Christ, which does not depend upon force but 
on love.l 
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Some voices were raised against the amendment on the 
ground that this voluntary approach would not be adequate. 
Representative or these was Miss Thelma Stevens (Woman's 
Division of Christian Service) who, noting that this amend-
ment might only accomplish the weakening of the Central 
Jurisdiction, asserted that it was "another delaying tactic 
to keep this General Con£erence from making its clear-cut 
statement of unequivocal determination to move away from 
segregation in every form." She went on to express the 
hope that the General Con£erence "will not adopt this 
amendment but that it will be properly directed and instruct-
ed to take steps immediately to do away with any form of 
segregation in The Methodist Church. u2 
Other delegates indicated that they regarded the 
measure as incomplete but were willing to support it as a 
step forward. Among these, Thurman L. Dodson (Washington 
Annual Conrerence, Central Jurisdiction) said that 
1. l!?.!,g. 
we appreciate all of the shortcomings of this 
resolution as far as it goes. We are not be-
ing fooled at all by it. We realize that this 
amendment does not abolish segregation in The 
2. ~., P• 362. 
Methodist Church. But it does move in a 
direction toward which this great church of 
ours ought to move.l 
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Dr. Georgia Harkness (Troy Annual Conference) sought clari-
fication as to whether the amendment would "become perma-
nent and for all time our mode of eliminating the Central 
Jurisdiction. 11 Leonard Slutz, in response, pointed out 
that "nothing this General Conference can do can be perma-
nent and forever. Every amendment to our Constitution or 
law can be re-examined at the next session of the General 
Conference."2 
Still another possible dimension of thinking with 
some delegates was suggested by Wiley c. Newman (Memphis 
Annual Conference), who protested that this was not a de-
l~ying action by southern delegates. Distinguishing be-
tween "integration" and "brotherhood," he said that "if we 
are seeking brotherhood, we who live and work and run the 
risk in the South believe with all our hearts that this pro-
posed amendment to our Constitution will clear the way for 
us to work for it ••• 11 He added that the South is not 
"opposed to giving our Negro brethren brotherhood, dignity, 
and recognition.") In his mind, at least, these "gifts" 
were apparently to remain within the framework of segrega-
tiont 
1. ~., p. 363. 2. ~., P• 366. 
3. ~· 
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iv. Study Commission Appointed 
In response to the recommendation by the Council or 
Bishops through the Episcopal Address~ .the General Confer-
ence set up a "Commission to Study and Recommend Action 
Concerning the Jurisdictional System." This Connn.ission, to 
be convened within six months following the adjournment or 
the General Conference, was to be composed of seventy per-
sons~ of whom one minister and one lay person were to rep-
resent each 500~000 church members (or major fraction there-
of) from each jurisdiction~ with a minimum of three minis-
ters and three laymen from each jurisdiction, two bishops 
from each jurisdiction~ and two additional laymen from 
each jurisdiction.1 The speciric duties or the commission 
were set out as rollows: 
a) To make a thorough study or our jurisdiction-
al system, with special rererence to its philos-
ophy, its effectiveness~ its weaknesses~ and 
its relationship to the ruture or The Methodist 
Church. 
b) To carry on studies and conduct hearings in 
all the jurisdictions on racial segregation in 
The Methodist Church and all other problems 
related to the jurisdictional system. 
c) To develop courses or action directed toward 
greater interracial brotherhood and the spirit 
of Christian love. 
d) In the performance of its duties, to draw 
on the resources of other agencies of The Meth-
odist Church to assist in sueh research. 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 2013, P• 687. 
e) To distribute to the local churches such 
facts and information during the quadrennium 
as may be deemed helpful to the work of this 
commission and of value to the church. 
f) To present its findings and recommendations 
to the General Conference of 1960 in a report 
which shall be printed and distributed to the 
delegates thereof at least three months prior 
to the convening of the conference.l 
The hope of the General Conference that this commission 
might be able to propose in 1960 a more detailed and effec-
tive way of handling the Central Jurisdiction problem and 
segregation in the church seemed implied in the last duty. 
5. Subsequent Developments in The Methodist Church 
i. Transfers out of the Central Jurisdiction 
As of July, 1959, only six of the local churches of 
the Central Jurisdiction had taken advantage of the ena-
bling legislation of the General Conference and the invi-
tations of conferences in non-southern Jurisdictions to 
transfer, and none of the Central Jurisdiction annual con-
2 ferenees had done so. Some thirty-eight other Central 
Jurisdiction churches were involved in various other stages 
of discussion and transfer, but of these, thirty-six had 
1. ~., PP• 687-688. 
2. Letter from the office of Charles F. Golden, Section of 
Home Y~ssions, Division of National Missions, the Board 
of Missions of The Methodist Church, Philadelphia, Pa., 
July 16, 1959. Two reports made on a study of transfers 
for the Commission to Study the Jurisdictional System 
were enclosed. 
reached a state of "suspended animation. ul 
A joint statement by the College of Bishops of the 
Central Jurisdiction was credited in some quarters with 
having discouraged Central JUrisdiction churches and con-
ferences tro.m accepting invitations to transfer into the 
2 
other jurisdictions. This statement~ adopted in November 
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of 1957~ while urging the "eventual abolition of the Cen-
tral JUrisdiction" and approving the "•open door policy' by 
which the Conference of the Central Jurisdiction will be 
merged into the other five JUrisdictions (geographical) when 
and as both groups are ready for such action," nevertheless 
recommended 
that the churches and Conferences of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction be cautioned about too hasty 
action in breaking away from the Central Juris-
diction, that Churches and Conferences be .en-
couraged to ramain in the Central Jurisdiction 
until it is clear that the majority of our 
churches vd 11 be welcomed into other Juris-
dictions on the basis of equality and mutual 
1. This is the judgment of the Rdhort to the 1960 General 
Conference of The Methodist urch by the Commission 
for StUdy and Action on the lii'iS'd!Ctional System (n.p.: 
By the Commission, November, -1959). This document will 
be referred to hereafter as Study . Commission Report. 
2. One high ranking denominational official, who is close to 
this situation, believes that the Central Jurisdiction 
bishops now have a concrete policy of opposition to 
transfers. He cites one instance in which, on the basis 
of a rather dubious technical ruling, a Central Juris-
diction bishop prevented consideration of the transfer 
of a local church out of its Central Jurisdiction annual 
conference. Interview, place and date withheld. On the 
basis of this and other interviews, the present writer 
believes that a firm no-transfer policy does exist. 
respect; on the theory that as long as we 
have a Jurisdiction it should be maintained 
with a reasonable degree of strength.l 
The attitude of caution reflected in this statement 
helps to explain the slowness with which the Central Juris-
diction churches have approached transfer. This attitude 
is also apparent in the expressions of Negro leaders, as 
voiced in the Interracial Leadership Conferences sponsored 
by the General Board of Social and Economic Relations of 
The Methodist Cburch, 2 and in occasional writings in the 
Central Christian Advocate, the official publication of the 
Central JUrisdiction.3 This attitude of caution will be 
discussed further in Chapter Seven below. 
ii. Activities and Recommendations of the Study Commission 
The Commission for Study and Aetion on the Jurisdic-
tional System met soon after the General Conference of 1956. 
After organizing itself, the Commission made provision for 
the various forms of study and research suggested by its 
mandate, including historical surveys, study of annual and 
1. J. w. E. Bowen and others, Statement of the College of 
Bishops of the Central Jurisdiction (mimeographed, Gat-
linburg, Tenn.: Central Jurisdiction, 1957). 
2. The Methodist Church, Board of Social and Economic Re-
lations, Summ of Interracial Leadershi Conferences 
(mimeographed, Chicago: By the Board, n.d. 19 9? • 
3. See, e.g., David M. Pleasants, "Ought the Central Juris-
diction Be Abolished?," Central Christian Advocate, 
134 (July 1, 1959), 7. 
and jurisdictional conference actions on desegregation, 
study of trends within the Central Jurisdiction, study of 
the salary and pension differentials as among the various 
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annual conferences, and study of churches transferring un-
der Amendment rx.1 Reports resulting from this research 
were utilized in the Commission's deliberations and will be 
published as appendices to its own final report. 
In the fall of 1957 the Commission, divided into six 
panels, conducted hearings in four cities in each of the 
six jurisdictions, at which all Methodists were invited to 
testify regarding their attitudes on the jurisdictional 
syste.m and the Central JUrisdiction. With respect to segre-
gation and the Central Jurisdiction issue, these panel 
hearings revealed generally that there is strong opposition 
to segregation and the continuation of the Central Juris-
diction within the Western, Northeastern, North Central, 
and Central Jurisdictions and that there is strong support 
for segregation in the Southeastern and South Central Juris-
dictions.2 Significantly the feeling of Central Jurisdic-
tion members that the Central Jurisdiction should be 
1. Study Commission Report, pp. 1-3. 
2. See the Reports of Findings of the Panels Assigned to 
the Central, North Central, Northeastern, South Central, 
Southeastern, and Western Jurisdictions, Prepared by 
the Chairmen of the Panels (in the files of the Commis-
sion for Study and Action on the Jurisdictional System). 
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abolished and segregation eliminated was virtually unanimous. 
or further interest, the chairman of the panel assigned to 
the Southeastern JUrisdiction reported that a number of peo-
ple who feared reprisal if their views were known gave him 
statements opposing segregation, with the understanding that 
their names be witbheld.1 
By late 1959 the Commission had completed its work of 
preparing a report for the General Conference of 1960. Not-
ing that uthe General Conference of 1956 places the Central 
JUrisdiction in the line of ultimate extinction," the Com-
.. 
mission recommended, nevertheless, "that the General Confer-
ence of 1960 undertake no basic change in the Central ~is­
diction."2 Instead, the Commission recommended a variety of 
procedures designed to facilitate and encourage the utiliza-
tion of Amendment IX. In support of this approach, the Re-
port asserts that 
to legislate the immediate elimination of the 
Central Jurisdiction, would be harmful to the 
Church, and especially disastrous to the Ne-
gro Methodists. Many life-long members of The 
Methodist Church would be without full fellow-
ship in a local church or Annual Conference. 
If Negro churches are accepted in white con-
ferences, and Negro members are admitted into 
white churches, the Central JUrisdiction will 
1. This fact was confi~ed personally by the present writer, 
who talked w1 th some of the young ministers who sub-
mitted anonymous statements to this panel chairman. A 
liberal leader also ramarked that he had advised many of 
his liberal friends to boycott the hearings. Interviews, 
summer, 1958, Georgia. 
2. Study Commission Report, PP• 8, 12. 
disappear in those sections where this is ac-
complished. However, in large s actions of our 
Methodist Church, Negro Methodists would be 
left without opportunity to be included in inter-
racial churches and interracial canferences.l 
It was felt, further, that sufficient time had not elapsed 
for the full effect of the Amendment IX legislation to be 
registered. 
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With regard to the jurisdictional system, as such, the 
Commission recommended again that no basic changes be under-
taken by the 1960 General Conference. It was recommended, 
however, that provision should be made for the jurisdiction-
al conferences to be held at the same time and place as the 
General Conference, w.ith the jurisdictional conference del-
egates all also sitting as delegates to the General Confer-
ence, and that the bishops should be consecrated at the 
sessions of the General Conference. It was recommended, 
further, that provision be made to facilitate the assignment 
of bishops to jurisdictions other than those by which they 
2 
were originally elected. These recommendations could be 
evaluated with respect to their potential effect upon region-
al divisions within the church, and indirectly upon the issue 
of segregation. 
The Study Comndssion 1 s Report indicates frankly that 
it is largely the result of compromise between sectional 
groups w1 thin the church, and the fear of the possible 
1. ~., PP• 22-23. 2. Ibid., pp. 9-19. 
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disruption of the church on the race issue was explicitly 
mentioned . One member of the Commission reported that, 
among many members , there was a sense of frustration ''that 
we have not succeeded in doing what we set out to do,n and 
that no real solution to the Central Jurisdiction problem 
had been found . 1 
iii . Leadership by the Gener 1 Board of Social and Economic 
Relations 
The Board of Social and Economic Relations of The 
Methodist Church was formed in 1952 with the responsibility 
of providing implementation and leadership with respect to 
Methodist concerns in the field of social and economic re-
lations . 2 Even before the 1956 General Conference this 
Board had begun to exert leadership in the area of race re-
lations , and this activity has increased since that time . 
Among its numerous activities and projects in this area 
have been the following:) 
(1) It has publicized the official statement, "The 
1 . Interview with Dean Walter G. Muelder, member of the 
Study Commission, October 13 , 1959, Boston, Mass . Some 
of the other members of the Commission, including its 
Executive Director , had been interviewed prior to its 
final full meeting in September . 
2'• Discipline , 1952, paras . 1555-1556, PP • 390- 391 . 
3. In addition to a survey of the printed and mimeographed 
literature of the Board, this section is based upon an 
interview with its General Secretary, the Rev . A. Dudley 
Ward, Oct. 2, 1959, Boston , Mass . 
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Methodist Church and Race," and the teachings of the Bible 
on race in pamphlet form. 1 It has also published a study 
book on race relations designed to stimulate thinking on 
the issue by a frank presentation of divergent points of 
view. 2 These publications have been distributed widely. 
(2) It has provided leadership in the establishment 
of local church Commissions on Christian Social Relations 
and encouraged them to consider improvement of r .ace rela-
tions an important part of their task.3 This has also been 
done on the annual conference level. 
(!3,) It has helped to establish channels of communi-
cation between the annual conferences of the Central Juris-
diction and of the geographical jurisdictions serving the 
same territory. This has included the support of joint 
commdttees for study and leadership with regard to transfers 
under Amendment IX. 
(tJ,:) It has sponsored some twenty "Interracial 
1. The Methodist Church, The Methodist Church and Race (Chi-
cago: Board of Social and Economic Relations, 1957) 
and The Methodist Church, General Board of Social and 
Economic Relations, The Bible Speaks on Race (Chicago: 
Board of Social and Economic Relations, n.d.}. 
2. The Methodist Church, General Board of Social and Eco-
nomic Relations, The Road to Brotherhood: Views on Race 
Relations with Resources and Suggestions for Action 
{Chicago: Board of Social and Economic Relations, 1958). 
3. See Clair M. Cook, The Modern Samaritan: A Handbook on 
Christian Social Relations (Chicago: Board of Social 
and Economic Relations, 1956}. 
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Leadership Conferences" across the country, involving par-
ticipants from episcopal areas in the Central Jurisdiction 
and the geographical jurisdictions.1 In preparation for 
these conferences the Board was instrumental in assembling 
a considerable amount of sociological data on the problems 
of the different areas in which the conferences were held, 
together with outstanding leadership, competent to inter-
pret problems of race relations. Among the features of the 
conferences were a colloquy between the sponsoring bishops 
and small study groups, which were assigned particular 
problems. 
These conferences were culminated by a church-wide 
"Methodist Conference on Human Relations, 11 held in Dallas, 
Texas from August 31 to September 4, 1959, to which dele-
gates came from annual conferences of every jurisdiction. 
This conference was jointly sponsored by ten of the general 
agencies of the church, under the leadership of the Board 
of Social and Economic Relations. It produced a "message" 
on race relations, which is being given wide distribution 
1. See The Methodist Church, ••• Summary of Interracial 
Leadership Conferences, and The Methodist Church, Gen-
eral Board of Social and Economic Relations, Ohio Meth-
odist Interracial Conference Re ort Columbus Ohio, 
April 2 and 1 9 mimeographed, Chicago: By the 
Board, 19 9 , pp. 1-2. The reports of the individual 
Interracial Leadership Conferences, though these differ 
occasionally as to precise title, will be cited here-
after as Interracial Conference Report, with the appro-
priate city and date appended. 
throughout the church, and other reports and materials 
which are scheduled ror later publication.1 
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(5) According to its General Secretary, the Board has, 
finally, attempted to exert a considerable amount of intan-
gible leadership in the form of personal contact and dis-
cussion directed toward improving the race relations situa-
tion in The Methodist Church.2 
iv. Active Resistance to Desegregation 
wndle the movement toward desegregation continued to 
develop generally throughout the church after the 1956 Gen-
eral Conference, some organized resistance activity had al-
ready begun to e.merge in the deep South. According to one 
observer, "the best-organized lay resistance to church in-
tegration in the South appears to be in The Methodist 
Church."3 Resistance organizations in at least the two 
states of Alabama and Mississippi would appear to support 
that generalization. 
An organization in Alabama, originally called the 
1. 
2. Interview, A. Dudley Ward, General Secretary, Board of 
Social and Economic Relations, Oct. 2, 1959, Boston. 
3. Wesley Shrader, "Segregation in the Churches," Esquire,54 
(May, 1958), 20. 
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"Association of Methodist Ministers and Laymen," was formed 
by early 1955, with the following program: 
1. To use all rightful means to oppose any 
statements by Methodist publications or groups 
who will seek to change the present law of the 
church governing white and Negro members. 
2. To devise a plan of informing Methodists 
of efforts to promote a policy of racial in-
tegration within the church. 
3. To request all delegates to conferences to 
oppose any such movement. 4. To request Methodist leaders to present 
statements of church members on how the 
abolition of the Central Jurisdiction would 
affect the church and its agencies. 
5. To recommend that groups be organized to 
confer with Negro leaders regarding problems 
that may arise out of the "racial tension 
engendered by leaders of radical groups."l 
A leader of the organization said that efforts would be 
made to have delegates sent to the 1956 General Conference 
who support continued church segregation. 2 The organization 
is reported to have urged local church official boards to 
pass segregationist resolutions and attempted to "black 
ball" liberal ministers with local pastoral relations com-
mittees.3 In the summer of 1958 the group was described as 
a potent force in the two Alabama annual conferences of the 
1. Southern School.News, I (Jan. 6, 1955), 2. 
2. ~· 
3. Interview with a leading Alabama Methodist minister who 
is known for his support of desegregation, July 31, 
1958, Alabama. This minister has since left the South, 
although he has maintained close touch with conditions 
in Alabama. A supplementary interview was held on 
October 26, 1959, in Boston, Mass. 
1 Southeastern Jurisdiction. 
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In March, 1959, the Alabama organization was reorgan-
ized as the "Methodist Layman's 'Union," a change of title 
indicating the inability of the group to attract significant 
ministerial backing.2 Recently, the Layman's Union has 
been instrumental in securing the passage of a law by the 
Alabama Legislature which would permit local churches to re-
tain property ownership upon withdrawal from their parent 
church organization because of segregation disputes. The 
bill 
was planned as a counter-measure to the move-
ment within the fsic] Methodist church to 
abolish the all-Negro Central Jurisdiction 
and absorb it into the white divisions of the 
church. 
Alabama Methodists fear this may lead to 
integrated churches. The law the Layman's 
Union drafted would permit a church to go into 
a state court and claim ownership of its pro-
perty if at least 65 per cent of the adult 
members vote to secede from the national de-
nomination.3 
Although securing the passage of such a law by a state 
1. ~· 
2. Ibid. See Thomas Reeves, "Methodist Layman's Union Vic-
"tini," The Christian Century, 76 (Sept. 2, 1959), 995, 
for an account of the reprisal suffered by one young 
man who made a statement favoring integration at the 
March, 1959 meeting of the Layman's Union, illustrating 
the bitter character of its spirit. 
3. Southern School News, 5 (September, 1959), 6. The bill 
was reported to have passed the House by a vote of 90-1; 
the Senate unanimously. 
legislature is an impressive show of strength, i .t may be 
wondered whether the form of the bill indicates lack of 
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assurance on the part of the Layman's Union that it could 
induce annual conferences themselves, rather than just lo-
cal churches, to secede from a desegregated Methodist Church. 
Similar organizations have been functioning off and 
on in recent years in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 
The "Mississippi Association of Methodist Ministers and Lay-
-
men," with a mailing list of something over 5,000, is un-
doubtedly the strongest of these. 1 As "a volunteer organi-
zation resolved to respect and maintain racial customs in 
churches, schools, conferences and jurisdictions," its an-
nounced purposes are similar to those of its Alabama counter-
2 part. While this group disavows direct connection with the 
Alabama organization,3 the similarities of purpose and the 
frequent references to joint activities in its monthly In-
formation Bulletins suggest effective unity. Interestingly, 
the Mississippi Association of Methodist Ministers and Laymen 
has also failed to attract a large amount of ministerial 
1. See Mississippi Association of Methodist Ministers and 
Laymen, Information Bulletin, No. 10 (July, 1959), 4. 
The present writer is on this mailing list. 
2. See~., No. 1 (Oct., 1958), 1-4. 
3. Interview with the General Counsel for the MAMML, Aug. 1, 
1958, Jackson, Mississippi. This man, incidentally, 
has also served as counsel for the Citizen's Council 
movement (segregationist) of that state. 
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backing. 1 The Association, however, was able to secure 
passage of resolutions opposing racial desegregation at the 
1959 session of the Mississippi Annual Conference of the 
Southeastern Jurisdiction, although the conference also 
passed a resolution of appreciation of Methodist church 
school literature, which had been under fire from the Asso-
ciation.2 The available evidence suggests the presence of 
sharp, though seldom visible, conflict between the active 
segregationists and those of more liberal or "moderate" per-
suasion.3 
v. Local Church and Institutional Desegregation 
No complete study has been made of the number of in-
elusive churches in Methodism since that of Culver which was 
published in 19$2. More limited studies in connection with 
the Interracial Leadership Conferences and with the research 
of the Jurisdictional Study Commission, however, suggest 
that considerably more such churches could be found at the 
present time. While Culver found only about one hundred 
"whiteu churches with at least one Negro member (see above), 
1. Ibid. The explanation given was that ministers were wait-
-yng for the organization to prove itself before joining. 
2. Mississippi Annual C~ference, Journal, 19$9 Session, 
Mississippi Conference, The Methodist Church~ South-
eastern Jurisdiction (Jackson: 19$9), pp. 1 1, 109, 131. 
" 3. For example, in Mississippi one segregationist leader 
ranked much lower in secret balloting for General Con-
ference delegates in 1959 than usual. 1£!£., p. 4. 
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at least 92 Methodist churches in the Ohio and Los Angeles 
Areas alone are known to be interracial.l Varying types and 
degrees of local church integration have been found in all 
parts of the country, 2 although the total number of such 
churches would probably still appear comparatively small, 
and the number of persons of minority groups actually in-
volved even smaller. 
A fUrther dimension of progress, emerging in the eight 
years since CUlver's study was made, is evidenced by the 
appointment of Negro ministers to serve predominantly white 
congregations by at least three bishops. The number of Ne-
gro ministers and ministerial students to serve predominant-
ly white churches as assistant ministers is probably much 
higher. 
Surveys of the extent of racial desegregation in such 
other Methodist institutions as schools and colleges, homes, 
and hospitals conducted under the Jurisdictional Study Com-
mission suggest scattered progress, although the number of 
1. The Methodist Church, • • • , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Columbus, Ohio, April 2f 3, and 4, 1929, P• 41, 
and letter from the Section o Home Missions, Division 
of National Missions, ••• July 16, 1959. 
2. 1!?.!2.· 
3. See Harriet Har.mon Dexter, What's Right With Race Rela-
tions (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), PP• 171-
172, 177; and "Ten Years of Methodist Advance under 
Bishop John Wesley Lord, 11 Boston Sunday Herald (Roto-
gravure Section, May 25, 1958), p. 12. 
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Methodist institutions wbieh continue to be racially segre-
gated remains sufficiently high to warrant continued con-
cern on the part of those who believe that institutions 
representing the church should be "color blind 11 in their 
policies and practices •1 Of particular concern is the fact 
that two of the Methodist theological seminaries, those 
connected with Emory and Duke Universities, remain segregated 
despite .clear expressions of readiness for desegregation by 
students and .tac:iilties of these institutions. One other 
southern seminary, that connected with Southern Methodist 
University in Dallas, Texas, now admits Negro students. 
6. Summary 
In this chapter, the pattern of relationships between 
Negroes and white persons in The Methodist Church, and the 
movement toward desegregation wi.thin the church, with par-
ticular reference to the situation after 1952, were sum-
marized and traced historically. It was found that patterns 
of racial segregation in The Methodist Church are fixed on 
the national level by the Central Jurisdiction, an adminis-
trative structure guaranteeing constitutional equality for 
Negro leadership on the national level but fixing at the 
same time a constitutional separation of Negroes and white 
persons on lower connectional levels of the church. 
1. Study Commission Report, P• 21. 
A. growing movement to abolish racial segregation in 
every form was documented. The firm repudiation of racial 
segregation and the permissive legislation of the 1956 
General Conference, which greatly simplifies the transfer 
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of institutions of the Central Jurisdiction to other juris-
dictions, were summarized. Events subsequent to 1956 were 
found to reveal strong sentiment for further progress and 
the development of leadership in this direction, particular-
ly by the General Board of Social and Economic Relations. 
The report of the Jurisdictional Study Commission was found 
to suggest further problems and uncertainty within the church 
as to the best means of dealing with segregation and the 
Central Jurisdiction. It was also found that organized 
resistance to racial desegregation in the church has devel-
oped in the Deep South in recent years. 
CHAPTER III 
THE GOAL AND ETHICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS OF STRATEGY 
It has been noted above that the appropriateness of 
strategies suggested by this study will be determined in 
part by their consistency with the appropriate Methodist 
goal of racial inclusiveness and with stated ethical pre-
suppositions. The first part of this chapter will consider 
the goal to which strategy should be directed; the latter 
part will be occupied with consideration of ethical presup-
positions. 
l. The Goal of a Racially Inclusive Methodist Church 
One of the risks of planned social change is that its 
implicit value commitments may be essentially irrelevant 
or inappropriate to the specific institutional complex 
involved. The risk is that the strategist!s goals may re-
flect simply his own subjective values. According to Gun-
nar Myrdal, "there is a common belief that the type of 
practical research which involves rational planning--what 
we have ventured to call 'social engineering'--is likely 
to be emotional."1 This, he holds, is mistaken: 11if 
the value premises are sufficiently, fully, and rationally 
1. Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1944), P• 1044. 
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introduced, the planning or induced social change is no 
more emotional by itsel~ than the planning o~ a bridge or 
the taking o~ a census •••• Emotion and irrationality in 
science, on the contrary, acquire their high potency pre-
cisely when valuations are kept suppressed or remain con-
cealed in the so-called 1 facts. 1 " 1 Value premises, he 
goes on to suggest, "should be selected by the criterion 
of relevance and significance to the culture under study !'2 
This criterion is accepted here. The "culture under study" 
is, of course, The Methodist Church. 
i. The Designation of Goals in The Methodist Church 
~le every Methodist is comndtted to certain values 
and beliet's by virtue of his baptism and membership in his 
church,3 none o~ these commitments deals explicitly with 
the presence or absence of racial segregation in the life 
o~ the church. The goal must, there~ore, be located in 
some way in the beliefs and attitudes of the majority o~ 
Methodists. Conceivably this could be done by the actual 
polling of the more than nine million4 members o~ The 
1. ~· 2. Ibid., p. 1045-
3. See Discipline, 1956, pars. 1910-1916, PP• 545-559. 
Note the wide latitude o~ belief which is left to the 
conscience of each member by the pledges made at bap-
tism and reception into full membership. 
4• The Methodist magazine Together, 3 (Jan., 1959), 68 lists 
the current membership of the church as 9,691,916. 
Methodist Church, although the use of such a procedure of 
determining the church's goals and policy would seem pa-
tently impracticable. 
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It is, perhaps, for this reason that The Methodist 
Church has established procedures which provide for the 
official expression of value commitments and policy by a 
representational body. Every local pastoral charge is rep-
resented in some Annual Conference or Provisional Annual 
Conference by its minister and an elected lay delegate.l 
Every Annual Conference or Provisional Annual Conference 
has elected representation, based on its size, in the Gen-
2 
eral Conference, which meets every four years. Further, 
all delegates to the General Conference, lay and minis-
terial alike, are present by virtue of election by some 
Annual Conference or Provisional Conference.3 Hence it 
can be concluded that all members of The Methodist Church 
are legally represented in the General Conference and that 
every delegate to the General Conference has a constit-
uency. It is not easily conceivable that the General Con-
ference could permanently defy the convictions of the 
majority of the members of The Methodist Church. It is 
this General Conference which has final authority to commit 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 21, P• 17. 
2. ~., par. 7, P• 10. 3. Ibid., par. 5, p. 10. 
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the denomination: u.the General Conference shall have full 
legislative power over all matters distinctively connection-
1 ul a • 
There is, thus, no question that the official self-
expression of The Methodist Church, as a denomination, must 
come from the General Conference. It is not unusual, of 
course, to hear the criticism that statements and resolu-
tions by ecclesiastical bodies do not represent the "grass 
roots."2 However, in view of the representative character 
of the General Conference, it would seem that the burden of 
proof should fall upon those seeking to establish that a 
given statement or resolution by it is not the general view 
ot most Methodists. 
I 
There is a further sense in which the General Confer-
ence would seem more genuinely the representative voice of 
Methodist values and goals than any other. As a normative 
expression of what ought to be, the goals of a religious 
body are likely to be rooted more characteristically in 
metaphysical assumptions and religious beliefs than in 
1. Ibid., par. 8, p. 11. 
2. See, e.g., "World Order Conference Action is Criticized," 
The Christian Century, 75 (Dec. 10, 1958), 1421, for a 
reply to this kind of criticism in a different context. 
It happens that at least two studies have been made of 
Methodist 11 grass roots" opinion in recent years in the 
area of this dissertation's concern. These studies 
will be discussed below. 
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convenience or more self-interested motivations. While 
there is no way to be sure that the delegates to any General 
Conference are superior to their constituencies in their 
personal commitments to religious beliefs and values, it 
would seem apparent that their formulations of these beliefs 
and values should be more intelligent than those to be ex-
pected from the average member of the church. This might 
particularly be expected since half of the members of the 
General Conference are ministers1 who have studied such be-
lief's and values more systematically. It is not unlikely, 
therefore, that the General Conference is influential in its 
effect upon the individual members of the church in their 
own formulations of beliefs and institutional goals, even 
though this effect might be rather indirect. The General 
Conference could thus be said to exert effective influence 
upon its constituency just as the opinions of the constit-
uency has effect upon its delegates. 
In a further way the General Conference could be 
considered more authEntically the representative voice of 
Methodist goals and beliefs than any other: its formula-
tions are less likely to be swayed by local interests and 
prejudices. The organizing principle of MYrdal 1 s classic 
analysis of American race relations is the moral conflict 
within most Americans between the higher and more general 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 5, P• 10. 
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beliefs relating to the brotherhood and fundamental equali-
ty of all men and the self-interested valuations growing 
out of the "valuations on specific planes of individual 
and group living, where personal and local interests; econ-
omic, social, and sexual jealousies; considerations of 
community prestige and conformity; group prejudice against 
particular persona or types of people; and all sorts of 
miscellaneous wants, impulses, and habits dominate .. "l Giv-
en this conflict, it is conceivable that delegates acting 
as official representatives to the church's highest govern-
ing body would be less bound by the latter plane of valua-
tions and more faithful to the former. 
A reasonable conclusion from the above discussion 
would be that one should turn first to the official pro-
nouncements of the General Conference for an authoritative 
designation of the church's goals and beliefs. 
ii. The Goal Commitment of The Methodist Church 
In the course of Chapter Two reference has already 
been made to the declared opposition of the General Confer-
ence to racial discrimination and segregation, both within 
the church and within society in general. Assuming this 
to be, at least at the present time, the authoritative 
1. MYrdal, P• xlvii. 
position of The Methodist Church on segregation,l the res-
olution embodying it should be given some consideration. 
The resolution, entitled "The Methodist Church and 
Race,"2 begins with the religious or theological basis of 
the rejection of racial discrimination: 
the teaching of our Lord is that all men are 
brothers. The Master permits no discrimina-
tion because of race, color, or national ori-
gin. 
This teaching is explicitly applied to the problem of segre-
gation in the church. 
There must be no place in The Methodist 
Church for racial discrimination or enforced 
segregation. Recognizing that we have not 
attained this goal, yet rejoicing in the prog-
ress made, we recommend that discrimination 
whether by conference structure or otherwise, 
in The Methodist Church be abolished with 
reasonable speed. 
The only possible source of ambiguity in this statament 
would be the redundancy of the term 11 enforced segregation." 
By definition, all segregation is "enforced," although it 
is possible that some delegates may not have thought so 
1. It is assumed here that if those believing in segrega-
tion in the church could secure the necessary support 
for a General Conference resolution repudiating previous 
statements on race relations and declaring support for 
racial segregation as a new policy this would, in fact, 
became the authentic goal of the denomination as such. 
This is to distinguish the problem of consensus from 
the normative problem. The probable stability of the 
present consensus on this question will be dealt with 
below. 
2. From Doctrines and Discipline of The Methodist Church, 
par. 2026, PP• 723-724, copyright 1957 by The Board of 
Publication of The Methodist Church, Inc. Used by per-
mission of The Methodist Publishing House. 
while others were simply desirous of adding emphasis. 
The resolution finally makes the following recom-
mendations, calling for various forms of specific imple-
mentation of the goal: 
1. That the institutions of the church, lo-
cal churches, colleges, universities, theologi-
cal schools, publishing agencies, hospitals, 
and homes carefully restudy their policies and 
practices as they relate to race, making cer-
tain that these policies and practices are 
Christian. 
2. That Methodists in their homes, in their 
work, in their churches, and in their commu-
nities actively work to eliminate discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, color, or national 
origin. That parents, teachers, and others 
who work with children and youth help create 
attitudes which make it easy to live in har-
mony with those of other races. 
3. That Methodist churches in changing neigh-
borhoods, rather than seeking new locations, 
early prepare their people to welcome into 
their fellowship all races as they become a 
part of their community . 
That our pastors, upon whom rests the 
responsibility of receiving individuals into 
church membership discharge that responsibil-
ity without regard to race, color, or national 
origin. 
4. That bishops, district superintendents, 
pastors, and lay leaders seek ways for the im-
plementation of better fraternal relations be-
tween the Central Jurisdiction and other juris-
dictions where they are adjacent, by closer 
co-operation at Annual and District Confer-
ences, and at local-church levels. 
5. That Methodists at national and inter-
national meetings of the church make provision 
for equality of accommodations for all races, 
without discrimination or segregation. 
6. That the many racial and national groups 
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which make up our Methodist world fellowship 
be afforded the opportunity without discrim-
ination to enjoy full participation in all 
the activities of the church. 
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These statements could hardly be interpreted other-
wise than as a strong commitment by ~~e Methodist Church to 
the goal of a completely inclusive fellowship without racial 
segregation. The addition of specific recommendations to 
the resolution adds further weight to the genuineness of 
this expression. However~ it should be noted that the 
declaration~ not previously cited~ that "all racial groups 
must be willing to admit their imperfections and seek to 
correct them," in the fifth paragraph of the resolution~ 
would sean to weaken it by the implication that character 
or perfection is a quality which can reside in a racial 
group as such. Other parts of the resolution seem clearly 
to declare that character is, to the contrary, an individ-
ual achievement, irrespective of the racial accidents of 
birth. It may be of some interest to Methodists to observe 
whether fUture sessions of the General Conference will 
clarify what is meant by the admission and correction of 
imperfection by a racial group. 
However~ the opposition of the church to segregation 
seems clearly enough stated throughout the resolution to 
confirm the generalization that The Methodist Church stands 
officially committed to desegregation as a goal for its 
own institutional structures and for society in general. 
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iii. Sources of Support for the Goal 
Wbile the general goal defined by the General Confer-
ence must, for the reasons given above, be considered the 
most authentic expression of The Methodist Church on the 
subject of racial segregation, this does not establish that 
the goal is held unanimously by all Methodists. Indeed, as 
has been shown in Chapter Two, there is evidence of the 
sharpest disagreement among Methodists on the issue. There 
is some point, therefore, in seeking to assess the degree 
to which the goal is supported by popular opinion within 
the church and by more normative sources, the authority of 
whose sanction would generally be accepted by most Meth-
odists. Such an assessment may help to determine the 
stability and permanence of the goal and the values upon 
which it rests. 
(1) Support by Methodist Opinion.--To the best knowl-
edge of the present writer, there have been only two gen-
eral studies of Methodist opinion on this subject in recent 
years. Both of these have indicated that a majority of 
Methodists are opposed to segregation generally and specif-
ically to segregation in the church. 
A study reported by the Christian Advocate in 1956 
found 56.4 per cent of its sample of Methodists, which was 
carefully distributed as to region, desirous of removing 
all racial barriers within the church, and only 16.6 per 
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cent responded that all churches should "serve either Ne-
groes or whites exclusively . "l 
-
23 . 8 per cent responded 
that there should be "some separate churches for each group 
and some inclusive churches . "2 The remainder did not re-
spond . Interestingly, even in the Southeastern Jurisdic-
tion 25 . 9 per cent favored removal of all barriers, and 
only 37. 8 per cent favored the categorical segregationist 
position that all churches should "serve either Negroes or 
whites exclusively . ") Corresponding figures for the South 
Central Jurisdiction were 45 . 3 per cent (for complete de-
segregation in the church) and 17. 3 per cent (for complete 
segregation) . 4 Figures for the North Central, Northeastern, 
and Western Jurisdictions reflected much stronger support 
for total desegregation . 5 It is of further interest that 
favorableness to complete desegregation was correlated 
positively with the youthfulness of respondents . Thus, 
1 . Murray H. Leiffer, "Segregation in Churches," Christian 
Advocate, 131 (March 15, 1956) , lOf,f . 
2 . ~· 
3 . ~· These figures sharply contradict the "common 
sense" guesses of most of the southerners interviewed 
in the course of the present study . For example, in 
a personal interview with the writer, a Methodist lay-
man from Mississippi , who is prominent in the Citizen's 
Council movement (segregationist) of that state, esti-
mated that at least 95 per cent of the people of the 
South would agree with his general position on segre-
gation. He confirmed this esttmate by letter, Septem-
ber 28, 1959 . 
4 • Leiffer, p . 11. 
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67.3 per cent of respondents in the 18-24 year age bracket 
supported total desegregation, perhaps giving some index to 
future expectations.1 
A second study conducted in 1959 by the faculty of 
Boston University School of Theology, 2 though involving 
different questions, has reported similar results. Sig-
nificantly, only 22.8 per cent of the respondents to this 
study checked that "members of all races should have equal 
opportunities, but segregation is desirable to preserve 
racial purity," and only 1.9 per cent checked that "some 
races are inherently inferior, and are not entitled to equal 
rights and privileges with those of superior capacity." 
Although wide ranges of opinion were apparent as to the pro-
cedures of desegregation, it is striking that only about 
one fourth of the respondents were willing to make a norma-
tive commitment to racial segregation in principle. The 
figures for the Southeastern and South Central Jurisdic-
tions show that fewer than 50 per cent in both cases would be 
1. ~., p. 12. 
2. This study was conducted by the faculty of Boston Uni-
versity School of Theology as a part of the research 
project, "The Methodist Church in Social Thought and 
Action" (MESTA), which is under the sponsorship of the 
General Board of Social and Economic Relations of The 
Methodist Church. The four volumes of this study are 
scheduled for publication beginning in 1960. The 
results quoted above were made available through the 
courtesy of the MESTA Committee, and are to be found 
in its files at Boston University School of Theology. 
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willing to make a normative commitment to racial segrega-
tion in principle. 
Both of the studies cited above indicate clearly that 
the goal of desegregation is supported by the majority of 
the members of The Methodist Church. 
(2) Support by Negro Protest Sentiment.--EVen if the 
white majority of The Methodist Church were to lapse into 
unconcern over the problem of segregation, it is apparent 
that Negro protest sentiments would continue to keep the 
goal of desegregation alive. A variety of studies in the 
past eight years have clearly demonstrated the opposition 
of a large majority of the memb,ers of the Central Jurisdic-
tion to segregation in general and the Central Jurisdiction 
in particular. Culver found that 92 per cent of the Negroes 
of the Central Jurisdiction responding to a questionnaire 
regard the Central Jurisdiction as an example of segrega-
tion and that more than 80 per cent did not want to keep 
it.1 Dixon found only 7 per cent of his Central Jurisdic-
tion ministerial respondents favoring retention of that 
Jurisdiction~ and 73.8 per cent were found to feel that 
the Jurisdiction "weakens the effectiveness of The Meth-
odist Church as it tries to present the Christian Gospel 
u2: today. A self-study by the Central Jurisdiction in 1956 
1. Culver~ P• 96. 2. Dixon, P• 155. 
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indicated similarly overwhelming opposition to racial segre-
gation in the church. 1 The panel assigned by the Jurisdic-
tional Study Commission to conduct hearings in the Central 
Jurisdiction reported virtually unanimous and vehement 
dissatisfaction with segregation and the continued exis-
tence of the Central Jurisdiction. 2 The Boston Univermty 
MESTA study, finally, reports rejection of segregation by 
considerably more than 70 per cent of its Central Jurisdic-
tion respondents , 3 with only 1.5 per cent indicating a be-
lief in segregation in principle . Most of these cited 
studies also reported evidence of the vehemence with which 
segregation is rejected by members of the Central Jurisdic-
tion. 
It is anticipated that this continued dissatisfaction 
with segregation and the Central Jurisdiction by its me.m-
bers will continue to keep the issue of segregation and the 
goal of desegregation before the church. 
{3) Biblical Sources of Supoort.--As an authority for 
normative Methodist belief and action, there is little 
1. The Central Jurisdiction of The Methodist Church, Report 
of the Commission to Study the Central Jurisdiction. 
2. Report of Findings of the Panel Assigned to the Central 
Jurisdiction. 
3. Boston University School of Theology, MESTA Research 
Material. 
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question of the pre-eminent importance of the Bible. Its 
formal authority is established by one of the "Articles of 
Religion" which affirms that the Bible contains all beliefs 
nnecessary to salvation" and that anything not contained 
therein need not 11be thought requisite or necessary to sal-
vation."1 
Among recent attempts to study the basic teachings of 
the Bible relevant to the general problem of racial segre-
gation in American society, the book Segregation and the 
Bible2 by Everett Tilson is probably the most comprehen-
sive. Surveying a wide variety of claims by segregationists 
for Biblical authority, he is able to dismiss most of their 
traditional arguments by showing that they fail categori-
cally to demonstrate either that the Bible expressly demands 
or that it clearly implies "the elevation of all Caucasians 
and the subordination of all Negroes in every place and for 
all time," the minimal requirements if the Bible is to be 
used as a witness for the status quo in the American racial 
situation.3 Examined in the light of these requirements 
posed by Tilson, such an attempt as that of Richard Edmonda4 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 65, P• 28; see also par. 66. 
2. Everett Tilson, Segregation and the Bible (New York and 
Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1958). 
3. ~., p. 18. 
4. Richard w. Edmonds, Segregation: is it Justified? (Co-
lumbus, Ga.: Muscogee Publishing Co., 1957), PP• 46-47. 
to establish the superiority of the white race over the 
Negro in the extent of its evolution is seen to lack Bib-
lical support. 1 
This is granted by another segregationist, J. P. 
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Barrett, a Methodist minister from Georgia, who writes that 
there are no inferior races nor is there a 
superior race. There is no Master Race. In 
God's sight there is no difference between men. 
Jesus Christ died for one race as much as He 
did for ~he others. God loves men of all races 
equally. 
He goes on, however, to assert that 11God made the races, 
made them distinctly different and, I believe, He wants 
them kept different. 11 3 Even if it could be granted that 
segregation is consistent, in principle, with the previous 
statement that "in God's sight there is no difference be-
tween men," it is doubtful that the assertion 11He wants 
them kept different 11 has much Biblical support. Barrett 
attempts to support it with two Biblical passages, one the 
Old Testament account of the dispersion at the "Tower of 
Babel,"4 and the other the suggested divine determination 
1. This attempt apparently also lacks scientific support. 
See, e.g., United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization, The Race estion in Modern 
Science (New York: Whiteside, Inc., 19 • 
2. J. Paul Barrett, The Church and Segregation (Augusta, 
Ga.: Richmond County Chapter of the States' Rights 
Council of Georgia, 1955), P• 5. 
4. Genesis 11:1-9. 
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l 
of human "bounds of habitation," as expressed in the "Mars 
. 
Hill Address" of St. Paul. The first of these, however, 
deals with the variety of human languages, not races--even 
if one were to admit the full authenticity and authority of 
the story . The second is also a tenuous support for segre-
gation in America in that neither the American Negro nor 
the American white person is in his original ancestral "hab-
itation11l Further, the verse from Acts actually emphasizes 
the unity of the human race despite the diversity of nation-
alities. 
In another study of the teachings of the Bible con-
cerning race, Surgit Singh has shown that, where the Bible 
deals with inter-group relationships, as such, the main 
principle of division is that the "outsider" worships an-
other god, not that he is of a different color. Even in 
those unusual places in the Old Testament, such as in Nehe-
miah and Ezra, where intermarriage with outsiders is ex-
pressly forbidden, the purpose of the requirement is to 
. 2 
safeguard "the integrity of the Jewish religion." 
Another study, published in South Africa by a com-
mission of the Christian Council of South Africa, is of 
1. Acts 17:26. 
2. Surgit Singh, "Nation and Race," Biblical Authority for 
Today, ed. Alan Richardson and Wolfgang Schweitzer 
adelphia: Westminster Press, 1951), p. 310. 
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particular significance in that it refutes, on Biblical 
grounds, the beliefs regarding race most characteristic 
among the Caucasians in that part of the world. It empha-
sizes and carefully documents the Biblical themes of uni-
versality, unity, and individual worth, and shows that these 
1 
are not conditioned by racial considerations. 
Of particular interest to the present study is the 
specific question of what the Biblical teaching is with 
regard to the church, because one would expect to find 
there an important point of reference for the beliefs of 
Methodists regarding the ideal nature of their church. The 
writer has been unable to discover any written opinion that 
any racial group should be excluded from The Methodist 
Church which is based upon Biblical teachings concerning 
the church. G. T. Gillespie , however, is representative 
of some who, while recognizing that everything said in the 
Bible concerning man in general is also true of the Negro 
in particular, nevertheless holds that the unity of the 
church, as reflected in the writings of Paul 1 is to be in-
terpreted as a "spiritual unity" which does not require 
ttrevolutionary changes in the natural or social order" such 
1. Race--What Does 
the Commdssion to 
on Race estions 
The Christian 
as would be implied in desegregation. 1 Bishop Earl Cran-
ston defended essentially the same position in seeking to 
justify the establishment of a separate ecclesiastical 
structure for Negroes within The Methodist Church during 
the negotiations preceding Methodist Unification. 
It is not a segregated relation. It is an 
ecclesiastical fellowship representing but 
one spiritual communion. Christian fellow-
ship is spiritual. It doe~ not inhere in 
any ecclesiastical scheme. 
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This position seems to hold, essentially, that, while the 
Bible does not specifically condone segregation in the 
church, it does not require tangible expressions of the 
unity of Christians in the church nor challenge the lack of 
such expressions. 
Against this line of interpretation, w. A. Visser rt 
Hooft writes that 
it has been rather loosely assumed in periods 
gone by that the Bible did not speak about 
visible organic Church unity, but only about 
a spiritual unity which need not necessarily 
take on a tangible form in the world. But 
today there are very few New Testament scholars 
who do not admit that this is really an un-
tenable position, and that the Bible does 
1. G. T. Gillespie, A Christian View on Segregation (Green-
wood~ Mississippf: Association of Citizens' Councils, 
1954J, P• 13. 
2. Joint Commission on Unification of the Methodist Episco-
pal Church and the Methodist E:piscopal Church, South, 
Proceedings, 3 (New York, 1920), pp. 374-375. Suggested 
by Culver, p. 63. 
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indeed talk about a unity which is incarnate, 
which must become tangible, and find full ex-
pression within this world.~ 
The language used by St. Paul to describe the church 
seems fully to support this latter position. In at least 
twelve separate passages2 Paul uses the analogy of a phys-
ical body to describe the church, usually with the members 
of the church represented by the working parts of the body. 
Suggested unmistakably in this often-repeated figure of 
speech are both the unity of the church and the tangible-
ness of this unity as a physical reality. That the New 
Testament church itself took seriously the need for a tan-
gible fellowship transcending all social barriers is evi-
denced by the fact that even slaves should belong to the 
same congregations as their masters--and on the basis of 
equality.3 In a personal interview, one of the Methodist 
bishops of the Southeastern Jurisdiction, who has been 
noted for the conservatism of his position in ecclesiastical 
discussions on proble.ms of race relations, willingly assert-
ed that "ultimately" there is no place for segregation in 
1. w. A. Visser 1 t Hooft, "The Bible in an Ecumenical Set-
ting," The Student World, 49 (Fall• 1956), 48. 
2. See Romans 12:5; I Corinthians 10:16• 12; Ephesians 1:23, 
2:16, 3:6, 4:4, 4:12, 5:23; Colossians 1:18, 2:19, and 
3:15. Cf. John 17, also stressing the unity of Christians. 
3. See especially Philemon. 
tion that, on the basis 
can be used more easily 
segregation1 
It is an · interesting observa-
of precedent, the New Testament 
in support of slavery than of 
1 the church "as the body of Christ." In the light of the 
Biblical evidence it is possible that most Methodists 
would agree. 
By way of summary, it might be well to quote John 
Deschner's comment that 11 the significant fact about the 
Biblical discussion is that segregationists have yet to 
show a responsible Biblical exegesis which can lend any 
support at all to their posltion."2 
(4) Ecumenical Sources of Support.--Since The Meth-
odist Church freely acknowledges its kinship with other 
churches in a wider Christian community, through the Na-
tional Council of the Churches of Christ in the United 
States of America3 and the World Council of Churches,4 in 
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addition to the more informal contacts, it is to be expect-
ed that official declarations of these bodies and of other 
churches would have some influence on the stability of the 
Methodist goal of desegregation. 
In general, most churches and ecumenical religious 
bodies with which The Methodist Church is related support 
1. Interview, August 15, 1958. 
2. John Deschner, "Segregation and the Minister's Fa! th, 11 
The Perkins School of Theology Journal, 11 (Spring, 
1958), 5. 
3. Discipline, 1956, par. 1596, PP• 424-425. 
4. ~., par. 1597. 
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1 the same goal. One of the preparatory commissions for the 
Second Assembly of the World Council of Churches, charged 
with the responsibility of exploring the whole question of 
intergroup relations, noted that "no member church of the 
World Council reported supporting segregation in theologi-
cal principle, though there are doubtless individuals who 
do so."2 In its official report, this commission declared 
that "the great majority of Christian Churches affiliated 
with the World Council have declared that physical separa-
tion within the Church on grounds of race is a denial of 
spiritual unity, and of the brotherhood of man. 113 
The World Council, itself, stated its official con-
viction that 
any form of segregation based on race, color 
or ethnic origin is contrary to the Gospel, and 
is incompatible with the Christian doctrine of 
man and with the nature of the Church of Christ. 
The Assembly urges the churches within its mem-
bership to renounce all forms of segregation or 
discrimination and to work for their abolition 
within their own life and within society.4 
1. See Campbell and Pettigrew, PP• 137-170, one of several 
recen collections ot official church statements on 
race relations. 
2. Preparatoey Commission V on Intergroup Relations, "The 
Church Amid Racial and Ethnic Tensions, 11 The Christian 
Hope and the Task of the Church (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1954), P• 38. 
3. World Council ot Churches, "Intergroup Relations: The 
Churches Amid Racial and Ethnic Tensions, 11 The Evanston 
Report (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955), p. 153. 
4· ~., P• 158. 
The World Council resolution then points to the "strength 
and encouragement" which member churches can draw from 
-
"the fellowship of the ecumenical movsnent" in seeking to 
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implement the objective under difficult circumstances and 
specifically reaffirms the commitment ot the Council itself 
to fellowship without segregation or discrimination in its 
own activities •1 
The unanimity w1 th which religious bod! es have con-
demned racial discrimination and segregation is so complete 
and has been documented so well elsewhere2 that there would 
be little point in reproducing the specific statements of 
the various groups here. It is noteworthy that the list 
would include even the southern-based The Presbyterian 
Church in tbe United States and Southern Baptist Convention1 
both of which have taken stands supporting the highly un-
popular (in the South) Supreme Court decision of 19.54 and 
both of which have successfully resisted attempts to change 
their stands ·in subsequent years.3 Except tor a handful or 
tiny1 southern-based sect groups 1 the writer has been able 
to discover only one Christian group in the world which is 
1. ~·~ PP• 158-1.$9. 
2. See Camibell and Pettigrew, PP• 137-170; Daniel c. Whit-
sett, 1The Churches Speak on Race Relations," The Road 
to Brotherhood • • • , pp. 11-20; Birmingham-Council on 
Human Relations ( ed.), Reli§ious Bodies and the Supreme 
Court Decision (mimeographe , It!anta; Southern Region-
al Council, 19.57). 
3. ~., PP• 2-3, 23-24· 
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officially rather ambivalent in the area of race relations . 
This would be the Federal Council of the Dutch Reformed 
Churches in South Africa, the report of whose Commission for 
Race Relations declared that 
in its essence the Church is the one mystical 
body of Christ as it exists before God in its 
spiritual reality . Therefore this unity of 
the C~urch must also receive the greatest 
stress . As opposed to Rome [the Roman Catholic 
Church] , the Reformers have , however, constant-
ly repudiated the identification of the mystic 
body of Christ with its institutionary revela-
tion . That , however , does not alter the fact 
that the unity of the Church remains the Chris-
tian ideal . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
We therefore accept the existence of separate 
churches according to each indigenous group, 
but as a matter of principle no person will be 
excluded from corporate worship solely on the 
grounds of race or colour . l [Emphasis supplied . ] 
It is to be noted that even in the case of this church we 
do not have real support for segregation , but almost a la-
tent support for the goal which is affirmed more clearly 
and openly by the other churches . 
It would seem clear , in summary, that the Methodist 
goal is also supported by a con s ensus of official opinion, 
characteristic in one way or another of virtually all of 
the wider Christian community . 
1 . David M. Paton (ed . ), Church and Race in South Africa: 
Papers from South Africa 19 2- 7 illustratin the--
churches' search for the will of God London: SCM 
Press , Ltd ., 1958), pp . 100-101. See also James 
Hastings Nichols , Evanston: An Interpretation (New 
York: Harper and Brothers , 1954), 147, 151. 
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(5) Concurrence with the "American Creed. 11 --It was 
noted earlier in this chapter that the organizing principle 
or Myrdal 1 s An American Dilamma is the conflict between the 
higher and more general beliefs concerning brotherhood and 
the basic equality of persons and the lower, more selfish 
and prejudiced valuations. A recurrent note in his analysis 
is the relationship between the higher valuations and the 
basic ideals of American democracy which embody them.l 
These ideals, according to Myrdal, are woven together in 
what he refers to as the "American Creed," which is bas-
ically accepted by nearly all Americans. The religious 
sources of much of the "American Creed" and its sanction by 
2 Christianity are suggested. 
If this analysis is authentic, it may finally be not-
ed here that the goal of The Methodist Church has important 
support in the consciences of most Americans through their 
general commitment to American democratic ideals, whether 
or not the moral claim of this goal is openly acknowledged. 
1. Myrdal, pp. xlvi-xlvii, 209, 581, 717, etc. 
2. Ibid., pp. 9-12. In a general statement of the univer-
sality of the general valuations of man which find ex-
pression in most Americans, Myrdal asserts that 11 in 
America as everywhere else people agree, as an abstract 
proposition, that the more general valuations--those 
which refer to man as such and not to any particular 
group or temporary situation--are morally higher. These 
valuations are also given the sanction of religion and 
national legislation. They are incorporated into the 
American Creed." (P. xlviii, emphasis in the text.) 
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iv . General Significance of the Goal 
It would appear from the forego i ng discussion of The 
Methodist Church ' s goal and the sources of support for the 
goal that the burden of proof does not fall upon those who 
desire , on the basis of the most fundamental Methodist 
commitments, to effect a change in the institutional status 
quo of the church. The institutional status quo does not 
define the normative commitment of the church but rather the 
degree to which the normative commitment has become actual-
ized in social patterns . Hence , the burden of proof would 
appear clearly to rest with those seeking to defend racial 
patterns which are without apparent support from the Bible, 
which have little or no official support from other Chris-
tian denominations or from the Ecumenical Mov~ent, which 
are directly repudiated by the General Conference of the 
church, and which may, indeed, find their denial in the 
consciences of most Americans . It has been suggested fur-
ther that popular opinion, particularly of the Negroes of 
The Methodist Church, is strongly opposed to racial segre-
gation. 
It may be pointed out that the concurrent existence 
of the normative goal or ideal and of the reality of racial 
segregation represent a tension in The Methodist Church. As 
John Deschner has put it, this tension represents, in 
reality, two conflicting conceptions of what the church 
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really is. On the one hand is the notion that the church 
is a form of association of compatible persons who are 
joined together by various similarities and common interests 
and by a basically common religious orientation. The em-
phasis or this conception is upon the group as such, and 
the implication is clear that the group may, by various· 
"decent" ways control its own membership. On the other 
hand is the notion that the church is basically defined by 
the commonality of its religious orientation, so that its 
membership is clearly based upon that orientation as the 
only important consideration. Taking his stand with the 
latter of these interpretations of the church, Deschner 
points out that the former destroys the real significance 
or the church. 
A local congregation is not an association of 
those Christians who happen to like each other, 
and who can therefore set their own exclusive 
rules for admission. When that happens, that 
congregation has not simply omitted a moral 
implication of the Gospel; it has allowed a 
fundamental question to arise as to whether 
it belongs to the Church of Jesus Christ. It 
is no good trying to solve the race question 
by asking where people "feel at home." The 
Church is not our club; it is God's holy in-
strument, in which we have been permitted a 
place--but a place which has room only for God's 
task, ~nd no room for our conditions and prefer-
ences. 
From a sociological perspective it should probably be 
1. Deschner, PP• 4-9. 2. ]£!£., p. 7. 
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added that the associational functions of a religious group 
have much importance. Nevertheless, for the church to turn 
its back upon an important, recognized implication of its 
most fundamental religious teachings, when the issue has 
been raised, would seem a repudiation of the basic reason 
for its existence. When the problem is put in this way, it 
may be seen that the accepted goal of The Methodist Church 
in race relations will need to be implemented if the church 
is to retain its integrity. It may be added pragmatically 
that without real integrity with respect to its basic re-
ligious purpose, it is questionable whether a religious 
institution could hope for long to retain much popular ap-
peal. Certainly its moral and religious leadership would 
be greatly weakened. 
2. Ethical Presuppositions of Strategy 
The development of strategy for racial desegregation 
in The Methodist Church requires that attention be given to 
ethical principles for at least two reasons. First , eth-
ical discussion is required because the members and leaders 
of the church who will primarily be responsible for imple-
menting desegregation at every level in the church will be 
individuals who are at least formally commdtted to govern 
all of their actions in accordance with ethical principle. 1 
1. See Discipline, 1956, pars. 1910-1916, pp. 545-559. 
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In the extent to which this commitment is real as well as 
formal , church members will wish to guarantee that all stra-
tegic measures be fundamentally moral. They will wish to 
guarantee that the goal of a racially inclusive church 
should not be achieved at the cost of violating other val-
ues of equal or greater importance . 
Secondly , ethical principles will be needed to insure 
that the goal is not ultimately contradicted by the means 
used to achieve it . Thus, it is conceivable that the means 
used to destroy barriers of racial segregation may be such 
that new and higher barriers are erected . Ethical princi-
ples, thus, may help to insure that actions will be fully 
relevant to the goal . 
The problem, however , of determining di s tinctively 
Methodist ethical principles is an acute one. The church 
does not have any official ethical system in any sense that 
would be fully applicable here . Turning to Methodists them-
selves, if asked to identify the Christian ethical princi-
ples of greatest importance to them as Methodists, it is 
not unlikely that most members and leaders of the church 
would speak about such general principles as "Christian 
love" or "the will of God . 11 At least the various writings, 
speeches, resolutions and reports consulted in connection 
with the present study have made frequent appeal to such 
principles . They are, indeed , helpful as reminders that 
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Methodists would generall y accept an ideal commitment to 
full cooperation with God and to a perfectly good will to-
ward all other persons . A host of problems descend, how-
ever, upon the strategist who seeks to translate such 
general principles into the very specific decisions and 
choices which must be made . Granted the importance of 
love and good will, for example, how does one identify the 
good of other persons so that love can be implemented fully 
and completely? How is it possible to harmonize a whole 
range of possible values and goals , some of which must in-
evitably conflict with one another? How is it possible to 
relate ethical principles effectively to vast institutional 
structures and to the realm of social power relationships, 
as well as to the everyday requirements of individual Chris-
tian living? What is needed is a rational instrument ren-
dering possible an effective translation of the religious 
and moral foundations of the life of Methodists to the com-
plex problems which they face in the world of experience, 
and in terms which are logically clear and acceptable when 
understood . 
In general, the present study will assume the valid-
ity of one creative attempt to deal with this problem, that 
represented by the delineation of "Moral Laws" by Edgar 
s . Brightman. The reader is referred to Brightman's com-
plete discussion for a systematic exposition of these 
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1 principles. The broad assumption of these 11 Moral Laws" is 
that "goodness is not mere convention or mores, nor mere 
fulfillment of instinctive needs, but, rather, a control of 
our social behavior and our instinctive tendencies by ra-
2 tional laws." The relevance of these laws to corporate as 
well as individual agents is specifically affirmed by Bright-
man,3 and it will be assumed in the present study that the 
moral laws apply both to the individuals making up the in-
stitutions within The Methodist Church and to the institu-
tiona themselves. 
Of these moral laws, more should be noted as to the 
particular relevance of each of the second group, or the 
1. Edgar Sheffield Brightman, Moral Laws (New York: Abing-
don Press, 1933). For the reader's convenience, his. 
general outline of the system appears below (from PP• 
89-90). 
11 I. The Formal Laws. 
1. The Logical Law (consistent will). 
2. The Law of Autonomy (self-imposed ideals are 
obligatory). 
II. The Axiological Laws. 
3. The Axiological Law (consistent values). 4. The Law of Consequences (consider and approve 
foreseeable consequences). 
5. The Law of the Best Possible. 
6. The Law of Specification (develop empirical 
values relevant to the situation). 
1. The Law of the Most Inclusive End. 
8. The Law of Ideal Control (control empirical 
values by ideal values). 
III. The Personalistic Laws. 
9. The Law of Individualism. 
10. The Law of Altruism. 
11. The Law of the Ideal of Personality (judge and 
guide all acts by an ideal of personality)." 
2. ~., P• 9. 3. Ibid., pp. 238ff. 
"Axiological Laws," to the problem of this dissertation. 
First of these is the "Axiological Law," which holds 
that "all persons ought to choose values which are self-
consistent, harmonious, and coherent, not values which are 
1 
contradictory or incoherent with one another." In terms 
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of the present study, this law is a for.mal statement of the 
principle that the goal of desegregation must be utilized 
in such a way that it does not contradict the basic values 
of The Methodist Church. 
A second principle from Brightman's formulation of 
the axiological moral laws is the "Law of Consequences," 
which requires that "all persons ought to consider and, on 
the whole, approve the foreseeable consequences of each of 
their choices" or that one should "choose with a view to the 
long run~ not merely to the present act." 2 The most general 
application of this principle to our study will be to require 
that the consequences of every proposed strategic action 
shall, so far as possible, be anticipated. The application 
of the findings of the social sciences to the problems of 
desegregation should contribute greatly to an understanding 
of the predictable consequences of every action, although 
it is hardly to be expected that all of the consequences 
of any given action could ever be anticipated totally. The 
1. 1B!£., p. 125. 2. ~., P• 142. 
word "foreseeable'' in Brightman's formulation of this law 
seems to suggest that total anticipation is not possible. 
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A third principle is the "Law of the Best Possible." 
According to this law, "all persons ought to will the best 
possible values in every situation; hence, if possible, to 
1 improve every situation." An important assumption of this 
study, growing out of this principle, is that nearly every 
potentially interracial situation in The Methodist Church 
can be improved with respect to the goal of a racially in-
clusive fellowship--this including, of course, the connec-
tional levels of the church. Two things are implicit in 
this assumption: first, that progress will tend to occur 
by degrees rather than by complete immediate attainment of 
the goal; second, that morally there is no excuse for in-
activity or even for efforts toward achieving the goal 
which are less complete than would be possible for a given 
person in a given situation. This second point makes clear 
that the 11 Law of the Best Possible" can in no sense be used 
as a justification for the status quo or inactivity. Cul-
ver notes, in this connection, that the justification of 
segregation as a "transition pattern" often loses all its 
force because of the udo-nothing 11 attitude of those who use 
it. 2 The same observation could doubtless be made concern-
ing many of the appeals to "time" and "gradualism," though 
2. Culver, p. 9 • 
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"gradualism" properly understood may be the essence of ef-
fective strategy. 
A fourth principle which helps to clarify the ethical 
requirements of strategy is the "Law of Specification," 
according to \Vhich 11 all persons ought, in any given si tua-
tion, to develop the value or values specifically relevant to 
that situation."1 Implicit in this principle is the notion 
that every situation is, in some sense, unique, and that, 
therefore, the specific action appropriate to every situa-
tion will also be unique. This principle, combined with 
the "Law of the Best Possible," will have great importance 
for those situations where the pressure of society at large 
is directed heavily toward the maintaining of segregation. 
It will similarly inform the actions of those whose situa-
tions are already without rigid caste structure, or those 
whose situations are somewhere in between the extremes. In 
any event, strategic formulations should be guided by their 
understanding of what is the bes~ possible action to further 
the goal in every situation. 
A fifth principle is contained in Brightman's "Law of 
the Most Inclusive End," which holds that "all persons ought 
to choose a coherent life in which the widest possible range 
2 
of values is realized.u A thoughtful application of this 
law may serve as corrective to a too-narrow conception of 
1. Brightman, P• 171. 2. 1£1£., p. 183. 
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the goal. In his own discussion of this law Brightman 
notes that "exclusive devotion to any one value is self-
destructive. Any value ceases to be a value if pursued ex-
clusive or all others. 111 It is conceivable that the goal 
could be ultimately self-defeating if allowed to exclude 
every other value or goal of The Methodist Church. This 
law should, in short, inhibit fanaticism among those desir-
ous of achieving a racially inclusive fellowship in the 
church• However, it is important to consider that the goal 
of an inclusive church is, itself, directed toward the 
wider range of values. The arbitrary exclusion of any group 
of people from full fellowship with others would seam, in 
itself, a direct violation of the "Law of the Most Inclu-
sive End." 
The sixth of the "Axiological Laws" is the "Law of 
Ideal Control." According to this principle., "all persons 
2 
ought to control their empirical values by ideal values." 
In his own discussion., Brightman refers to "empirical values" 
as 11value claims" and to 11 ideal values" as "real values. 11 3 
Thus, this principle would require that all value claims 
be subjected to regulation by the highest insights. While 
this does not appear to require that lesser values be 
denied or treated with contempt., it does suggest guidance 
for dealing with value conflicts. And although the process 
1. 121£., P• 189. 2. ~., P• 194. 3. Ibid. 
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ot determining the actual priority of values is one in 
which all Methodists should continually and creatively be 
engaged, it should be readily apparent that purely institu-
tional values {sue~ as the size of membership rolls, size 
of budget, etc . ) are not as close to the center or Meth-
odist belief as the quality or fellowship, important as 
both kinds of value are . It should be seen also that the 
value of harmony, in the sense or the absence of overt 
expressions of tension, could hardly be preferred above all 
other values in the life of the church where this harmony 
is only a camouflage of suppressed hostilities and dis-
satisfactions. It should be even more apparent that such 
personal values as comfortable living and social prestige 
should not be prior to integrity, both personal and insti-
tutional, and to the high privilege or helping to achieve 
a distinctively Christian and Methodist solution to pressing 
social problems . 
3. Conclusions 
On the basis of this chapter it would be possible to 
conclude at least four things: first, that the appropriate 
Methodist goal in the area of race relations includes the 
complete desegregation of the li~e of the church at all 
levels; second, that this goal is well supported and is 
likely to be a permanent one; third, that failure in the 
church to implement this goal will have serious results 
in terms of lost integrity; and fourth, that ethical 
principles are available to provide general guidance in 
the formulation of strategy . 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES RELEVANT TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A STRATIDY FOR RACIAL DESIDRIDATION 
1. Assumptions of the Chapter 
Two converse assumptions must logically be present in 
any attempt to plan social change. In the first place, it 
must be assumed that social relationships can be altered 
radically by persona acting purposively. In the second 
place, it must be assumed that human behavior is conditioned 
by non-rational factors to an extent permitting some depend-
able prediction. The first of these assumptions is a con-
scious rejection of any completely deterministic interpre-
tation of social realities. The second rejects the notion 
that the unpredictability of social realities makes signif-
icant planning impossible. In accepting these assumptions, 
the present study will follow such social scientists as 
Gordon w. Allport, Robert M. Maciver, Gunnar Myrdal, Talcott 
Parsons, J. Milton Yinger, George Eaton Simpson, Robin M. 
Williams, Jr., and others who assume that some degree of 
purposive social action is possible. 
In the present chapter, an attempt will be made to 
summarize important contributions of the social sciences to 
an understanding of the problem of this dissertation. Since 
the literature on race relations in the social sciences is 
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vast and growing rapidly 1 no attempt will be made here to 
discuss this literature comparatively or analytically as 
such. To do so would be to accept a formidable task which 
would be tangential to the problem of this study. The focus 
of this chapter1 rather, will be upon the important appli-
cable contributions of the social sciences. The ideas em-
ployed here will be chosen on the basis of the following 
criteria: 
(a) they must be the most coherent interpre-
tations of known facts--they must account 
most easily for the known facts; 
(b) they must not be contradictory to known 
facts; 
(c) they must be internally consistent in the 
sense that they are not self-contradictory; 
(d) they must be important and relevant to 
the purposes of this study; 
(e) reliance will be placed upon important 
textbooks 1 used as authoritative, where there 
is a substantial volume of empirical evidence 
and a substantial consensus of expert opinion 
in support of a theory or hypothesis; 
(f) theories and hypotheses used will not neces-
sarily be limited to those appearing in impor-
tant textbooks or otherwise reflecting the 
authority of expert consensus, but the judgment 
of experienced students of race relations and 
social stra tegy will be accepted as probable 
in the absence of more conclusive evidence on 
important points. 
2. Relevant General Concepts 
Prior to direct consideration of the findings of the 
social sciences which are specifically related to race 
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relations and strategy, a summary of some of the relevant 
general concepts contributed by social science may help to 
give perspective to the total study. These concepts are 
not regarded as being inconsistent with one another or with 
the remainder of the chapter, but the specific purposes of 
the dissertation will not be served by elaborate systematic 
demonstration of their complete theoretical unity. 
1. The Concept of Reference Groups 
Basic to the very possibility of social science, of 
course, is the fact that persons interact with one another 
individually and in groups. Many of the findings of the 
social sciences concerning the nature of this interaction 
have been summarized under the rapidly developing concept 
of reference groups or reference systems.1 In general, 
reference group theory holds that the individual's values 
and attitudes are largely determined by those of the groups 
with which he most basically identifies himself: "a common-
place subscribed to by the man-in-the-street as well as by 
the social scientist is the proposition that many of the 
attitudes of an individual are greatly influenced by the. 
1. See, among many possible citations, Robert K. Merton, 
Social Theory and Social Structure (3d ed. rev; Glen-
coe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1957), PP• 225-386, and 
Eleanor E. Maccoby, Theodore M. Newcomb, and Eugene 
L. Hartley (ed.), Readi~s in Social Psyoholof; (3d ed. 
rev.; New York: Henrr olt and Company, 1958 , pp. 265-
290. 
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1 
norms ot groups to which he belongs." The reason for this · 
influence is, in general terms, that the relationships which 
the individual has with persons in the group are important 
to him. He conforms to the values and norms of the group 
largely in order to be accepted by the group.2 
Several points should be noted with regard to refer-
ence groups in order to clarity the basic concepts. Pirst, 
it is generally held that one may identity himself with a 
"reference group11 whether or not he actually "belongs 11 to 
it in any formal sense of membership or in the sense of his 
being accepted by the group. His acceptance of its values 
and his identification with its members with respect to 
those values is enough to constitute it a reference group 
for him. Nor, indeed, is it impossible that groups of 
which he is formally a member may not be for him reference 
groups. It they are not the reason would be that he is 
either indifferent to membership or that he rejects the 
group--in any case he does not identity himself with the 
group. 
Secondly, it is important to note that a single in-
dividual may be identified with considerably more than one 
1. W. W. Charters, Jr., and Theodore M. Newcomb, "Some At-
titudinal Effects of E;perimentally Increased -Salience 
ot a Membership Group, 11 in Maccoby, Newcomb, and Hart-
ley (ed.), p. 276. 
2. Merton, P• 254. 
reference group. 
Reference groups are, in principle, almost in-
numerable: any of the groups of which one is a 
member, and these are comparatively few, as 
well as groups of' which one is not a member, 
and these are, of course legion, can become 
points of reference for shaping one's atti-
tudes, evaluations and behavior.l 
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One may refer to different types of' reference groups for 
guidance on different types of' values and attitudes. Thus, 
a political party and fraternal organization might both af-
fect one's values and attitudes, but in different spheres. 
On the other hand, reference groups may be conflicting in 
value, the same individual being presented with contradic-
tory value claims by different reference groups with which 
he identifies himself. In this case a tension is created 
which demands resolution. Presumably the tension could be 
resolved in a variety of' ways, including attempts to ignore 
it and endeavor to achieve a creative innovation within the 
reference groups themselves, or, perhaps, the sacrifice ot 
one reference group to the requirements of another. Ot 
particular interest here is the observation that "it is 
next to impossible to re-structure relations between groups 
. 2 
without some hostility and conflict," Of the specific ways 
1. Merton, P• 233. 
2. Daniel Dodson, uThe Creative Role of Conflict in Inter-
group Relationa~· u ' speech delivered to the Eleventh 
Annual Conference of the National Association of Inter-
Group Relations Officials, Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 20-22, 
1957 (Mimeographed), PP• 2-3. 
in which these value tensions can be resolved, "ritualism" 
may be singled out as having particular importance here. 
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As used by Merton, "ritualism" involves the abandonment of 
goals and values which are considered unattainable, combined 
with almost compulsive continued observance of institutional 
1 
norms. Ritualism suggests the substitution of the "formal-
ities" of a reference group for real identification w1 th its 
values and norms. 
Thirdly, it is noteworthy that reference groups may 
or may not be "groups" at all. Merton holds that the def-
inition of "group" should be restricted to· aggregates or 
. 2 
persons who are actually involved in social interaction. 
Nevertheless, as Merton also notes, reference identification 
can be made to collectivities ("people who have a sense or 
solidarity by virtue of sharing common values and who have 
acquired an attendant sense of moral obligation to fulfill 
role-expectations," but without social interaction3), to 
social categories ("aggregates or social statuses the oc-
cupants of which are not in social interaction"4), or just 
to other individuals with whom one identifies ~neself.5 
Where reference is not made to "groups" as narrowly defined 
1. Merton, pp. 149-153. Merton uses the term in a slightly 
different but readily transferrable context. 
2. ~., P• 299. 
4· ~· 
3. ~· 
5. ~., P• 302. 
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it is probable that one either anticipates acceptance by 
the group or tha. t he may remember acceptance, thus assuming 
some background o~ relational interaction. Nevertheless, 
it is possible that the term "reference system" might bet-
ter provide ~or these various re~erence possibilities. 
Fourthly, re~erence systems may be negative. That is, 
one may have his values and attitudes formed by his active 
rejection of' identi~ication with a re~erence system. 1 Ad-
olescent rejection of' parental values and attitudes might 
serve to illustrate this form of' reference system. 
Finally, it should be noted that reference system 
concepts include analysis o~ personal and group expecta-
tions. The values ~nd attitudes absorbed in connection with 
a reference system include evaluations of' onesel~ and of' 
the behavior that is to be expected from eceupants, includ-
ing oneself', of' particular "roles" in the reference system. 
Thus, other mambers of' a reference system may expect cer-
tain ~orms of' behavior ~rom one identi~ied with the system 
on the basis of the values of the system. In the absence 
of speci~ic interaction within the system, the identifica-
tion which the individual himself has with the system func-
tions to enforce a particular conception of his role and o~ 
expected behavior. 
The general aim o~ reference group theory, then, is 
1. ~., PP• 300-301. 
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11 to systematize the determinants and consequences of those 
processes of evaluation and self-appraisal in which the in-
dividual takes the values or standards of other individuals 
and groups as a comparative frame of reference. nl 
ii. The Concept of Social Control and Conformity 
A concept closely related to that of reference groups 
is that of "social control." Social Control has been des-
cribed as 
a collective term for those processes, planned 
or unplanned, by which individuals are taught, 
persuaded, or compelled to conform to the usages 
and life-values of groups. Social control oc-
curs when one group determines the behavior of 
another group, when the group controls the con-
duct of its own members, or when individuals in-
fluence the responses of others. Social control, 
consequently, operates on three levels--group 
over group, the group over its members, and in-
dividuals over their fellows. In other words, 
social control takes place when a person is in-
duced or forced to act according to the wishes 
of others, whether or not in ~ccordance with 
his own individual interests. 
Broadly speaking, many of the principles and findings dis-
cussed as strategy will be directly related to social con-
trol. 
At this point, however, only one of the findings con-
cerning social control will be introduced. This is the 
1. ~., P• 234. 
2. H. c. Brearley, "The Nature of Social Control," Social 
Control, ed. Joseph s. Roucek (Toronto, New York, and 
London: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1947), p. 3. 
well-supported hypothesis that the unanimity of pressure 
placed upon the individual by a reference group or system 
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is of great importance in deter.mining whether or not he will 
conform to its values or attitudes regarding specific mat• 
ters. It has been shown rather conclusively that many per-
sons will conform to a group judgment on a matter entirely 
in opposition to their own clear personal judgment so long 
as the judgment of others in the group is completely unan-
imous. 
s. E. Asch's pioneering research on this problem1 has 
demonstrated that the unanimity of social pressure is a 
more important variable determining conformity to groups 
than is the size of the group. The subjects of his experi-
ments were placed in small groups with the task of deter-
mining the length of lines. With the exception of single 
subjects of the experiments, all others in the groups were 
instructed to give a single, patently false answer, thus 
testing whether the unsuspecting subject would be able to 
trust his own (more nearly correct) judgment or yield to 
the unanimous pressure of the rest of the group's judgment. 
A large number of the subjects went along with the group 
rather than trusting their own judgment. However, when 
one of the pre-instructed members of the group was told 
1. s. E. Ascht uEf'fects of Group Pressun-e upon the Modifi-
cation ana Distortion of JUdgments, in Maccoby, New-
comb, and Hartley, PP• 174-183. Suggested by Pettigrew 
and Campbell, p. 10. 
to dissent from the majority opinion, the subject of the 
experiment was found to be much freer to make up his own 
mind. Asch concluded from his findings that 
it is clear that the presence in the field of 
one other individual who responded correctly 
was sufficient to deplete the power of the 
majority, and in some cases to destroy it. 
This finding is all the more striking in the 
light of other variations which demonstrate 
the effect of even small minorities provided 
they are unanimous. Indeed, we have been 
able to show that a unanimous majority of 3 
is, under the given conditions, far more 
effective [in producing social conforndty] 
than a majority of 8 containing 1 dissenter.l 
He noted further that this 
points to a fundamental psychological difference 
between the condition of being alone and having 
a minimum of human support. It further demon-
strates that the effects obtained are not the 
result of a summation of influences proceeding 
from each member of the group; it is necessary 
to conceive the results as being relationally 
determ1ned.2 
iii. The Concept of Dominant and Minority Groups 
10.3 
Basic to the problem of this dissertation is the com-
mon sociological understanding of dominant and minority 
groups. It is important to recognize that such groups are 
not defined by their relative size--sociologically, a domi-
nant group may be much the smaller numerically--but by their 
relative power and influence in the society under question. 
According to one writer, a minority group may be defined as 
1. ~·· p. 180. 
a group or people who, because or their phy-
sical or cultural characteristics, are singled 
out from the others in the society in which 
they live ror dirrerential and unequal treat-
ment, and who thererore regard themselves as 
objects or collective discrimination. The 
existence of a minority in a society implies 
the existence of a corresponding dominant 
group with higher social status and greater 
privileges. Minority status carries with it 
the exclusion rrom full participation in the 
life of the society.l 
In American society, and in The Methodist Church, Negroes 
would fit closely the definition of "minority group" and 
-
white persons generally that of "dominant group." 
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Wbdle it is undoubtedly arbitrary to conclude the 
discussion of general sociological concepts at this point, 
particularly since most of the remainder of the chapter will 
have important theoretical implications, it is believed that 
further discussion of general concepts and issues at this 
point would not add sufficiently to the treatment of the 
present problem to warrant it. 
3. Factors Supporting Racial Segregation 
A consideration of the factors supporting racial 
segregation would appear indispensable in the development 
of strategies to abolish such a social situation. The con-
siderable work of the social sciences in this area in recent 
1. Louis Wirth, '•The Problem of Minority Groups," in Ralph 
Linton (ed.), The Science of Man in the World Crisis (New York: Columbia tlrilverslty Press, 1945), p. 347, 
quoted in Simpson and Yinger, p. 22. 
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years has produced a number of important insights into the 
nature of these factors. 
While there have been some efforts to reduce segre-
gation to some single-factor causal analysis, 1 many con-
temporary students of race relations have preferred to 
think of segregation as resulting from the interaction of 
several distinct, though interrelated, types of factors. 
The available evidence supports the reasonableness of this 
approach. In their important textbook, Simpson and Yinger 
2 hold that prejudice may best be understood as being a 
manifestation of three types of causes: those attributable 
to forces within individual personalities, those attribut-
able to intergroup conflict and competition on a social 
scale, and those attributable to the cultural beliefs and 
"folkwaysu that are passed along from one individual to 
another and from one generation to the next and accepted 
1. See, e.g., Herbert Aptheker, The Negro Peo;le in America 
(New York: International Publishers, 194 ) for an at-
tempt to reduce prejudice and segregation to economic 
exploitation, and T. w. Adorno, et al., The Authori-
tarian Personality (New York~ Harper and Brothers, 
1950), which attempts to reduce them to defective per-
sonality patterns. 
2. For present purposes "prejudice," as used by Simpson and 
Yinger in developing this three.factor analysis, could 
stand for "forces supporting segregation" since social 
patterns, as understood here, are ultimately sustained 
by attitudes. Prejudice, thus, corresponds to the kinds 
of attitude which support discrimination (as personal 
behavior) and segregation (as a social arrangement). 
Used in this sense, however, prejudice should not sig-
nify simply defects in personality patterns. 
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uncritically. For convenience, the present discussion will 
be organized on the basis of these three categories, while 
two more will be added in order to be certain that some 1m-
portant issues involved in segregation are not overlooked. 
i. Prejudice and Personality Needs 
Prejudice, as an attitudinal "predisposition to re-
spond to a certain stimulus in a ce~tain way,"2 must be 
understood partly in the light of the function that it ful-
fills within the individual personality. As "categorical 
thinking that systematically misinterpr,ets th~ facts,"3 it 
must be referred, in part at least, to irrational needs 
within the personality which must be met in some way. 
Prominent among the generally accepted conceptions of 
the personality functions of prejudice is the "frustration-
aggression" theory.4 According to this theory, hostility 
1. Simpson and Yinger, pp. 69ff. With differences in lit-
erary treatment, these three factors are generally ac-
cepted also in such works as Maciver; Gordon w. Allport, 
The Nature of Prejudice (Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., 19.54); John P. Dean and Alex 
Rosen, A Mannal of Intergrou~ Relations (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 19 $); and Robin M. Williams, 
Jr., The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions: A Survey of 
Research on Problems of Ethnic, Racial, and Religious 
Group Relations (New York: Social Science Research 
Council, 1947). 
2. Simpson and Yinger, P• 14• See also definition of pre-judice and related terms in Chapter One above. 
3. ~., P• 1.5. 
4. See Allport, PP• 343ff.J Williams, PP• .52ff.; Simpson 
and Yinger, pp. 76ff. 
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and aggressive inclinations are built up within the person-
ality in response to the obstruction of its goals, whether 
these represent "natural" (such as food and sleep) or "so-
-
cially induced" (such as wealth and success) needs. Nor-
mally, one would expect this hostility to be directed 
against the source of the frustration, in which case preju-
dice would not likely be a result. Often, however, the 
real source of frustration is not made the object of hos-
tility, usually because it cannot be identified, because it 
is a person or group holding power or authority over the 
individual, or because it is a person for whom the individ-
ual has great affection. In such cases the hostility may 
be .,deflected" onto some other object. Prejudice occurs, 
according to this theory, when the substitute object is a 
group of people who are available, highly visible, and not 
in a good position to retaliate. Members of such groups are 
"stereotyped;" that is, they are treated on the basis of 
characteristics obtaining from their group membership--not 
as uhique individual personalities. The group character-
istics and alleged group characteristics are regarded as 
bad in order to rationalize hostile attitudes toward the 
stereotyped group. A person whose frustrations have caused 
him thus to treat the members of an identifiable group as 
alike objectionable, prior to any individual contact, may 
be regarded as prejudiced. 
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Allport has shown that this process may begin with 
chronic frustration of such physical needs as the sex drive, 
with family disorders, with unrealistic academic or profes-
sional goals which invite failure, with economic frustra-
tion, with frustration of goals of social status, and with 
the frustrations attendant upon major social changes and 
1 
upheavals. Williams suggests that, in American society, 
hostilities and prejudices are most likely to be concen-
trated in the lower middle class, since it is here that 
"insecurity concerning position on the scale of social 
2 
stratification is most intense." 
A second, closely related personality function of 
prejudice is described by the "repression-projection" the-
ory.3 "Repression., involves the exclusion from cons~ious­
ness of "all or part of a personal conflict situation," es-
pecially of "those elements in a conflict that would lower 
our self-esteem if frankly faced."4 "Projection" is "the 
tendency to attribute falsely to other people motives or 
traits that are our own, or that in some way explain or jus-
tify our own. "5 According to this theory, impulses, emo-
tions, or sentiments which the individual feels but cannot 
1. Allport, pp. 344ff. 2. Williams, P• 60. 
3. Allport, pp. 382ff.; Simpson and Yinger, PP• 80ff. 
4• Allport, P• 385. 
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bring himself to face, usually because his conscience con-
demns the.m, are projected onto a visible group. The reject-
ed feelings, thus externalized, can then be safely condemned 
by the conscience without danger to the individual's self-
esteem. Thus the expression of hostility toward the stereo-
typed minority group may provide a curiously perverted out-
let for moral activity: a battle against the evil "essence" 
falsely attributed to the minority group. Further, in re-
lation to a group thus morally condemned, the individual 
may be led to feel that he, himself, is 11not so bad after 
all." And the presence of a group which one's prejudice 
has morally disqualified may provide an actual outlet for 
one's repressed feelings of greed, violence, or sexuality. 
In these ways prejudice provides a ready way to handle the 
difficult feelings. 
A similar, but analytically distinct form of projec-
tion, which Allport describes as "Complementary Projection," 
-
occurs in "the process of explaining and justifying our own 
state of mind by reference to the imagined intentions and 
1 behavior of others • 11 Thus, one's own fears and anxieties 
are justified and explained by the evil intentions of 
others. In the case of prejudice, fears and anxieties are 
projected upon a minority group which is then suspected of 
evil intentions. It is not, of course, to be assumed that 
1. Ibid., P• 390. 
-
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prejudice is the only way of dealing with guilt feelings, 
fears, etc. As Allport points out,1 .these feelings may be 
faced realistically without resorting to projection. 
A third, relatively simple theory holds that preju-
dice may be an unconscious attempt to enhance one's low 
2 
self-esteem. A member of the socially dominant group who 
feels himself' a personal failure may take comfort in the 
notion that he is, after all, better than all of the members 
of the minority group. Thus prejudice may serve as "compen-
. 
sation," a function often noted in connection with the mo-
tivations of members of extremely racist movaments. 
A fourth theory notes that prejudice may serve "to 
bring meaning into a confusing and ambiguous crisis situa-
tion."3 A political or economic crisis whose roots are not 
clearly discernible is apt to cause widespread anxiety among 
those affected by it. In such a situation the mechanisms 
of "frustration-aggression," "projection," and "compensa-
-
tion" may serve to provide an object for emotional release 
as well as an "explanation" bringing a sense of order and 
stability. 
A final theory indicates a more indirect relationship 
between personal motivations and prejudice. With most peo-
ple, this theory holds, the expression of prejudiced 
1. Ibid., p. 378. 
3. 1.!2.!,g,., P• 85. 
2. Simpson and Yinger, p. 86. 
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attitudes reflects little more than conformity. Motivated 
by the need for social acceptance by others in one's "refer-
ence group," one may accept the prejudices of others in or-
der to avoid friction and embarrassment. A more deeply 
prejudiced person may cause a situation in which others in 
his group "string along" to avoid a scene, only partly be-
lieving what they profess on the surface. 1 
The important point to be gained from this section on 
prejudice and personality needs is that prejudice functions 
to meet various personality needs. It is irrational in the 
sense that prejudice is never, as a personality mechanism, 
fully appropriate to its object . Since prejudice can func-
tion in various ways and with varying intensity, it would 
seem important in analyzing any situation of racial segre-
gation to be aware of the personal psychological dynamics 
of the personalities involved. 
ii. Competition for Scarce Values and Social Conflict 
While, as has been suggested, racial segregation al-
ways implies some background of prejudice and ultimately of 
personality need, it also functions in important ways with 
respect to competition and social conflict. It primarily 
functions to give an advantage to certain groups in compe-
tition with others . In every society, as Williams points 
1. Allport, pp. 286-287; and Simpson and Yinger, p. 86. 
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out, there are two kinds of values sought by individuals: 
there are common values (such as religious salvation or na-
tional prestige) which are shared in by everyone and which 
"are not scarce in the sense that one individual's sharing 
will reduce others' enjoyment o~ the value," and there are 
also values which are scarce and in the division of which 
there tends to be competition and conflict. Wealth, power, 
and prestige, the main forms of scarce value, are "distribu-
tive" in the sense that 
in any given state of the economy, the more 
economic goods held or consumed by one indi-
vidual, the less there are for others. Power 
consists of control over others; hence it is 
inherently scarce and distributive. Prestige 
status is meaningful only in terms of relative 
ranking within a system: for one individual 
01' group, to be 2tthigh" requires that others be ranked 'lower." -
As a social arrange.ment, segregation makes it possi-
ble for a dominant group (e . g., white) to secure a dispro-
portionate share of these scarce values at the expense o~ a 
subordinate group (e.g., Negro) . The attitudes of members 
o~ the dominant group tend to ~ollow their "interests'' with 
respect to the scarce values . Not, to be sure, in any ab-
solute causal sequence, but in the sense that "it is always 
easy to believe that which harmonizes with one's class in-
terest. u3 Segregation, it must be remembered, results 
1. Williams, P• 55. 2 . Ibid. 
3· Simpson and Yinger, P• 140. 
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primarily from the attitudes of the dominant group. 
These generalizations have been abundantly illustrated 
by various writers. Simpson and Yinger point out, for ex-
Rmple, that the prejudice of many early Americans against 
the Indians was functionally related to the struggle between 
the settlers and the Indians over possession of the (inher-
ently scarce) land. In recent years, they remark, "categor-
ical race prejudice against the Indian has sharply declined--
and so has the economic function which the prejudice former-
ly served."1 Conversely, Oriental immigrants were welcomed 
without prejudice on the Pacific Coast during the early 
years when th8,1 were needed for such mass labor jobs as the 
building of the railroads. But when unemployment began to 
rise during the 1860's and 1870's and Orientals were per-
ceived as economic competitors, prejudice against them and 
demands for the halt of immigration began to mount. In the 
popular view, "from worthy, industrious, sober, and law-
abiding citizens they rather suddenly developed into un-
assimilable, deceitful, servile people smuggling opium. "2 
The Negro people were, of course, brought to America 
primarily to serve as slaves. Their exploitable position 
in relation to the dominant white group has not disappeared 
at any time during the intervening years, although slavery 
l. Ibid., p. 122. 
-
2. ~., pp. 122, 127. 
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itself has been abolished,and recent years have witnessed 
1 
rapid progress in certain areas. The low average income 
of Negroes, the frequent delineations between 11 Negro jobs" 
and uwhite jobs," with the less desirable being reserved 
for Negroes, the "race-wage differential," and the usual 
lack of job security for Negroes all suggest unmistakably 
that segregation serves the interests of the white group at 
the expense of the Negro group in relation to the distribu-
tion of the scarce values of the American economy. 2 
Similar observations could be made about Negro-white 
relations with regard to power and prestige arrangements. 
In American political life the Negro has but rarely been 
able to exercise any leadership, and, especially in the 
South, he has often syste.matically been denied even the 
right to vote. This has meant that he has been forced to 
assume an inferior position in power relationships, that 
1. See the excellent historical survey of the Negro in the 
American economic life in Myrdal, ~P· 205-426. See also 
Eli Ginzberg, The Ne~ro Potential (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 19 6). 
2. See ibid. and Herbert R. Northrup, Organized Labor and 
the~ro (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1944); I. 
Philip Randolph, "Discrimination Against Minorities," 
Labor's Relation to Church and Community, ed. Liston 
Pope (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947), pp. 61-76; 
St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton, Black Metropolis: 
A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City (New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 194$); and Emmet John 
Hughes, r,The Negro's New Economic Life," Fortune (Sep-
tember, 1956), p. 252. 
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he has not been able to share equally in the scarce values 
which are distributed politically (e.g . , educational facil-
ities), and that he has been vulnerable in courts of law. 1 
In terms of prestige values , it has often been noted that 
American cultural life, particularly in the South but also 
in the rest of the country, has been organized in such a 
way that race has great importance as a determining factor. 
Negroes, even with high personal qualifications, such as 
college degrees or artistic attainment, are in countless 
ways forced to acknowledge the superior prestige of white 
2 people in American culture . 
Given these facts, it should not be difficult to un-
derstand the ease with which prejudiced attitudes are uti-
lized as rationalizations for social patterns which confer 
such privileges upon the dominant group. It is not at all 
necessary to believe that prejudice is a conscious effort 
to justify one's disproportionate share of scarce values--
although, indeed, this would be the case with politicians 
who manipulate the fears of the masses with respect to 
race relations in order to maintain themselves in power and 
with business leaders who use similar mechanisms to dis- · 
courage organized labor. Rather, in most eases it is like-
ly that the relationship between prejudiced attitudes and 
1. Myrdal, PP• 429-520; and Simpson and Yinger, .PP• 451-517. 
2. Ibid • 
........... 
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selr-interest is unconscious. It simply is easier to accept 
ideas which are in accord with one's selr-interest, partic-
ularly when they are available in the culture and when the,r 
are generally accepted and repeated by other persons or 
one's reference groups. Similarly, it is not unlikely that 
motives of self-interest may encourage and reinforce the 
irrational uses of prejudice to meet the personality needs 
discussed in the preceding section above. 
iii. Cultural Factors Supporting Segregation 
The use of a stereotyped minority group as the object 
of prejudice in attempting to meet personality needs, as 
discussed in section i, or in providing a rationalization 
for what is basically exploitation, as discussed in sec-
tion ii, is rendered possible by the fact that such stereo-
typed beliefs and the emerging racial customs can be cul-
turally preserved. Social beliefs and customs relating to 
intergroup relations have a self-perpetuating character 
which is logically distinct from the two previously dis-
cussed major factors supporting segregation, although the 
factors of personality needs and intergroup conflict may 
be needed to account for the origins of such beliefs and 
customs. According to Simpson and Yinger, 
an attitude toward a ~nority group can be seen, 
from one point of view, as simply one of the 
folkways, one of the learned ways of responding 
that have been acquired as part of the standard 
cultural equipment. A person is taught to be 
. . 
prejudiced against certain groups just as he 
is taught to dislike certain roods that peo-
ple in other societies consider great delica-
cies. He may be equipped with a number or 
culturally learned responses to minority groups 
that he is never called upon to use. These 
responses can scarcely be called runctional, 
except in the general sense or representing 
the cohesiveness or a culture group. They 
survive, however, as group-patterned ways or 
thinking, ready to iDriuence one's responses 
if an occasion arises. 
Persons accept the cultural norms because 
not to do so not only would put them in the in-
tolerable position or having constantly to make 
decisions but would also tend to cut them orr 
from the groups with which they identify--thus 
producing a sense ~r isolation that raw human 
beings can accept. 
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The relationship between these observations and rererence 
• group theory, as discussed above, should be obvious. Per-
sons conform to cultural patterns largely because these 
patterns are expected within rererence systems. 
While, ror many people, acceptance of racial beliers 
and customs apparently does not go much beyond this cul-
tural level,3 at least three ways can be shown in which this 
relatively innocuous rorm of prejudice renders important 
support to segregation. First, acceptance ot traditional 
1. Simpson and Yinger, PP• 150-151. 2. Ibid., P• 151. 
-
3. See Edward A. Suchman, John P. Dean, and Robin M. 
Williams, Jr., Desegregation: Some Propositions anq 
Research Suggestions (New York: Anti-Deramation League 
of B'Nai B'Rith, 1958), P• 58. It is not improbable 
that this would be true of ~ people, except where 
there is some unusual social maladjustment. 
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beliefs and practices helps to reinforce the attitudes of 
those for whom prejudice serves important personality or 
competitive functions. Second, such mild prejudices may 
still govern an individual's actions sufficiently to have 
important effects upon his behavior when ~e is called upon 
to make decisions governing future events and patterns. 
Third, prejudiced beliefs and cultural patterns which are 
kept alive by tradition are "available" to fulfill person-
ality or competitive functions as the need arises (that is, 
personality needs might ·never result in prejudice in the 
absence of cul~al patterns and beliefs defining this as a 
possibility, and sharp competition for scarce values might 
never result in discrimination in the absence of the neces-
sary "cultural permission"). 
While a full description of American racial customs 
and beliefs would be unnecessary here, there are two aspects 
of them which may be found to have significant strategic 
implications. The first of these is the "white man's rank 
. 
order of discriminations," by which M;yrdal sununarized his 
findings on the relative importance attached by white men 
to the maintenance of various forms of discrimination. In 
his study of the attitudes of white Southerners, he found 
the following order expressed consistently: 
Rank 1. Highest in this order stands the bar 
against intermarriage and sexual 
intercourse involving white women. 
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Rank 2. Next come the several etiquettes and 
discriminations, which specifically con-
cern behavior in personal relations •••• 
Rank 3. Thereafter follow the segregations and 
discriminations in use of public facil-
ities such as schools, churches and 
means ot conveyance. 
Rank 4. Next comes political disfranchisement. 
Rank 5. Thereafter come discriminations in law 
courts, by the police, and by other 
public servants. 
Rank 6. Finally come tfe [economic] discrim-
inations • • • 
~te persons, Myrdal discovered, are most concerned about 
maintaining the first of these forms or discrimination and 
least concerned about Rank 6. Negroes, conversely, were 
found least interested in Rank 1, and ~ interested in 
abolishing Rank 6. 2 While th1 s "rank order" should be 
used with some qualification,3 it would seem evident that 
1. MYrdal, PP• 60-61. 2. !e!S·• P• 61. 
3. This "rank order of discriminations," based as it is up-
on the primary aim of preventing amalgamation (Rank 1), 
would still be an accurate reflection or the concern of 
the most vocal segregationists, as indicated by the 
literature of groups such as the ~te Citizens' Coun-
cils, despite the fifteen year interval since it was 
first published. As Myrdal himself points out (p. 59), 
however, this concern with maintaining racial purity 
scarcely does justice to the importance of competitive 
interests as a basic concern for many people. One might 
expect that, for those whose real motives in supporting 
segregation are economic or political, Rank 6 would be 
more important than Rank 2, or, perhaps, even than 
Rank 1. The competitive motive probably tends to be 
hidden because it would be socially disapproved in 
American culture as a basis for discrimination. 
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its constant cultural reiteration gives it real signiri-
cance. 
The other aspect of American culture regarding race 
relations which must be mentioned here has a great, though 
secondary, importance. This is the regional pattern in 
America. In virtually every discussion of race relations 
in America tribute is paid at some point to the hostility 
of the regionally self-conscious South to "outside inter-
ference" from other sections of the country with its racial 
patterns. The existence of this southern regional self-
consciousness has been carefully documented1 and is plenti-
2 fully evidenced in popular literature. Important for pre-
sent purposes is the generalization that intensive regional 
reference group identification and hostility toward other 
parts of the country may operate to sustain patterns of 
segregation where change agents can effectively be identi-
fied as alien to the Southern community. As a cultural 
force this latent hostility, by no means shared by all 
southerners, would appear to owe much to the heavily charged 
tradition of conflict between the northern and southern re-
gions of the United States, including the Civil War and 
1. See Howard w. Odum and Katherine Jocher, In Search of the 
Regional Balance of America (Chapel Hill: Univers~ty 
of North C~olina Press, 1945), pp. 16ff. 
2. See, e.g., Martin;· and Wilma Dykeman and James Stokely, 
Neither Black Nor Wbite (New York and Toronto: Rinehart 
and Company, 1957), etc. 
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more recent economic and political competition. 
iv. Minority Group Attitudes 
In the preceding three sections analysis of the rae-
tors supporting segregation has concentrated upon those rae-
tors arising primarily within the dominant group. This 
analysis suggests correctly that segregation is initiated 
and supported primarily by the dominant group. It is gen-
erally conceded by many social scientists, however, that 
attitudes within the minority group itself may also function 
to support segregation. 
This is particularly obvious in the case of minority 
group members whose attitudes are heavily conditioned by 
the fact that they derive personal benefits, in relation to 
the "scarce values" o:r wealth, ·power, and prestige, :rrom 
segregation. Simpson and Yinger point out the internal 
struggle within the privileged :rew of the minority who are, 
in a sense, actually benefited by segregation: 
for many years the members of the middle and 
upper classes in the Negro population have 
found themselves in a -difficult ideological 
situation. Their dilamma is that the walls o:r 
the racial system limit their economic and 
social opportunities, but at the same time 
segregation protects and advances such interests 
as these classes already possess.l 
Thus, a poorly qualified Negro school teacher may find her-
self quali:f'ied enough to secure a position in an all-Negro 
1. Simpson and Yinger, P• 415. 
(segregated) school. A Negro politician may find that segre-
gation has created a clear-cut situation in which his role 
in "delivering the Negro vote" will be appreciated .and re-
warded. And many Negroes have found themselves appointed 
as the "Negro representative" on otherwise all-white com-
mittees and boards._ There are, indeed, many roles of lead-
ership, power, and prestige which have been institutional-
ized for the Negro as a Negro as a result of segregation. 
While viewed from the perspective of the total minority 
group or or the long-run future such roles could scarcely 
be regarded as adequate compensation for segregation, there 
is doubtless the temptation within most Negroes enjoying 
such privileges to cling to their "vested interests," thus 
providing additional motivational support for continued 
1 
segregation. E. Franklin Frazier has documented the exist-
ence of a significant Negro social sub-culture in America, 
composed of many of the more privileged Negroes, and based 
upon delusions regarding Negro wealth, social standing, and 
2 
achievement. According to Frazier, the Negroes who are 
caught up in this little world are encouraged to evade the 
1. See E. ~anklin Frazier, "The Negro's Vested Interest in 
Segregation," in Arnold M. Rose ( ed.) 1 Race Prejudice 
and Discrimination: Readings in Intergroup Relations 
in the United States {New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1951), 
PP• 332-339• 
2. Frazier, Black Bourgeoisie (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free 
Press, 1957). 
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real intellectual, scientific, and artistic standards of 
the total society and to place much more emphasis upon the 
quest for status than upon responsibility. 1 
On a more subtle level, it has been demonstrated 
psychologically that minority group members occasionally 
accept the stereotyped and unfavorable view of the alleged 
minority group "traits" and develop a kind of self-hatred. 
Thus, 
[Negroes] have heard so frequently that they 
are lazy, ignorant, dirty, and superstitious 
that they may half believe the accusations, and 
since the traits are commonly despised in our 
western culture--which, of course, Negroes 
share--some degree of in-group hate seems al-
most inevitable. For example, in unconscious-
ly accepting the white ·man's evaluation of 
pigmentation, the light-skinned Negro2may look down upon his darker-skinned brother. 
This in-group hatred, as a minority group attitude, may 
help to support segregation through the acceptance, by mi-
nority group members of segregation as "justified." 
Widespread passivity among minority group members may 
also indirectly support segregation by leaving it unchal-
lenged. Organizations such as the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People have frequently discovered 
1. ~· Frazier suggests, with undoubted accuracy, that 
this sub-cultural "Black Bourgeoisieu primarily repre-
sents an escape from inferiority feelings. This kind 
of illusory world, as he suggests, is, of course, not 
limited to Negroest 
2·. Allport, p. 152. 
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the need to overcome passive inertia among Negroes in lead-
ing tham to make use of newly won rights (such as voting) 
or to assert other rights. This passivity, where it is 
found, appears to be a compound of continuing fears of re-
prisal, the normal uncertainties and insecurities accompan-
ing change, and an easily understandable social inertia--
complicated, in some cases, by the self-hatred discussed 
above and by general feelings of hopelessness and pessi-
1 
mism. Of course, the extent of passivity within a minor-
ity group can be overestimated, too, as many of the resi-
dents of Montgomery, Alabama discovered during the long and 
2 
successful Negro bus strike. 
In general, this section has attempted to show that, 
in addition to the personality, competitive, and cultural 
factors which support the continuation of segregation by 
a dominant group, factors also operate within the dispri-
vileged minority group toward the same end. In many re-
spects, as the next section will show, the latter factors 
are dependent upon the former, and it should not be assumed 
that factors operating within the minority group could long 
sustain segregation by themselves. 
1. Margaret Price, The Negro Voter in the South (Atlanta: 
Southern Regional Council, 1957), 30-35. See also 
Allport, pp. 146-147; and Simpson and Yinger, pp. 25lff. 
2. See Martin Luther King, Jr., Stride Toward Freedom: The 
Montgomery Story (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958). 
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v. Rational Factors and the Theory of the "Vicious Circleu 
Supporters of segregation have been able to point to 
empirical data in support of prevailing stereotypes regard-
ing the Negro which help to rationalize the existence of 
racial segregation. Statistics on crime, venereal disease 
rates, illegitimate birth rates, and the results of intelli-
gence tests have been quoted voluminously to establish that 
the Negro is by nature more violent and criminal, looser 
with respect to sexual morals, and generally less intelli-
gent than the white man.1 While the bias of the usual ap-
peals to such evidence is generally revealed by the failure 
to differentiate among individuals within racial groups--
thus suggesting the operation of the causal factors which 
have been analyzed above in sections i-iii--the higher 
crime, disease, and illegitimacy rates, and the results of 
some I. Q. tests have been made to function, as factual 
data, to support segregation. 
There is widespread agreement among social scientists, 
however, that evidence given to support the contention that 
the Negro is by nature inferior intellectually or morally 
is itself a product of social causes. Primary among these 
1. See, e.g., Edmonds, pp. 23-48; w. B. Selah, "The Doctrine 
of Separate but Equal Opportunities for All Races," ~ 
Road to Brotherhood ••• , p. 40; and John Bell Wil-
liams, Where is the Reign of Terror? (Greenwood, Miss.: 
Association of Citizens' Councils of Mississippi, 1956). 
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social causes is discrimination itself. Thus, Myrdal notes 
that "white prejudice and discrimination keep the Negro low 
in standards of living, health, education, manners and mor-
als."1 But this has a "cumulative" effect because the lower 
standards, in turn, give "support to white prejudice. 112 
Maciver, in describing this "vicious circle," notes that 
"the more severe the discrimination the more evidence it 
will itself provide to justify its own perpetuation."3 The 
"vicious circle" functions in the following way:. 
the discriminating group starts with an advan-
tage. It has greater power, socially and po-
litically, and usually it has a superior economic 
position. Thus it is enabled to discriminate. 
By discriminating it cuts the other group off 
from economic and social opportunities. The 
subordination of the lower group gives the upper 
group a c onsciousness of its superiority. This 
psychological reinforcement of discrimination 
is in turn ratified by the factual evidences of 
inferiority that accompany the lack of opportun-
ity, by the mean and miserable state of those 
who live and breed in poverty, who suffer con-
stant frustration, who have no incentive to im-
prove their lot, and who feel themselves to be 
outcasts of society. Thus discrimination evokes 
both attitudes and modes of life favorable to 
its perpetuation, not only in the upper group 
but, to a considerable extent, in the lower 
group as well.LI-
It is important to observe from this that the vicious cir-
cle is not limited to objective material or cultural con-
ditions but that it has significant psychological meaning 
1. Myrdal, P• 75. 
3. Maciver, P• 78. 
2. ~· 
4. ~., PP• 67-68. 
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as well. Thus physically, culturally, and psychologically 
the ufacts" are created which may be used to justify and 
rationalize fUrther exclusion of a minority group. And al-
though the factors involved in racial segregation are, as 
has been seen above, very complex, the concept of the "vi-
cious circle" may help to underscore their interrelatedness. 
4• Principles of Strategy for Desegregation 
The preceding sections have endeavored to establish 
a general frame of reference within which discussion of the 
findings of the social sciences relating more specifically 
to the problems of strategy in achieving desegregation would 
be more understandable. In the present discussion of strat-
egy it will be observed that a considerable volume of in-
vestigation has been undertaken to determine the most effec-
tive ways of achieving desegregation. 
i. The Principle of Cumulative Causation 
The principle of cumulative causation, which first 
attained prominence through its development by Myrdal, may 
be understood as a strategic extension of the concept of 
the "vicious circle" discussed above. While the above dis-
cussion emphasized the negative aspects of the "vicious 
circle" as a support for racial segregation, it should now 
be pointed out that the interdependent factors of a social 
situation such as segregation can be made to operate in 
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any direction. A change in any one factor, thus, may be ex-
pected to have effects upon all of the other factors. 
Since white prejudice and discrimination are f~d to 
"cause" low Negro standards, and Negro standards, recipro-
cally to "cause" white prejudice and discrimination, Myrdal 
holds that 
if either of the factors changes this will cause 
a change in the other factor, too, and start a 
process of interaction where the change in one 
factor will continuously be supported by the 
reaction of the other factor. The whole system 
will be moving in the direction of the primary 
change, but much further .1 
Since both white prejudice and Negro standards are extreme-
ly complex, Myrdal notes that if any of the component fac-
tors in white prejudice are changed it will have a weaken-
ing effect upon the prejudice, and if any of the component 
factors in the Negro condition are changed the change will 
tend to have a cumulative effect, raising the other condi-
tiona. 
The strategic importance of this principle would seem 
to be that certain factors are likely to be more accessible 
to a change agent than others. As Maciver has suggested, 
the appropriate control of one or more factors 
of the many-factored situation may suffice to 
bring about the desired result. Therapy must 
generally go on that principle and has won many 
successes that way. Our controls are mostly 
1. Myrdal, p. 76. See also his methodological essay on 
Cumulative Causation, pp. 1066ff. 
over things of which our understanding is still 
obscure.l 
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Williams asserts further that "there is a definite possi-
bility that the factors which are most important in produc-
ing hostility and conflict are by no means the same as those 
2 
which are most important for control purposes.'' Thus, the 
strategist may be able to secure significant changes despite 
his lack of control over the most important factors suppor-
tive of segregation in a particular situation. 
While the principle of cumulative causation has 
gained wide acceptance, it has had to be modified in the 
years since An American Dilemma was published. Maciver has 
pointed out that it can be misleading, as a strategic prin-
ciple, if it is forgotten that a single change in any vari-
able will produce counter forces seeking to reestablish the 
original situation.3 And criticizing Myrdal for exaggerat-
ing "the ease with which prejudice can be changed when he 
says that a change in any one segment of the interacting 
circle will have effects on all other segments," Simpson 
and Yinger note that "the impulse toward change may be tem-
porary and local; it may be submerged by the cumulative 
force of the continuing factors in preju4iee. • • • The 
mutually interlocking and sustaining forces of prejudice 
1. Maciver, P• 22. 2. Williams, P• 41. 
3. Maciver, p. 69f. 
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give it power of recovery."1 
Maciver seeks to restate the principle in more accept-
able terms by stating that 
a favorable change in any one of the distinctive 
conditions will1 if it can be held constant long 
enough, tend to raise the other conditions and to 
bring about a readjustment of the whole system in 
conformity with the favorable change. By "long 
enough" we denote the period within which the 
requisite habituations and reconditionings, the 
responses of the group to the altered condition, 
are formed and established. • • • When we say 
that the advance must be "held constant" we mean 
that the forces that brought it into being must 
continue in operation, aided by whatever new 
forces the change may evoke, in sufficient 
strength to resist the assaults of resurgent 
opposing forces.l 
Thus modified, the principle of cumulative causation 
would appear to support three strategic generalizations: 
first, that significant changes, of cumulative effect, can 
be made despite the lack of complete control of all factors 
in a situation; second, that, generally speaking, the at-
tempt to change a segregated situation will be more effec-
tive the more broadly it is based (dealing with several 
rather than only one of the factors supporting segregation) .; 
and third, that it is usually wise to select for attack 
those points in the complex of a segregated situation which 
are most vulnerable. In relation to this last point, it 
1. Simpson and Yinger, P• 181. 
2. Maciver, p. 71. 
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should not be overlooked that the easiest points of attack 
are not necessarily the most vulnerable ones.l 
ii. The Approach to Pathological Prejudice 
It has already been noted that in some persons pre-
judice fills important personality functions unrelated to 
its object. the minority group itself. Frustrations. re-
pressions, insecurities. ambiguities, etc., were seen to 
contribute to personal prejudice. It should be apparent 
that any steps to relieve these causes will serve to deprive 
a segregated situation of some of its support, thus contri-
buting to desegregation. It is possible, of course, that 
some frustrations and insecurities may be traced to situation-
al factors which can be modified. Other cases may be trace-
able to causes so highly pathological that only the highly 
trained psychiatrist could be expected to locate and treat 
them. Two points have been made regarding an "every day" 
approach to pathological prejudice. 
The first point is that a direct attack upon the deep-
ly prejudiced personality is generally futile as a means of 
1. Thus. some minor advantage or insignificant ideological 
ground may rather easily be gained. Such concessions may 
serve, however, to strengthen segregation and its sup-
porting beliefs. Dean and Rosen remark. for example, 
that "token representation" of minority group members on 
a board or commdttee may do more harm than good by 
creating the illusion of effective representation when 
there actually is none (p. 30). A "vulnerable point," 
it should thus be specified, must here mean the point or 
manner in which significant change may be effected. 
13,2 
reducing prejudiee. 1 Direct attack upon persons usually 
arouses defensiveness and tends to raise rather than lower 
frustration, insecurity, and other causes of prejudice: 
"guilt feelings are uncomfortable and they may be got rid of 
by a harder and blinder defensiveness, supported by new jus-
tifications, so that the spirit of discrimination is not 
diminished but rather intensified. "2 Although, as will be 
discussed further in the next section, there is a real place 
strategically for direct handling of issues and appeals to 
the conscience, it is to be doubted that direct attacks upon 
persons as such are ever wise . The converse point may be 
made, secondly, that techniques, such as personal counseling 
or group therapy, which give support to prejudiced person-
ali ties may help to diminish the sense of frustration and 
insecurity and the need for repression and projection. 3 A 
prejudiced person should be made to feel that he is himself 
accepted ~pite the fact that many of his attitudes may not 
~· In such an atmosphere of support and acceptance, as well 
as challenge, he may be able to gain more insight into the 
real nature of his problems. 
1. Simpson and Yinger, P• 783. 
2. Maciver, p. 89. That guilt feelings, as such, are to be 
avoided strategically will be denied in the next sec-
tion. In the case of the relatively few extremely and 
pathologically prejudiced personalities, however, it is 
to be doubted that guilt can be handled constructively. 
3. Simpson and Yinger, PP• 773ff. 
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It should be pointed out that these observations . re-
garding the treatment of pathological prejudice could not 
serve as the foundation of a complete strategy for racial 
desegregation, despite the frequently encountered assumption 
that pathological prejudice is the primary 11 cause" of dis-
crimination and segregation. Foregoing sections of this 
chapter indicate clearly that it is but one of several im-
portant lines of causal analysis. There is little evidence, 
indeed, that very many persons are afflicted with patho-
logical prejudice, and a strategy which overestimated the 
number of such persons clearly would risk miscalculation. 
Further, the kind of supportive counseling indicated 
as therapeuti cally effective in dealing with such highly 
prejudiced personalities is likely to be extremely time-
consuming in relation to its fruits. A strategy based upon 
therapy would seem to assume that effective changes in social 
patterns, such as segregation, cannot be made until radical 
personality changes are made in the relatively few individ-
uals who most intensively support those patterns. Succeed-
ing sections of this chapter will suggest that there are 
quicker ways of effecting social change and more vulnerable 
points, specifically, at which segregation may be attacked. 
Therapy, nevertheless, does have its place. Supportive 
counseling and similar approaches may often be needed as 
supplements to other strategic measures, often to reduce 
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the amount or damage which the extremely prejudiced person-
ality might inrlict upon other strategic measures.1 
iii. Strategies or Education tor Desegregation 
The analysis of the supports and causes or prejudiced 
attitudes, as summarized in the first part or this chapter, 
would appear to indicate the following as possible objectives 
of an "educationa1"2 approach: 
(a) the correction or erroneous beliefs about 
the minor! ty group and the supposed value of 
segregation by making correct information 
available; 
(b) the breaking down of intellectual and emo-
tional stereotypes or the mimri ty group which 
depersonalize its members and attempt to justify 
their lower status and the instilling of the 
ability to see minor! ty group members as persons; 
(c) the appeal to conscience by making the con-
tradiction between segregation and accepted 
moral values apparent and inescapable, thus 
motivating support for change. 
These objectives should be borne in mind throughout the dis-
cussion of educational strategies. 
(1) General Educational Principles.--It should be 
apparent that education, as a technique for intergroup 
1. A therapeutic approach to prejudiced personalities may, 
of course, often be a desirable end in itself, quite 
apart from its implications as a strategy for racial 
desegregation. 
2. "Educational" approaches will here be defined as all at-
-tempts to infiuence beliefs and attitudes except, on 
the one hand, those which might be designated as 
"therapy," and, on the · other, those involved in overt 
manipulation or situational factors. 
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relations, will be most effective when it conforms to es-
tablished principles of educational psychology. Careful 
planning for education should involve extended study of 
this field. 
One of the most important of the general principles 
stressed by many writers is that which holds that education 
must generally avoid direct attack upon the personalities 
of those who are to be educated. In the words of Gordon 
Allport, nit is an axiom that people cannot be taught who 
feel that they are at the same time being attacked."l Where 
possible, educational situations should be structured in 
I 
such a way that it is easy for a person to give up preju-
dice without having to admit previous error. 2 It has also 
been found advisable to allow the learners initially 11 to 
express freely their verbal hostilities to instructors who 
maintain an atmosphere of calm objectivity."3 Application 
of these principles may help to minimize covert resistance 
to teaching. 
The attitudes of the teacher have been shown to be 
very important. A prejudiced teacher, who is not positive 
in attitude toward the material being taught, could be 
1. Quoted by Simpson and Yinger, p. 761. See also Wil-
liams, p. 65. 
2. Simpson and Yinger, p. 761. 
3. Williams, p. 65. 
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expected to do great damage in attempting to teach an un-
1 prejudiced point or view. Harding and others have summar-
ized the dynamics or an effective teaching situation: 
(a) the information presented is more favorable 
to the ethnic group in question than the previous 
beliefs of the average student; (b) the instruc-
tor indicates to the students (directly or in-
directly) that his own attitudes toward this 
group are more favorable than their own previous 
attitudes; and (c) the relationship between 
students and instructor is such that the students 
tend to accept the instructor's feelings and 
action orientation toward the -group in question, 
as well as the information which he presents.2 
It has also been shown that information about the object of 
prejudice may more effectively be taught in situations where 
"the learners themselves actively participate in gathering 
the relevant information. "3 
Another principle holds that education in intergroup 
relations is usually most effective when handled indirect-
ly: that is, when information and instruction regarding 
intergroup relations is imparted as incidental to other 
teaching.4 Material which may seem threatening to individ-
uals or to a learning group may thus be brought out most 
1. Simpson and Yinger, p. 764; Williams, p. 65. 
2. John Harding, Bernard Kutner, Harold Proshanskyfl and 
Isidor Chein, "Prejudice and Ethnic Relations,' .!!!ru!-
book of Social . Ps~eholo~, ed. Gardner Lindzey . (cam-
bridge, Mass.: A dison~ esley Publishing Co., 1954), 
PP• 1021-1061. 
3. Williams, P• 65. 4• Ibid., P• 63. 
-
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effectively in a non-threatening context. Similarly, ac-
tivities and materials presented which simply lead individ-
uals to take the other group for granted ("e.g., moving 
pictures which show Negroes as members of various kinds of 
groups, where the emphasis of presentation is upon what the 
group is doing 11 ) will usually be most effective.1 And a 
general emphasis upon values and characteristics shared in 
common with the minority group may be valuable as an in-
direct strategy of education. 
(2) The Exposure of Error and Moral Appeal.--There is 
a pronounced reluctance by many students of race relations 
to ascribe much importance to the presentation of factual 
information as an effective strategy against biased beliefs 
2 
and attitudes. It is generally felt that while specific 
intercultural education has demonstrated some value, its 
effectiveness is not high. The reason for this appears 
largely to be that "the perception and interpretation of 
'facts' is self-selective and the individual can 'protect' 
himself against facts he does not wish to believe. u) 
Myrdal, however, points to the importance of subject-
ing the crudely false and biased popular beliefs to a 
1. Williams, p. 68. 
2. See Maciver, P• 221; Simpson and Yinger, P• 764; Allport, 
p. 434; Williams, p. 64; and Sucbman, Dean, and Williams, 
p. 38, etc. 
3. Sucbman, Dean, and Williams, p. 38. 
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"rigorous examination in the light of the factual evidence, 11 
despite the fact that "this educational objective must be 
achieved in the face of the psychic resistance mobilized 
by the people who feel an urgent need to retain their biased 
beliefs in order to justii'y their way of life." For , ac-
cording to Myrdal, 
if this educational effort meets with success 
the illogicalities involving valuations become 
exposed to the people who hold them. They are 
then pressed to change their valuations to same 
degree or other. For if popular beliefs depend 
upon valuations, as we have shown, the valua-
tions also depend upon the beliefs in our civil-
ization bent upon rationalism. When supporting 
beliefs are drawn away, people will have to re-
adjust their value hierarchies and, eventually, 
their behavior.l 
It is important to note the qualification implied in the 
word "eventually" here. The results of such an educational 
exposure of error are not expected by Myrdal to be immediate. 
MYrdal adds another important qualification. The ex-
posure of error will have little effect upon beliefs and 
valuations, he notes, if there should be widespread moral 
cynicism: 11if people become willing to thro\V aside even 
their most cherished general valuations, such as their 
faith in democratic liberty, equality, and Christian broth-
erhood--the situation permits almost any type of recon-
struction." There can be, in this event, "a revulsion to 
fascism and pagan gods."2 The force of Myrdal's view would 
1. MYrdal, P• 1030. 2. ~., P• 1033. 
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appear to rest on the fact that erroneous beliefs can con-
tinue to do their damage until effectively challenged and 
on the assertion that most persons desire to orient their 
lives in accordance with reality rather than with beliefs 
of proven falsity. 
Similar views are held by others who regard an appeal 
to the more universal values, and thus to conscience, as 
effective strategy.1 And it is generally acknowledged that 
an appeal to conscience may be useful to the reinforcement 
of the attitudes of those who are already predisposed to an 
2 
unprejudiced view. Others, however, urge that an appeal to 
conscience may do more har.m than good by creating feelings 
of guilt and hostility "among those who are unfavorable."3 
And Simpson and Yinger remark that "most of us are skilled 
at compartmentalizing our professions of belief and our 
other actions, overlooking any contradiction. u4 
In support of Myrdal, here, it could be said first, 
that feelings of guilt do not necessarily lead to hostility 
but may be directed toward repentance and the desire for 
1. See, e.g., Harold D. Lasswell, "Legislative Policy, Con-
formity and Psychiatry," Psychiatry and the Law, ed. 
Paul H. Hoch and Joseph Zubin (New York and London: 
Grune and Stratton, 1955), p. 32. 
2. Williams, P• 67. 
3. Suchman, Dean, and Williams, p. 41. 
4. Simpson and Yinger, P• 738. 
change and, secondly, that, while most people are skilled 
at compartmentalizing, there are limits to this also. It 
would appear that the resistance of compartmentalizing might 
be overcome by a persistent and specific enough educational 
attack. Excepted, in this, would probably be the patho-
logically prejudiced personality discussed earlier. 
In the light of the foregoing discussions it should be 
apparent also that the exposure of error and the appeal to 
conscience will be most effective where it is done without 
unnecessary personal recrimination and where the appeal is 
made in terms of positive support for the more universal 
ideals which are generally accepted. With these qualifica-
tions it is probable that this represents an extremely vul-
nerable point in segregation. 
(3) Propaganda and Mass Appeal.·-Simpson and Yinger 
define propaganda as "the manipulation of symbols on a con-
troversial topic when the controversial element is disguised, 
emotional appeals are used, some or all of the relevant facts 
are left out or distorted, and the motives of the propagan· 
dist and/or the sources of the propaganda are hidden."1 Ac-
cording to this definition, not all mass appeal would be 
1. Ibid., p. 736. This definition is used in the context of 
acontrast between propaganda and "education. u The 
definition of education employed thus is, however, some-
what narrower than that suggested above. Propaganda, in 
the present discussion, is not being contrasted with 
educatio~. 
propaganda, and not all propaganda would need to involve 
mass appeal. The two are treated together here because mass 
communication seems unusually available ror use in propa-
ganda, and propaganda is primarily encountered on a mass 
level. 
In his study of propaganda, Samuel H. Flowerman has 
suggested six variable conditions which are important for 
successful mass persuasion: 
1. Control or the channels or mass communica-
tion; 
2. A high degree of "saturation": ("the propor-
tion of protolerance symbols to the total 
number of symbols available in the stream 
of communi cation"); 
3. The ability to attract and hold attention; 
4. The ambiguity or the situation, indicating 
an opportunity ror definition and clarifica-
tion through propaganda; 
5. Conformity to group standards--to the group 
frame of reference; 
6. The respectability of1the sponsorship and sources of authority. 
In evaluating specific items of propaganda, Flower.man holds 
that they must reach the subject under favorable circum-
stances, "his curiosity must be aroused but not in an un-
pleasant manner," he must like the item--or at least not be 
1. Samuel H. Flowerman, "Mass Propaganda in the War Against 
Bigotry," Journal of Abnormal and Social ~sychology 
(October, 1947), 429-439. Except where indicated by 
direct quotation marks, this section is summary rather 
than direct quotation. 
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repelled by it, and the item must be comprehended.l 
Effective propaganda usually emphasizes an emotional 
or value-oriented appeal, as distinct from purely factual 
content. 2 It may emphasize important symbols shared in com-
mon by dominant and minority groups, while unobtrusively 
showing how minority group members also participate in these 
symbols.3 Thus, the suggestion is made that common values 
and basic kinship of the persons of both groups with each 
other are more important in the long run than any dif .fer-
ences. Further, propaganda may e.f.fectively strive for per-
sonalization, seeking, perhaps, to bring members of the 
dominant group to identify themselves with the .fe elings of 
minority group persons as individuals.4 Personali~ation, 
which may easily be achieved through such media as books, 
periodicals, and movies, thus may help to break down the 
stereotypes which see minority group mambers only in ter.ms 
of assumed traits. 
Subject to the above conditions and suggestions, prop-
aganda may have strategic value. It may have an important 
function in reinforcing those already somewhat friendly or 
1. ~-
2. Other "educational" approaches may, of course, also in-
clude -emotional and value-oriented appeal. 
3. Williams, PP• 66-67. 
4. ~., and Allport, P• 488. 
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neutral to its appeal, and it may be very significant in 
unstructured or ambiguous situations, 1 although it is rather 
2: 
easily evaded by those hostile to it. Its role is there-
fore largely a supportive one. Also to be remembered, how-
ever, are the possible "boomerang 11 effects which propaganda 
may have, particularly with those already heavily committed 
to prejudiced attitudes. Suchman, Dean, and Williams sum-
marize six of these possible effects as follows: 
1. Nativistic reactions--increased in-group 
awareness of differences; 2. Defensive hostil-
ity--increased feelings of threat; 3. Defensive 
solidarity--increased out-group aggression; 
4. Verbalization of previously inarticulated 
prejudices; 5. Reinforcement (by revealing the 
extent of the existing problem); 6. Aroused 
guilt which may be expressed in hostility.3 
Effective strategy must avoid these negative reactions.4 
Strategy must face one more problem in relation to 
1. Carl I. Hovland, "Effects of the Mass Media of Communica-
tion," Handbook of Social Psychology ••• , pp. 1062-
1103. 
2. See Eunice Cooper and Marie Jahoda, "The Evasion of 
Propaganda: How Prejudiced People Respond to Anti-Preju-
dice Propaganda," Journal of Psychology, 23 (January, 
1947), 15-25. 
3. Suchman, Dean, and Williams, PP• 41-42. 
4. Maciver raises the additional question of whether propa-
ganda could, by definition, be a workable strategy wit~­
in the framework of democratic objectives, holding that 
it is not conducive to an atmosphere of truth-seeking. 
(P. 219). While he may here assume too negative a def-
inition of propaganda and underestimate the importance 
of value appeal as such, it is certain that propaganda 
must also undergo this kind of criticism. 
propaganda: how prejudiced propaganda is to be handled. 
Simpson and Yinger suggest four principles: 
1. Do not overlook the importance of hate 
propaganda. 
2. Where possible~ deal with it indirectly, by 
furnishing true information~ by developing 
people innnune to prejudice~ not by direct 
attack. 
3. Do not exaggerate the extent of the rabble-
rouser's following or the strength of his 
influEmce. 4· Stress the injury his actions bring to the 
whole society, not to some · "poor, oppressed 
minor! ty. "1 
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These principles accord well with the general understanding 
of prejudice as it has been developed in this chapter. 
(4} Contact as an Educational Strategy.--It is often 
asserted that actual contact between dominant and minority 
group members is the best w~ of breaking down the deper-
sonalizing stereotypes. A number of studies have borne 
this out in a general way 1 with the reservation that much 
depends upon the~ of contact. 2 Thus~ it is generally 
held that the kinds of contact characteristic of segregated 
society, i.e., those based upon inequality of status bet~reen 
the dominant and the minority groups, actually do more to 
1. Simpson and Yinger, PP• 746-747. 
2. Williams, pp. 69-73; Allport, PP• 26lff.~ etc. See also 
Samuel A. Stouffer~ Communism, Conformity, and Civil 
Liberties (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co.~ 
Inc.~ 1955}. Stouffer discovered that persons having 
had most contact with those of different ideas and values 
are most likely to show tolerance toward different ideas. 
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confirm prejudice. Subject to this reservation, however, 
it has been found that contact can serve a valuable stereo-
type-breaking function in the presence of certain conditions. 
Among the conditions frequently mentioned are the follow-
ing: 
1. when the individuals are nearly equal in socio-
economic status and share similar values and 
i nterests; 
2. when the contact situation involves pursuit 
of common goals, the facing of common problems 
or dangers, or the joining in a common cause; 
3. where minority group members do not appear in 
stereotyped roles; and 
4. where the circumstances of contact are not 
basically unpleasant.l 
These conditions, of course, rule out the casual contacts 
between members of different races which strengthen stereo-
types by being occasions for their application. 
The strategies discussed in this section have been 
primarily concerned with the removal of attitudes and be-
liefs which help to support racial segregation. They are 
not to be confused with strategies which actually remove 
segregation itself. They may well be described as the phase 
of preparation for desegregation. The more active possi-
bilities will be discussed in the next section. 
1. See Maciver, PP• 233-238; Simpson and Yinger, PP• 751-
757; Allport, PP• 26lff., Williams, PP• 69-73. 
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iv. Variable Factors in Active Intervention 
In addition to strategies which deal with segregation 
indirectly by seeking to change the motivations and opinions 
of those who support it, a growing body of evidence suggests 
impressively that direct changes may be made effectively in 
segregated social patterns by the active intervention of 
those possessing sufficient power. In a significant number 
of eases desegregation has been effected in the armed 
forces, 1 in industry, 2 in the public schools,3 and in 
churehes4 by direct actions resulting in a fait accompli, or 
established fact. Typically, these changes, effected by 
persons holding appropriate power or authority, have been 
accepted rather quickly after an initial furore. It has, 
indeed, been suggested by some writers that such direct 
actions are often the best means of securing actual changes 
in attitude, w1 th basic attitude changes following rather 
than preceding changes in soci a1 pa~terns • .5 Often the tran-
sition away from segregation has been smoother than expected, 
and predicted tensions and problems often have failed to 
1. See Simpson and Yinger, pp • .50lff. 
2. See Maciver, P• 139. 
3. See Williams and Ryan (eds.), and Shoemaker (ed.). 
4. See Kramer • 
.5. See, e.g., Allport, PP• 471, .510; and Sucbman, Dean, aad 
Williams, p. 60. 
1 
materialize. 
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Attempts to achieve desegregation by direct interven-
tion have sometimes ended in failure, however, and a number 
of variables have been suggested as spelling the difference 
between success or failure. Following are some of the more 
important of these: 
(1) Access to the Appropriate Power and Authoritx.--
One desiring to effect desegregation through direct action 
'WOuld obviously need to have sufficient power and author! ty 
to do so. The strategist not having direct access to the 
necessary power and authority would need either (a) to per-
suade the persons having the power to use it for the desired 
1. The frequent effectiveness of the fait accompli would ap-
pear to support the belief that most persons supporting 
segregation do so largely as a matter of conformity to 
prevailing social patterns . (See above.) It is con-
ceivable that the successful change agent has essential-
ly inverted this situation, thereby getting conformity 
"on his side." Thus, the normal desires for social ac-
ceptance and the avoidance of friction and instability 
have been made to support the fait accompli where they 
previously have supported segregation. Cf. Simpson and 
Yinger, P• 782; and Allport, Pi• 285-286. It should be 
noted in this connection that conformity," as such, 
could hardly be described as the end objective of the 
strategist. Rather, the end objective would have to in-
clude positive support for .full racial integration by 
persons motivated by firm convictions, and strategy must 
include recruitment of such support. cr. Paul Kecskemeti, 
"The Psychological Theory of Prejudice," Commentary, 18 
(Oct., 1954), P• 362, Who notes that "we cannot really 
combat prejudice without firm convictions." This con-
sideration, however, does not nullity the strategic use-
fulness of the fact that people do tend to cQnform to 
prevailing social patterns. While positive support is 
preferable to conformity, conformity to desegregation 
is generally to be preferred to opposition. 
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end, or (b) to devise some means o~ replacing or circumvent-
ing those holding the power. Stressing these points, Dean 
Blild Rosen emphasize the importance of the "gatekeepers," or 
the individuals responsible for official action who can 
either open or close the "gates" admitting minority group 
members.1 If the person desiring change is himself a ~gate­
keeper, tt well and good. Otherwise he is reduced to one o~ 
the other alternatives. 
James B. McKee raises in this connection the issue o~ 
whether one should appeal generally to the present power 
structure in a community or attempt to create a new power 
base of public support for desegregation and other "liberal" 
causes. 
2 Holding that "the strategy o~fered in the Manual 
[Dean and Rosen] is conservative," McKee suggests that the 
. 
appeal to a present "power elite" to effect desegregation 
only strengthens the existing status quo, whereas a more 
direct appeal for public support might help to disrupt the 
present conservative power structure and encourage the de-
velopment of new leadership. It could be replied that an 
attempt to create broad public support often is difficult 
and time-consuming, particularly where desegregation is not 
a popular issue, that existing power structures may not be 
1. Dean and Rosen. Cf. Maciver, p. 91. 
2. James B. McKee, "community Power and Strategies in Race 
Relations: Some Critical Observat1ons, 11 Social Prob-
lems, 3 {Winter, 1958-1959), 195-203. 
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unalterably co~servative, and that attempts to circumvent 
community leadership may court obstruction. The point seems 
well taken, however, that every use of power or appeal to 
users of power should be examined carefully as to its long 
term and side effects. From an ethical point of view, it 
may be said further that a great deal depends upon whether 
or not the social power structure is basically a responsible 
ome--that is, whether it is constitutionally delineated, its 
procedures are not ultimately arbitrary, and it is responsi-
ble to all those whose welfare is affected by it.1 Where 
power structures fail to meet these criteria it is possible 
that more harm than good could be done by attempting to use 
them directly. 
In any event, direct intervention requires that some 
access be had to appropriate power and authority. 
(2) The Manner of Approach.--The way i:n which direct 
intervention is undertaken is a second important variable 
emerging from actual experiences with desegregation. Quick, 
decisive actions, without vacillation, to establish specific 
patterns of desegregation are apt to be most successful, 
particularly where aggressive impulses can be deflected in-
to harmless channels. Confusion and uncertainty "about the 
1. Cf. World Council of Churches, The Church and the Disorder 
of Society, Vol. III of Man's Disorder and God's Design: 
The AiiiSterdam Assembll: Series (5 vols. • New "York: · 
Harper and Brothers, 1948), PP• 120-154, 200-201. 
, 
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modes or desegregation and the rinal outcome'' make ror con-
1 
rlict and opposition. Dean and Rosen remark that "where 
. 
there are clear lines or authority or administrative control, 
people tend to go along with the rules and regulations that 
are passed down rrom the top, even when their initial feel-
ings about these regulations may not be ravorable. "2 Direct 
action will be most effective when it establishes such a 
clear, unambiguous condition as a fait accompli. Potential 
opposition, thus, is raced with an accomplished ract berore 
it has had time to organize itselr. 
Efrective strategy does not usually call for the tak-
ing or a vote on whether or not a group or situation is to 
remain segregated because 
polling those involved in advance or an inter-
group change typically calls forth many more 
negative reactions than will actually occur 
ir the change is undertaken as matter-or-
factly as3any other change that might be in-stituted. 
Discussing the psychology involved in this fact, Allport 
suggests that "polling" is apt to fail because the rirst 
impulse of most people is to obey their prejudices: "Why 
expose oneself to needless annoyance by voting to work be-
side a Negro, a Jew, or other member or a disliked minority.n 
A more direct action may succeed, however, because 
1. Sucbman, Dean, and Williams, PP• 39-40. 
2. Dean and Rosen, p. 158. 3. ~., p. 160. 
such an attitude often arouses at least a trace 
of shame, more especially since the tradition of 
fair play and equal opportunity are authentic 
values to most Americans. It is for this reason 
that strong and forthright action from nhigher 
up" ••• is, after an initial flurry of -excite-
ment, generally accepted. The fait accompli 
is often welcomed if it is in line with one's 
conscience.l 
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Simpson and Yinger make the point again that positive 
actions are generally stronger than negative ones which in-
volve an attack on persons. The object should be the es-
tablishment of improved conditions, not the attack on per-
.!2.!1!· 
It is usually necessary to secure the coopera-
tion of the discriminator in changing an unhappy 
situation. This is not likely to be accom-
plished by exposing him to ridicule, attacking 
him as a person, and generally threatening his 
security. Opposition to discriminators is very 
different from opposition to discrimination.2 
(3) The Role of the Change Agent.--Aside from consid-
erations of power, it is apparent that the role of the 
. 
change agent himself is an important variable. If, for ex-
~ple, the person or group responsible for a change can be 
1. Allport, pp. 275-276. There are, of course, exceptions 
to these generalizations. Where possible, decisions to 
desegregate which emerge from group process may be more 
stable and more readily accepted. And in some circum-
stances, voting may be the only access to the power 
necessary to effect desegregation. In most instances, 
however, experience suggests that voting on whether or 
not to desegregate is an ineffective procedure. 
2. Simpson and Yinger, P• 783. 
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identified as an "outsider" the effectiveness of his action 
is likely to be diminished: 1 Williams suggests that 
outside agencies coming into a local community 
to stimulate, initiate, or otherwise affect pro-
grams directed toward intergroup relations will 
meet minimum resistance when they: (a) work 
through local persons and established local 
groups; (b) avoid extensive publicity for them-
selves; (c) adapt techniques and organization 
to local circumstances rather than propose a 
rigid scheme prepared in advance.2 
Simpson and Yinger note, however, that not all leadership 
needs to be indigenous to a situation and that "'outside' 
interference'' may indeed sometimes be the most effective.3 
This might conceivably be true where there is considerable 
local leadership rivalry and an outsider could be regarded 
as being above the factionalism or where the force of out~ 
side publicity has had importance. 
It would seem, also, that persons whose identifiable 
roles hold high prestige might be expected to have more 
success as change agents than others, other things being 
equal. Further, it would seam important to note whether 
the leadership in directing change represents a serious de-
parture from popular expectations regarding role-behavior 
of the change agent. These observations would accord with 
the discussion of "reference systems" above. 
1. See Simpson and Yinger, p. 781. 
2. Williams 1 p. 76 • 
3. Simpson and Yinger, p. 781. 
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{4) Other Situational Variables.--It is important to 
note that evidence points to certain "situationsn as being 
more hospitable to direct intervention strategies than 
others. Thus, Myrdal has pointed out that crisis situations 
are particularly good opportunities for direct leadership: 
When a sudden and great opinion catharsis oc-
curs in society, customs and social trends 
seem to the participants to be suspended or 
radically changed, as they actually are to a 
certain extent . In this sanae history is un-
decided; it can take several courses. Leaders--
whom we call either "statesmen," 11 thinkers" and 
rrprophets 11 or "demagogues" and "charlatans," 
depending upon . our valuations of their aims and 
means--capture the attention of the masses and 
manage to ste~r the upheaval in o.ne direction 
or the other.l. 
In a certain sense, according to Myrdal, every social sit-
uation involves some "balancing of forces in conflict with 
each other" with a continuous "possibility of rapid, and 
even induced, change," but some do so more than others, and 
the strategist needs to be aware of the difference. 2 
Williams has suggested, almost as ttrules of thumb," 
that situations 11 in which there are relatively tolerant 
initial attitudes in the majority population," the most ef-
-
fective procedure for desegregation will be the "gradual 
introduction of selected individuals, with a minimum of 
prior discussion or announcement." On the other hand, 
1. Myrdal, p. 1033. 
2. Ibid., p. i034· Cf. Maciver, pp. 53ft., for a sugges-
~e discussion of types of situational equilibria. 
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in situations where there is "relatively strong initial 
prejudice" the most effective procedure will include a 
"statement that the minority will be introduced 1 accompanied 
by a considerable volume of information 1 exhortation 1 and 
discussion prior to the change itself."1 These urules of 
thumb 1 11 which Williams advanced as hypotheses 1 have gained 
considerable acceptance as a result of experiences with de-
segregation during the past ten years. 
(5) Effective Consolidation.--It is finally important 
to note that direct intervention can only be successful if 
2 its effect can be permanently stabilized. Sometimes sta-
bilization can effectively be done through the passing of 
laws which define the new situation, or through the careful 
definition and publication of new policy. If Allport and 
others are correct in asserting that "the person with 
character-conditioned prejudice likes order 1 but especially 
social order,"3 it is apparent that changes should be ac-
companied by evidences that they will not produce social 
anarchy and chaos. Further 1 where possible it would appear 
wise strategy to accompany rapid, direct intervention 
changes with reassurance and psychologically supportive 
measures for persons who seem deeply opposed. Such persons 
1. Williams, p. 73. 2. See Maciver1 P• 89. 
3. Allport 1 p. 404. See also Adorno and others. 
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should also b~ allowed to express their feelings--without, 
of course, any implication of vacillation on the policy it-
self. 
To summarize: the available evidence clearly shows 
that direct intervention to change existing social patterns 
such as racial segregation can be carried through effective-
ly where due attention is paid to the suggested variables; 
further, that such successful changes tend strongly to ef-
fect corresponding and supporting changes in attitude of the 
people involved in the situations. Whereas therapeutic 
and educational strategies appear essentially to involve 
preparation for desegregation, direct intervention is more 
nearly identifiable as the point of desegregation itself. 
v. Minority Group Strategy 
Most of the principles discussed above apply with 
equal force to all persons desiring to effect desegregation, 
whether they themselves belong to the dominant or the minor-
ity group. Since, however, it may be assumed that the in-
terest of minority group members in change will generally 
be more direct, it may be helpful here to mention some of 
the findings of the social sciences relative to the most 
effective strategies to be pursued by the members of the 
minority group. 
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(1) Minority Protest.--The analyses of segregation and 
social change thus far should make one point very clear: 
change is never likely to occur in the absence of motiva-
tional forces for change adequate to overcome the forces up-
holding the status quo (segregation).1 In only very rare 
circumstances could desegregation be accomplished in the 
absence of minority group desire for desegregation. And, 
up to a certain point, one might normally expect any in-
crease in the amount of expressed minority protest against 
segregation to further the process of desegregation. In 
discussing this fact, Maciver suggests that the point to be 
avoided by protest expressions is an outright assertion of 
demands far exceeding present possibilities. 2 This caution, 
according to Maciver, does not apply to the "unequivocal 
assertion of the goal of complete equality, 11 nor to "dras-
tic or spectacular action for moderate demands.".3 As both 
Maciver and MYrdal point out, ~nority protest activities 
need to be harmonized with elements within the majority 
group who also desire change and with "changing custom."4 
This would appear to say that expressions of minority pro-
test will be most effective when they (a) convey the protest 
1. This principle of change is helpfully analyzed by Talcott 
Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, Illinois: Free 
Press, 1951), PP• 493ff. 
2. Maciver, PP• 97-98. 3. Ibid. 
4. ~·, and Myrdal, PP• 852ff. 
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of the entire minority group against a situation excluding 
them and defining them as unequal, and (b) when they invite 
the assistance of persons and groups of the dominant group 
in breaking down caste barriers. Delicate calculation of 
immediate demands would seem called for in every situation, 
but in every situation measures designed to strengthen the 
unanimity of expressions of minority protest would seem 
necessary to maintain pressure on existing conditions. 
Thus, minority group members having vested interests in 
segregation may often need to be challenged in one way or 
another to place the good of their group above personal self 
interest. 
Among the ways in which protest has been expressed in 
the past are writing, public speech, non-violent resistance, 
and the use of political powers. The creative possibilities 
for the effective expression of protest seem unlimited. 
(2) Minority 11Self-Improvement. 11 --While agreeing with 
most writers in the field of inter-group relations that 
"there is a strategic danger in the emphasis on minority 
-
self-improvement as the way to reduce prejudice and dis-
crimination," with its false implication that the minority 
group is itself responsible for being the object of preju-
dice and discrimination, Simpson and Yinger point out that 
"nevertheless, attention by minority group members to the 
effects of their characteristics and their response to 
hostility, however caused, can be of value. 111 Williams 
suggests that 
a vulnerable minority can itself help to re-
duce hostility and conflict insofar as there 
is group control over individual members, by: 
(a) educating its members to an understand-
ing of the dominant group's reaction to the 
minority's values and behavior 
(b) careful study of the behaviors of its 
own members which are regarded as objection-
able by other groups 
(c) minimizing conspicuous display of traits 
of marked negative-symbol value 
(d) participation as individuals in wider 
community activities which are widely regarded 
as necessary in the common welfare.2 
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These points accord well with the findings of this 
chapter. While a one-sided emphasis upon "self-improvement" 
in the absence of effective expressions of protest would 
appear likely to communicate agreement with prejudiced view-
points and, thus, to do as much harm as good, effective 
strategy for minority groups must emphasize both approaches. 
5. Emerging Perspectives on Strategy 
The purpose of this chapter has been to summarize 
relevant and important findings and principles of the so-
cial sciences which may serve as the basis for the planning 
of strategies for racial desegregation. The chapter has 
included consideration of relevant general principles, of 
findings and principles which provide understanding of the 
various and inter-related factors which support racial 
1. Simpson and Yinger, P• 802. 2. Williams, P• 77. 
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segregation as a social pattern~ and of findings and prin-
ciples specifically related to strategies. In the specific 
use of these materials~ as has been indicated throughout~ 
much will depend upon the demands of specific situations. 
It may be helpful to note here~ in concluding this 
chapter~ that five "phases" of strategy are discernible in 
the preceding discussions. These may be summarized as fol-
lows: 
First, the phase of role validation, in which 
the· change agent develops the expectation with-
in the relevant reference system that his role 
in that system will be used for the purposes of 
effecting social change; 
Second, the phase of preparation for desegre-
gation, which includes strategies basically 
designed to change or modify attitudes which 
support segregation~ including strategies of 
therapy~ education~ etc.; 
Third, the phase of analysis~ in which the 
strategist must determine whether preparation 
has been adequat~ for more direct forms of 
action and what fo~ of action will be most 
appropriate to the lgiven situation; 
Fourth~ the phase of direct intervention, in 
which direct changes are effected in social 
patterns; and 
Fifth~ the phase of consolidation, in which 
measures are taken to guarantee the permanence 
of the changes made by direct intervention. 
While these phases may overlap, and while they must be re-
peated at different stages in the progression toward desegre-
gation~ they may provide helpful tools in the planning of 
strategy. Further, they may add emphasis to a cardinal 
point to be gained from a summary of the findings of the 
social sciences on strategy: namely 1 that many lines of 
strategy must interact and support each other to effect 
lasting social change. 
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CHAPTER V 
A STRATEGY FOR THE MINISTRY AND THE WCAL CHURCH LEVEL 
In the preceding chapter a variety ot strategic pos-
sibilities tor the removal of segregation were discussed 
and evaluated, and it was noted that the social sciences 
emphasize the value of a variety of mutually supportive 
types of strategy. The purpose of the present chapter is 
to apply these findings, subject to the ethical qualifica-
tions discussed in Chapter Three, to the problem of de-
segregating the local church in Methodism. 
1. The Strategic Role and Resources of the lftnister 
A careful analysis of the local church in Methodism 
reveals unmistakably that the key point of access to most 
of the strategies discussed in Chapter Four is to be found 
in the role of the minister . In terms of the various stra-
tegic approaches designated broadly as "preparation," it 
may be pointed out that the minister' a role as educator and 
preacher is well- established historically and constitution-
ally.l He is expected to deliver a twenty or thirty minute 
sermon to the congregation each Sunday, the content of 
whieh is almost entirely left to his discretion. He has 
large discretion in the organizing of special services and 
1. Discipline, 1926, par. 352, pp . 127ft. 
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educational activities, and he is expected to promote and 
distribute educational literature. His role as a teacher 
and organizer o-r education .fbr the children, youth, and 
adults or the church is well-de"rined and accepted. He is 
e:xpected to "visit -rrom house to house in order to give 
pastoral guidance and oversight to the members or the 
church and others in need or a pastor's help."1 Thus, it 
is expected that he should assume responsibility -ror the 
moral growth or his congregation, and he is given ample 
means and opportunity to -rul"rill this responsibility. 
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In terms or "direct intervention," it may be pointed 
out that the minister is also vested with more direct in-
stitutional power than is any lay member in the local 
church. He alone determines whether or not persons quali"ry 
to be enrolled as members in the church. 2 Thus, in terms 
o-r clmrch membership he -runctions as the "gatekeeper." He 
is an ex-o"r.ficio member or almost all or the boards, com-
missions, and committees which transact the a"r"rairs or the 
church. 3 In add! tion to this he is chairman of the Com-
mittee on Nominations end exercises a decisive, though not 
absolute, iD-rluenee in the selection or church officers. 
1. ~., P• 127. 
2. ~., pars. 107, 109-111, PP• 39-40. 
3. ~., pars. 206-278, pp. 84-108. 
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The minister, finally, is also in a strategic position 
w1 th respect to ''consolidation." In his preaching and pas-
toral roles, the minister would appear uniquely fitted to 
interpreting changes and helping people to adjust to the 
changes Which have been made. 
Strategically, the ministerial role is important for 
a different kind of reason. There is much evidence to sup-
port the belief that, takm as a group, ministers have been 
much more heavily committed personally to the goal of de-
segregation than have their parishioners or society at 
large •1 This suggests that ministers may on the whole be 
the ones who are actually most ready to work for this goal 
w1 thin the local church. 
The ministerial role in The Methodist Church is re-
garded as being so strategically important that the orien-
tation of this chapter will primarily be centered around 
it. 
2. The Development of a Strategic Program 
In the development of a strategy for racial desegre-
gation in the local church, the minister may rely heavily 
upon the resources of the social sciences and of ethical 
1. See Weldon James, "The South's Own Civil War," With All 
Deliberate Speed ••• ; Campbell . and Pettigrew, 
pp. lff.; Culver, P• ~9; Ralph McGill, "The Agony of 
the Southern Minister,' The New York Times Magazine 
(September 27, 1959), PP• 16, 57, 59, 60. 
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analysis suggested in Chapters Three and Four above. It is 
important to recognize, of course, that every church also 
has unique aspects requiring creative local approaches. 
As a matter of convenience, it may prove helpful to 
think of the development of strategy in terms of the five 
phases of strategy discussed in the conclusion of Chapter 
Four, although these phases should be considered to be 
largely arbitrary. While there is no basis here for re-
garding these phases as chronologically discrete "steps'' 
which must be taken strictly in turn, they may, indeed, 
provide a basis for careful chronological planning. 
i. The Role Validation of the Minister 
The fact that the minister's potential role in the 
desegregation of the local church is strategically crucial 
does not necessarily mean that he will be able to use his 
position w1 th freedom in that ws:y. He may find that the 
role expectations built into his various "reference systems't 
inhibit his functioning as a change agent in the area of 
race relations and require special validation of this kind 
of role. For ex~ple, in their analysis of the behavior 
of ministers during the Little Rock crisis, Campbell and 
Pettigrew discovered important inhibiting factors in each 
of the ministers' three principal reference systems. 1 The 
1. Campbell and Pettigrew, PP• 85-95. 
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"membership reference system" (which consists of the minis-
ter's congregation) rejected the minister's assumption of 
an action role in· the racial crisis both because it (the 
congregation) was more conservative than he on the partic-
ular issue and because it did not regard any active stance 
on the issue as appropriate for a minister, and its oppo-
sition to his assumption of an active role was generally 
made very clear. The "professional reference system" (con-
sisting of the minister's identification with "national and 
regional church bodies, the local ecclesiastical hierarchy 
[if any], the local ministerial association, personal con-
tacts and friendships with fellow ministers, and an image 
of 'my church' in an abstract sense") generally "expectedn 
a liberal position from the minister. But it did not 
basically challenge the conservatism of the membership 
reference system because it encouraged the minister to 
measure his professional competence on the basis of his 
ability to maintain harmony within his congregation and his 
success in such things as gaining new members and raising 
funds, not on the basis of his success as a social change 
agent. The "self reference system" (defined as 11 the de-
mands, expectations, and images the actor carries regarding 
himself"1 ) supported liberal beliefs. But the ministers 
1. Many ministers would want to refer to this as their be-
lief concerning the expectation of God from them. 
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assumed generally that their activity on the social issue 
should be within the framework of "maintaining communica-
tion" with all the people, stressing "education" and "spir-
itual growth" rather than taking risks for the sake of 
clear expressions of social concern. Thus, the three ref-
erence systema were found to reinforce the mutual expecta-
tions of lay people and ministers that the ministerial role 
would be passive with respect to the racial problem, par-
ticularly when an active role might threaten the unity and 
harmony of the church. What is suggested here is that the 
minister will not be able to use his role strategically to 
any great extent until there is some expectation in his 
main relevant reference systems that he should give some 
priority to effecting change in race relations. 
The Pettigrew and Campbell analysis may suggest 
three levels on which a minister could act to secure more 
flexibility for himself in the role of social change agent. 
First, in terms of his "self reference system," the 
minister must free himself psychologically from the threat 
of failure and loss of status. This may suggest a reorien-
tation of value priorities in a disciplined inner life. 
Secondly 1 in terms of his ''membership reference sys-
tem," the minister must condition his . congregation to ex-
pect him to function as a social critic and change agent in 
addition to his other roles. The experience of some 
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ministers suggests that this can be done by including social 
criticism (relating to a variety of social concerns) as a 
frequent part of the preaching schedule, by careful inter-
pretations of the place and value of a "free pulpit" as an 
important Methodist tradition, and by relating social con~ 
cerns to their sources in Biblical and denominational tra-
dition, thereby showing that social concern is a fundamen-
tal element in Christianity--not merely the minister's own 
idea. 1 Thus trained, whether or not his people like what 
is said and done with respect to particular issues, they 
will at least not be surprised by their minister's assuming 
an active role. 
Thirdly, in terms of the "professional reference sys-
tem," there is much to be said for the mutual strengthening 
of united ministerial action to establish more clearly the 
basic posture of the ministry toward segregation. Where 
this is done cooperatively individual ministers are not 
nearly so vulnerable to personal attack and a bro~der 
foundation of support is laid for ministerial assumption of 
the roles of critic and change agent. Despite the presence 
of bitter resistance from segregationists and a generally 
hostile social atmosphere the ministers of several southern 
1. See the excellent suggestions along this line in Harold 
A. Bosley, Preaching on Controversial Issues (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1953), pp. 15-26; and Daniel c. 
Whitsett, "A Deep South Pastor Looks at Segregation," 
The New Christian Advocate, 2 (February, 1958), 8-11. 
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cities have succeeded in greatly strengthening the freedom 
of the pulpit and general role flexibility for themselves 
by joining together in well-publicized joint statements. 1 
Where over three hundred ministers sign one of these "mani-
festoes," as in Atlanta in 1958, the individual minister 
may feel much more flexible in an active role. Such open 
proclamations of ministerial unity and the quieter discus-
sion groups of ministers seeking to strengthen each other's 
commdtments to work hard for desegregation in the presence 
of much opposition and tension can hardly be over-empha-
sized as important means of utilizing the professional 
reference system for support. The further suggestion, 
emerging from Pettigrew and Campbell's analysis, that dif-
ferent ministers may have different roles to play in terms 
of a large scale strategy will be dealt with in the next 
chapter. 
Careful attention to these points may enable a minis-
ter to secure for himself a flexible role as change agent 
and social critic and help to prepare his people to ex-
pect real leadership from him in the area of race relations. 
ii. The Phase of Preparation for Desegregation 
The objective of the phase of "preparationu is bas-
ically to change the attitudes and beliefs which support 
1. McGill, p. 16. 
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segregation. It is indirect strategy in the sense that it 
does not include attempts to ef~ect direct changes in the 
patterns of segregation themselves. The need for prepara-
tion is doubtless variable. Conceivably, in some situa-
tions specific education would be out of place because of 
the advanced attitudes of the people and might detract from 
the naturalness of direct intervention. In other areas, 
notably, of course, the "Deep South, 11 direct intervention 
in racial patterns without due prior attention to the 
modification of prejudiced attitudes would probably court 
disaster. The points must be emphasized, however, that 
(a) every minister, even in the most tense areas, can be 
doing something by way of preparation (the "law of the best 
possible") and (b) preparation must continually look toward 
desegregation itself as its objective. 
The suggestions which follow are not intended to be 
a substitute for creative ingenuity on the part of the 
thousands of experienced Methodist ministers but to suggest 
broad and strategic lines of direction. 
(1) Preaching.--It has already been noted that the 
minister has the opportunity of preparing and delivering at 
least one twenty or thirty minute sermon a week to his con-
gregation. Assuming that he has given proper attention to 
the need to "validate" his role as preacher in this contro-
versial area, this could be a most important opportunity to 
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modify the attitudes and beliefs of his congregation. 
Campbell and Pettigrew, in their analysis of the op-
portunities of the ministry in the South, make two points 
which seem especially relevant here. 1 The,r note, first, 
that "ministers are in a unique position to attack on of 
the weakest links in segregationist armor--guilt over past 
treatment of the Negro," and secondly, that ministerial 
actions "are important as publicized disruptions in what 
otherwise might appear to be complete southern unanimity on 
integration."2 These points merit further strategic ex-
amination. 
In appealing to the segregationist's sense of guilt, 
the minister may hope to weaken the conviction with which 
he supports segregation. The segregationist would like to 
be able to forget the contradiction between his professed 
ideals as a Christian and the realities of segregation as 
arrogant pride and intergroup hatred. Like most people, 
he is skilled in compartmentalizing, rationalizing, and ob-
fuscating generally the sharp moral contradictions in his 
life. Effective preaching can make this difficult. It can 
bring the contradictions to light. And, although "on a 
fairly superficial level, specific ministerial protests can 
be, and are, easily rationalized away by many religious and 
church-attending southerners," the cumulative effect of 
1. Campbell and Pettigrew, PP• 4-11. 2. Ibid., p. 4· 
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many such expressions is such that 11 finally the seed of 
doubt may be planted: 'Perhaps they are right; maybe seg-
regation 1! against the .will o:f God. t nl 
The disruption of the apparent unanimity on segrega-
tion may be an equally important :function o:f preaching in 
the Deep South. It has been pointed out in Chapter Four 
that, while people are apt to conform in their beliefs and 
behavior to unanimous pressure fram their reference groups, 
the disruption o:f this apparent unanimity by even one other 
person largely removes this pressure, leaving individuals 
much freer to consult their own judgment. The importance 
of this principle to situations in which patently false 
beliefs are being presented with the force of unanimity 
should be apparent. In such a situation as the Deep South, 
with an artificial unanimity of opinion on segregation and 
many silent dissenters, the minister's single voice :from 
the pulpit announcing the facts about race and the truth 
about segregation may serve to free many minds from pressure 
to conform.2 
1. ~., P• 7. 
2. The writer has experienced the dynamics of this possi-
bility in preaching at first hand. During the first 
month or so o:f a pastoral experienee . in Georgia he re-
frained completely from bringing race relations into 
the pulpit. In all of his pastoral contacts during 
this period he observed that the people of the church 
either voluntarily expressed segregationist sent~ents 
or said nothing at all about race relations. During 
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By way of more specific guidance in preaching, sev-
eral observations would appear to follow from the findings 
of Chapter Four. Where possible, it would seem advisable 
to avoid any suggestion of personal attack in sermons. It 
is possible that some extremely prejudiced personalities 
might interpret any opposition to segregation itself as a 
personal attack, and this kind of defensiveness could 
scarcely be avoided. But there is little evidence that 
most people are that defensive. A good preaching approach 
would seem to be one which, while remaining utterly honest 
with the facts about race and with the Christian judgment 
about segregation, nevertheless allows people to surrender 
their prejudices gracefully and without any connotation of 
inferiority to the preacher himself. Thus, although his 
message may contain sharp judgment, the people must be 
made to feel that their minister still loves them and con-
tinues to identify himself with them. 1 
this period he was led to believe that segregationist 
sentiment was virtually unanimous in the church. In 
the second month, however, he purposely revealed his 
own stand on race relations and indicated from the pul-
pit that there is no support for segregation in the 
Bible. After this a number of the people voluntarily 
spoke of their own leanings toward the integrationist 
position and showed an open desire to have the writer 
counsel with them on race relations. 
1. Cf. similar guidance in Waldo Beach, "Racial Crisis and 
the Prophet's Task," The New Christian Advocate, 1 (Au-
gust, 1957), 29; and Whitsett, "A Deep South Pastor 
Looks at Segregation" ••• , pp. 10-11. 
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Another suggestion~ which is validated generally in 
the literature~ is that in preaching the minister should be 
especially careful to ground his message in generally ac-
cepted sources of authority. By making careful use of the 
Bible and important denominational and interdenominational 
pronouncements, by appealing to generally accepted democrat-
ic principles of the "American Creed," and by appealing 
judiciously to the authority of facts themselves~ he will 
find himself standing on firmer ground than he would if his 
message could readily be dismissed as subjective opinion. 
On a somewhat deeper level~ it has been suggested 
that the minister needs to understand and communicate a full 
understanding of the religious significance of prejudice. 
It may be found that the problem of prejudice lies at the 
very heart of a minister's total task in seeking to guide 
his people toward religious maturity. For example~ one 
well-received recent book has sought to relate racial prej-
udice to its roots in pride and self-centeredness: 11prej-
~dice~ put theologically~ is one of man's several neurotic 
and perverted expressions of his will to be God."1 Another 
minister's similar reflections are quoted by McGill: 
1. 
it had never occurred to me that for so many 
people the church was the building~ the meeting 
with old friends~ the association in the women's 
organizations, and that Christ meant little, 
if anything . But it is true. There is a great 
gulf between what some mean when they say they 
love the church and what another means for whom 
Christ has validity. It saddens me to learn 
how many persons do not want Christ to intrude 
on them, and indeed will not permit it, if He 
makes them unco~ortable . l 
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It would thus seem that one of the most important tasks of 
preaching would be to stress continually the realities 
which transcend familiar institutional and cultural comfort, 
and that such preaching might have cumulative "transfer" 
value in te~s of the specific problem of desegregation in 
the church. This is not to imply, of course, that there 
should not also be very direct confrontation with specific 
issues occasionally. 
The importance of breaking down stereotypes would 
suggest to many ministers the value of stories and biogra-
phies in preaching which invite the listener to identify 
himself with the feelings, hopes, disappointments, etc., of 
minority group persons. Since the essence of stereotypy is 
the denial of human personality in one 1 s view of' a minority 
group member2 a story involving a minority group person as 
an identifiable 'personality in eff'ect is a denial of the 
stereotyped prejudice. 
Finally, it must be remarked that, in the planning of 
his preaching schedule, the minister should avoid preaching 
1. McGill, P• 59. 2. Cf. Haselden, PP• 137-152. 
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on race relations alone or to the exclusion of other impor-
tant concerns. It may be added also that most of the fore-
going observations on preaching could be made creatively 
relevant to the minister's leadership of worship in its 
non-preaching aspects . Particularly would this seem true 
of the "pastoral prayer" and guided periods of "silent 
prayer . " 
(2) Educational Leadership in the Church . --As the one 
most responsible for the various educational progrRms of 
the church, the minister again has opportunity to lead in 
preparing his people for desegregation . By devoting par-
ticular attention, in a pastoral sense, to the growing 
maturity of the church school teachers in this regard he 
may indirectly multiply his own efforts . His quiet insist-
ence upon the use of Methodist church school literature may 
help to assure that the Methodist position on race relations 
will not be completely overlooked in church school classes . 
Our analysis would lead to a belief that church school 
literature by itself could play but a modest role in the 
educational process, but it may occasionally also function 
as the break in unanimity discussed earlier in connection 
with preaching . Special organizations within the church, 
such as the Woman's Society for Christian Service, the 
Methodist Youth Fellowship, Methodist Men, etc., also pro-
vide excellent opportunities for cultivation of attitudes 
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and beliefs. As pastor of a church, the minister is often 
called upon to provide counsel and resources for the educa-
tional programs of such organizations--an opportunity which 
should not be overlooked. 
The importance of interracial conts.ct under specified 
conditions was discussed in Chapter Four. It should be 
noted here that the minister generally has wide latitude in 
structuring stereotype-breaking interracial contact expe-
riences for his people. Frequently, for example, he has 
the opportunity of encouraging leaders in the church to 
attend interracial conferences. As a counselor of youth arid 
women's groups he can suggest "exchange" visits and other 
forms of communication with similar groups in Negro churches, 
making sure, of course, that cultural differences will not 
undermine the value of the experience and that they will 
not be focused merely on race relations problems--to the 
embarrassment of everyone . He can occasionally provide 
speaking opportunities within his own church for Negro min-
isters and others who could be counted upon to help break 
down racial stereotypes. Creative ministerial leadership 
could find many such opportunities to structure contact 
experiences, even in areas where segregation is relatively 
firmly entrenched. The conditions for valuable contact 
experiences discussed in Chapter Four would, of course, 
generally apply here and should be considered thoughtfully 
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in the planning of such experiences. 
(3) Educational Activities with "Transfer Value."--
Certain activities in the local church program, while 
not directly focused upon the problem of segregation, could 
have significant "transfer value" in terms of attitudes on 
that issue. It has been pointed out, for example, that in-
volving members of a local church in actively seeking to 
advance other minority group interests--such as in the areas 
of housing, political affairs, or employment--is apt to 
create more sympathy and personal understanding as well as 
to cultivate active personal oommdtment. This possibility, 
incidentally, is of such importance that the Department of 
Racial and Cultural Relations of The National Council of 
Churches is currently placing its primary focus upon in-
volving local churches in action to provide dispersed 
housing opportunities for Negroes.1 
It is undoubtedly true, at this point, that the min-
ister would be well-advised to make use of the optional 
Commission on Christian Social Relations as a means of 
1. Interview with Dr. Alfred s. Kramer, Associate Director, 
Department of Racial and Cultural Relations of The 
National Council of Churches, July, 1959, New York, 
N. Y. Dr. Kramer also pointed out with real cogency 
that residential dispersion in urban communities is a 
prerequisite for racial integration in the churches. 
Concentration upon breaking down residential patterns 
of segregation, especially in non-southern clties, may 
serve to bring Negroes into the neighborhood who can 
then be taken into the fellowship of a prepared church. 
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cultivating a group of church members with advanced ideas 
and deeper commitment to Christian witness in areas of so-
l 
cial concern. The presence in a church of a group of mem-
bers prepared to deal with controversial issues of many 
kinds from the Christian perspective could scarcely help 
being of value in preparing the church for racial desegre-
2 gation. 
(4) The Preparation of a Climate of Acceptance within 
the Local Church.--Most of the discussion of preparing the 
local church for desegregation has~ thus far~ with good 
reason, been based on the assumption that the most urgent 
problem is to prepare the dominant group rather than mem-
bers of the minority group. It should not be overlooked, 
however, that the actual experiences of many churches which 
have been able successfully to become desegregated indicates 
that many Negroes are themselves not willing to come into a 
church fellowship where they will not receive a warm wel-
come. On the basis of his study of 405 racially inclusive 
churches, Kramer warned against the social "climate" of 
"pseudo-acceptanceu which produces a "front-room type of 
racial inclusion." A basically lukewarm climate is, he 
suggests, "as devastating, if not more so, to the process 
1. See Discipline, 1956, par. 276, pp. 105-106. 
2. See Whitsett, "A Deep ~ South Pastor Looks at Segrega-
tion" ••• , p. 11. 
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or racial inclusion, than outright rejection accompanied by 
consistent behavior among those opposed. 111 Bishop Edgar A. 
Love, or the Baltimore Area (Central Jurisdiction), moving-
ly expressed the importance or a war.m welcome ror minority 
group persons at one or the recent Interracial Leadership 
Conrerences: 
we are very sensitive persons. Ir you had been 
hurt as often as we have been hurt you could 
understand why we're so sensitive. We're not 
so sure about the welcome. • • When people 
tell you that you are welcome, it is often 
said in a somewhat condescending way.2 
Thus, an important part of preparing ror desegregation 
would seem to be the preparation or individuals and groups 
within the church to welcome all newcomers, including mi-
nority group persons. 
All or the foregoing points may prove strategically 
useful in preparing the local church ror desegregation, al-
though, again, the phase of preparation is not to be con-
fused with desegregation itself. 
iii. The Phase of Analysis 
Analysis is the strategic phase during which the 
change agent assesses whether preparation has been adequate 
for more direct forms of action and what forms of action 
1. Kramer, p. 239. 
2. The Methodist Church, • • • , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Baltimore, Md., Dec. 3-4, 1956, p. 158. 
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will be most appropriate to the given situation. It would 
be expected that analysis, thus defined, would occur con-
tinuously in the ministry of one whose goal was desegrega-
tion so that he would not be unprepared for opportunities 
to shift from an educational to an action orientation. 
Analysis during the early stages of a pastorate may 
reveal that preparation in the sense of conscious efforts 
to change attitudes and beliefs may be unnecessary or even 
unwise. The experiences of many churches would suggest that 
this is true at the present time in large areas of the coun-
try. Thus, on the basis of his study, Kramer reported that, 
although 
it has been usually thought that to bring to-
gether persons of different racial groups in 
Christian fellowship in a Protestant church 
would require a good deal of time and prepara-
tion--a long period of education or re-educa-
tion, this has not always been the case as 
seen in the data . There were ministers who, 
given certain conditions , negotiated the ini-
tial phases of racial inclusion without any 
period of long-range preparation.l 
He pointed out that "time and opportunity for the prepara-
tion of parishioners for a change in the racial composition 
of their group is not necessarilx related to the degree of 
2 ease with which the change is effected." It is indeed con-
ceivable that in many situations educational efforts which 
seem tacitly to assume the presence of prejudiced attitudes 
1. Kramer, p. 254. 2. ~., P• 255. {Emphasis his.} 
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and beliefs might strengthen such beliefs through the sub-
tle dynamics of reference expectation and through detracting 
from the assumption of the naturalness of an inclusive 
church. Further, in such situations, "long range programs 
of re-education have been found to facilitate the formation 
of opposition into more tightly knit groups than were formed 
when the process moved more forthrightly and directly 
toward its goal."l 
On the other hand, the latent support for segregation 
in many situations is undoubtedly such that attitudes and 
beliefs must be modified before changes in patterns may be 
initiated. On the basis of the findings of the social 
sciences reported in Chapter Four, it would seem that this 
might obtain in situations (a) where prejudice may be linked 
to sources of widespread frustration, (b) where there is 
considerable anxiety over impending changes and other un-
certainties, (c) where cultural patterns defining Negroes 
as inferior are widely and uncritically accepted, and 
(d) where there is widespread and severe competition be-
tween racial groups over housing, employment, etc. It 
scarcely requires mention that any or all of these condi-
tions could be misread to provide a rationalization for in-
action. Yet real factors of resistance must be taken seri-
ously. 
1. ~· 
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In predicting the consequences of proposed direct 
actions to change social patterns of segregation, consider-
able guidance may be had from the social sciences and from 
the recorded experiences of churches which have become de-
segregated. It has been pointed out that the consequences 
of direct action are generally less dire than predicted. 
Kramer notes that "the behavior predicted by Christians of 
themselves .is far more serious and opposed to racial inclu-
sion than their actual behavior, when faced with a real 
situation in their churches."1 In his study of 405 desegre-
gated churches he was able to discover only twenty six per-
sons who had permanently withdrawn from their respective 
churches because of desegregation. 2 More severe results 
have been reported, of course . One Congregational pastor, 
for example, has reported that after the desegregation of 
his church "we lost heavily from the core of our officer 
group and we are still far from experiencing a great influx 
of convinced and committed people . "3 
The choice between the predictable consequences of 
direct int ervention and the predictable consequences of con-
tinued passivity with respect to segregation suggests that 
the phase of analysis must also include ethical analysis. 
The ethical principles discussed in Chapter Three would 
l . Ibid., p. 256. 2. ~., P• 236. 
3. Allan Hackett, "Let Us Worship Him Together, 11 Social 
Action, 25 (January, 1959), 14. 
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suggest to the present writer that a desegregated church 
fellowship is much to be preferred ethically to a segre-
ga~ed ' one where the difference involves only the loss of a 
few members and some financial support. Application of the 
''Axiological Law" to this problem would seem to suggest 
that a segregated church, by proclaiming in practice a 
principle contradictory to its declared Christian faith, is 
internally self-contradictory . Application of the "Law of 
Ideal Control" suggests that the moral and spiritual supe-
riority of an integrated church is to be preferred despite 
material losses . This conclusion, incidentally, was 
reached by the Congregational minister referred to immedi-
ately above who also reported that , despite the losses in-
curred through desegregation, 
the group that remains is disciplined and dedi-
cated beyond anything I have seen in any church. 
Members who have been out of the country for a 
time testify to clear changes for1the better in the spiritual life of the church. 
These ethical conclusions would appear to hold, generally, 
up to the point where losses of membership and financial 
support are so great as to imply the destruction of the 
church fellowship. 
The choice of means to be used in direct intervention 
suggests a further area for ethical analysis . It could be 
assumed that the means utilized ought to avoid contradiction 
1. ~· 
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of a fully Christian fellowship and disrespect for the in-
trinsic worth of human personality. It is not unusual to 
hear or read that any attempt to "force integration" (or 
desegregation) is a violation of these norms. 
In response to this it could be argued that nobody is 
"forced" to belong to The Methodist Church but that so long 
as one is a member he gives tacit assent to the church's 
Constitution, which nowhere defines membership or partici-
pation in the church on the basis of race. Democratic pro-
cedures are available for amendment of the Constitution. 1 
But in the absence of constitutional sanction, the racial 
composition of the membership of a local church is not the 
kind of issue upon which consent or consensus by members of 
the local church must appropriately be obtained. It would 
seem more a recognition of the intrinsic worth of person-
ality to treat the members of a local church as responsible 
adults who accept with integrity the full implications of 
their church membership than to treat them as persons whose 
prejudices must be pampered. Also, of course, the findings 
of Chapter Four have indicated that people sometimes have 
to be led against their initial inclinations into experi-
ences of which their consciences approve and which are 
necessary for their growth and maturation as personalities 
(and as Christians). 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 10, P• 13. 
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In addition to these points it could be said that 
segregation itself shows the greatest disrespect for the 
personalities of those who are, by it, excluded from the 
fellowship of a local church solely on the basis of race. 
Besides the implied stigma of inferiority, such segregation 
deprives Negroes of significant opportunities and experi-
ences. A truly objective ethical appraisal would have to 
include respect for the personalities of those least able 
to protect themselvest 
The phase of analysis would include, finally, the 
identification and active enlistment of support for pro-
jected actions to alter existing patterns of segregation. 
Any proposed action would be strengthened by the support 
of sympathetic me.mbers of the church who are aware of what 
is likely to occur. If there is E£ such potential support, 
it is probable that there needs to be more preparation, al-
though such a church would be difficult to imagine in most 
areas of the country. It may be suggested that the enlist-
ment of such support will be most successful where it is on 
a person-to-person basis, thus avoiding the risk of early 
solidification of opposition. 
iv. The Phase of Active Intervention 
The objective of the strategic phase of active inter-
vention would be the direct desegregation of the church 
fellowship. It has been pointed out already that the 
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minister occupies a key position within the church with 
respect to the composition of the membership and the offi-
ciary. Assuming that he will not encounter overwhelming 
opposition, there are several ways in which he should be 
able to achieve desegregation. 
There is first the matter of church membership itself. 
He alone is the legal judge of whether applicants for mem-
bership shall be received. He can receive persons of all 
races into his church without question, assuming, as it 
were, that his people ould of course expect him to fulfill 
his duty in this regard as provided in the Discipline. 
Persons opposing such a move would be placed in the posi-
tion of confronting a legal fait accompli. Since there is 
no guarantee that minority group members will present them-
selves for membership in the church at the strategic time, 
there is no reason why the minister could not assume the 
initiative in calling upon Negroes within the neighborhood 
and guaranteeing that they will feel a warm welcome. In 
doing this, of course, he should enlist the support of lay 
persons who are willing to make a special point of supply-
ing this welcome. Many newcomers of another race could sur-
vive a great deal of coldness from certain members of the 
congregation so long as there were a few whose offer of 
friendship were genuine and warm. 
Similarly, the minister can use his position with 
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effectiveness in drawing minority group persons into the 
life of the church as active participants. As has already 
been pointed out 1 the Methodist minister is in a strong 
position as chairman of the nominating committee to guaran-
tee that minority group persons are at least considered for 
church offices and membership on official boards and com-
missions. In doing so 1 he does not have to bring up the 
race issue at all. Persons in opposition to such moves on 
racial grounds are placed in the difficult position of hav-
ing to advertize their prejudices. 
The specific point at which active intervention oc-
curs may well vary strategically. In some churches it may 
be at the point of Negro membership. In others, the de-
segregation of the officiary of the church, so that Negroes 
who are already members of the church can be full partici-
pants. It has been found in some instances that initial 
penetrations of Negroes into the life of a local church 
1 
may best be achieved by way of the Church School. In 
other instances initial penetrations in patterns of segre-
gation have been made through the scheduling of specifical-
ly interracial services at special times--a move which 
1. This was done in the case of St. James Methodist Church 
in Chicago 1 an inclusive church which has received con-
siderable publicity throughout the denomination. See 
The Methodist Church1 • • • , Interracial Conference 
Report 1 Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 6-7, 1957, pp. 43-48. 
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hardly represents full desegregation but may be a signifi-
cant break with prevailing custom. 1 Other ministers have 
effected substantial gains by hiring staff personnel (such 
as youth directors, directors of religious education, and 
associate ministers) from the minority group. 2 While the 
minister may not have complete freedom in the hiring of 
such personnel he would normally have considerable influ-
ence, certainly to the point of suggesting specific persons 
of the minority group and the presentation of their quali-
fications without calling attention to the racial aspect. 
Since so much of the adverse response to such moves is based 
on unthinking reiteration of cultural stereotypes it would 
sean that the hiring of a Negro staff person could well be 
preceded by the local minister's giving his committee an 
opportunity to become acquainted with a competent Negro 
candidate as a person in advance of any decisions. 
The foregoing illustrations suggest some of the possi-
bilities for ministerial initiative in effecting direct 
1. See Whitsett, "A Deep South Pastor Looks at Segregation, 11 
••• , p. 11. 
2. The General Secretary of the Board of Social and Economic 
Relations of The Methodist Church has reported the em-
ployment of a Negro Director of Religious Education by 
a minister serving a church in a community which 11 prided 
itself that no Negro ever stayed in that town over-
night." The move was so successful that "all of a sud-
den the town awakened to the fact that the Revolution 
had taken place." The Methodist Church, , Inter-
racial Conference Re ort Baltimore Md. 
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changes. It should be noted that occasionally the minister 
may be placed in the position of having to react to changes 
initiated by others.1 Where this occurs it may indicate 
that the minister has been too slow in initiating contact 
himself, or simply that a minority group person has decided 
to "test" the response of the white congregation. In any 
event, it would sean that the minister would be well-advised 
to react in such a way that the Methodist and Christian 
position is reaffirmed, or at least not denied or weakened, 
by the episode. 2 
In general, as has been seen in connection with the 
disc·ussion of active intervention in Chapter Four, actions 
1. About half of the initial contacts involved in the in-
clusive churches studied by Kramer were reported to 
have been initiated by Negroes themselves. Kramer, 
PP• 148-149. 
2. A Methodist minister in Atlanta, Georgia, was recently 
faced by such a problem. In the middle of his morning 
service one Sunday a young Negro woman walked in and 
seated herself. A couple of the laymen immediately be-
gan to tell her she must leave. The pastor, however, 
broke in by saying, nlet me interrupt you so I might 
remind all of us that this is God's house, and everyone 
is welcome to worship here." Later in the service two 
white girls welcomed the Negro at the altar rail for 
communion. Most of the "repercussions" following the 
service were, according to the pastor, "surprisingly 
••• good." After the incident he reported that "what 
all this has said to me is that the folks are more 
Christian and more liberal than I gave them credit for 
before the incident. The church is stronger today and 
the people are more Christian in our attitude toward 
race because it happened to us. 11 Reported by John Wick-
lain, "Atlanta Leading in Negroes' Gains," The New York 
Times, 108 (July 6, 1959), 1, 14. 
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o£ direct intervention will be most effective where they 
are taken quickly, clearly, and decisively, and where they 
assume compliance and involve steadfast refusal to retreat 
1 from the denominational position and the fait accompli. 
Normally such actions should not involve attempts to arrive 
at a favorable consensus by the congregation or official 
board through "voting" in advance o£ any clearly legitimate 
moves of direct intervention. A Congregationalist has writ-
ten to the contrary that ''the endeavor to reach consensus 
affords an opportunity for growth in Christian grace and 
understanding, if it is carefully planned, in the context 
of Biblical and theological truth. 112 But, although this 
may sometimes apply even to Methodists, it should be point-
ed out that approval by the congregation or a committee of 
laymen is frequently required in the admission of new mem-
bers to a Congregational Church. The Rev. Jerry Walker 
reported favorable results in the desegregation of St. J~es 
Methodist Church of Chicago when he submitted the names of 
prospective Negro members to his Official Board prior to 
1. These points are stressed frequently in Kramer's study, 
indicating that Protestant religious institutions have 
much in common with other social institutions in this 
regard. On the basis of his study, Kramer also warns 
against the minister's engaging 11 in any subtleties in 
which he settles with the opposition £or a 'front-room' 
type of racial inclusion." Kramer, pp. 260-261. 
2. Galen R. Weaver, "Racial Practices in Congregational 
Christian Churches," Social Action, 25 (Jan., 1959), 9. 
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taking action on them. 1 Possibly his action resulted in a 
more favorable climate of acceptance for the change than 
would have been the case if he had simply received the new 
members, although it is interesting to speculate on what he 
could have done had the Board ruled adversely . It is pos-
sible that his action in going to the Board might be inter-
preted as an appeal for acceptance of a proposed action 
2 
rather than an appeal for permission . Occasionally an 
open appeal for support might be wise . In any event, how-
ever , it would appear that an appeal for permission is in-
appropriate procedure in a Methodist church and generally 
unwise from a strategic point of view . 
v . The Phase of Consolidation 
Consolidation includes all efforts taken to insure 
the permanence and stability of changes made by direct in-
tervention in institutional patterns after these changes 
have been made. It would be the objective of consolidation, 
for example , to try to guarantee that the desegregation of 
a local church is not greatly divisive of the unity of the 
church nor disruptive of its normal program. It would also 
1 . The Methodist Church, ••• , Interracial Conference Re-
port , Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec . 6-7 , 1957, pp . 43-48 . 
2 . In which case he might, in effect , be echoing the words 
of St . Paul, "though I am bold enough in Christ to com-
mand you to do what is required, yet for love's sake I 
prefer to appeal to you . 11 Philemon, 8-9 [Revised 
Standard Version]. 
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seek to guarantee that the break in segregated patterns is 
not treated as an "exception" to the normal patterns but as 
a decisively new pattern. 
If, as the analyses of Chapter Four would lead one to 
believe, most of the members of the church might be expected 
to conform to the new pattern, it is apparent that disrup-
tion could be anticipated primarily from those few who are 
most deeply prejudiced or who, in other ways, may feel 
threatened by new patterns. Although he would be advised 
not to waver on the issue itself, a minister may often find 
himself in a position to counsel with the more deeply op-
posed persons. They should be allowed to 11blow off steam" 
without being condemned by the minister. Indeed, he should 
be careful to avoid giving the appearance of personal at-
tack at all. During the period following the change, the 
minister might be well-advised to make a general rule of 
staying as close as possible to the potential opposition, 
always looking for ways of diverting hostility away from 
the issue itself and seeking to give psychological support 
and reassurance. 
In general, it would appear wise for the minister to 
focus his efforts upon emphasizing the normal program and 
the unity of the church. There is probably real danger in 
too much direct preaching on the subject after an important 
change has occurred, since this will tend to arouse and 
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harden the resistance of threatened and insecure people. 
If verbal interpretation is called for, it should always 
be interpreted as everybody's victory--as indeed it would 
be. Further, when the action does not yet mean complete 
desegregation (as, for example, the inclusion of a few 
Negro youngsters in the Church School for the first time 
would not mean complete desegregation) the consolidation 
process should never imply that it does. It would be im-
portant for the minister to avoid the implication that a 
limited step toward desegregation will be allowed to serve 
a "ritual" function so that all consciences may slumber 
peacefully. 
It may be recalled again that the five phases of 
strategic planning, which have now been discussed, have not 
been intended as a substitute for creative ministerial 
leadership, but rather as indications of strategic direc-
tions which such leadership c~ take. 
>• Lay Initiative 
The discussion of this chapter thus far has focused 
around the assumption that the minister of a Methodist 
church normally is the most strategic single person through 
whom advance toward desegregation could be expected to find 
leadership. This does not, of course, imply any lack of 
regard for the taking of initiative by lay members of the 
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church.1 Laymen may sometimes find themselves considerably 
more advanced in their thinking than their pastors or con-
siderably more courageous in translating ideals into action. 
There is doubtless no limit to the creative ways in 
which lay persons, including youth and women, can exert 
leadership toward the goal of an inclusive cburch. 2 In 
communities in the Deep South where social controls have 
produced the illusion of a unanimously segregationist front 
within the church a courageous lay person can also function 
as the catalyst who announces that segregation is based up-
on error and unchristian valuations. In less harassing 
si tua tiona he can give genuine support and encouragement to 
1. Although this strategic emphasis upon the ministry of the 
local church can be defended in relation to the specific 
problem of desegregation within the local church, it 
should be stressed here that such an emphasis could ~ 
be defended with equal force if the strategic problem 
were outside the church itself. In applying itself 
strategically to the social problems in the wider com-
munity and society of which it is a part, there could be 
little question of the fact that the church must recog-
nize the equal if not greater importance of the role of 
lay church members, for lay Christians generally have a 
more direct involvement in the specific economic and 
social institutions outside the church and are, of course, 
much more numerous than ministers. Thus, to illustrate, 
the planning of strategy by the church to support de-
segregation in the public schools would need to take a 
much more thorough account of the strategic potential-
ities of lay Christians fUnctioning within the community. 
2. ~he reports of the Board of Social and Economic Relations' 
Interracial Leadership Conferences frequen~ly illus-
trated the great creativity of lay as well as minister-
ial delegates in proposing specific steps to be taken. 
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his pastor# he can invite and welcome Negro newcomers into 
the church and help to involve them in active participation# 
he can lead out in the Commission on Christian Social Rela-
tions or the Commission on Membership and Evangelism# al-
ways encouraging the church as a whole to create a warm 
climate of acceptance. As a church school teacher or youth 
leader he can do much to prepare others for desegregation. 
His own activities would# of course# need to be broadly 
harmonious with the principles discussed in Chapter Four. 
And# although his role is likely to be somewhat more circum-
scribed strategically than the pastor's# with respect to 
this problem# every layman can do something. 
It should be remembered here# also# that when the dis-
cussion of strategy shifts from the local church level to 
the annual and general conferences# laymen make up half of 
the menibership of these bodies and may thus assert an im-
portant legislative role in the church. Informed and con-
cerned laymen# even on the level of the local church# could 
do much to assure that their representation in these con-
nectional bodies is helping to support desegregation. And# 
although it is not unusual for laymen to neglect the various 
opportunities suggested by their representation in the con-
nectional institutions of The Methodist Church# these chan-
nels remain available. 
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4• Mergers of Local Churches 
In many communities, particularly in urban centers, 
Negro and white Methodist churches may be found serving 
virtually the same geographical areas. In such situations 
the possibility of mergers is suggested as a logical form 
or outcome of desegregation. This is treated separately 
from the preceding discussion because of the complexity of 
such mergers and because they presuppose an advanced degree 
of preparation by the churches involved. In such a situa-
tion the pastor, although he must give leadership, is no 
longer in the role of "gatekeeper." Mergers generally re-
quire explicit consent by the congregations involved and 
usually that of the involved Annual Conference(s). 
Several potential problems suggest themselves which 
may require special attention. First, the Negro church may 
have important functional significance in the lives of its 
members and leaders which could not readily find a parallel 
within the white church. Frazier points out that 
because of the exclusion of Negroes from full 
participation in American life, the segregated 
church has provided a field in which leaders 
could obtain social and economic security. 
Moreover, the separation of the races has 
placed the Negro minister in a very ,special 
relationship to the members of his church.l 
1. Frazier, 11 The Negro's Vested Interest in Segregation," 
• • • , p. 333. Cf. Chapter 18, "Minorities and Reli-
gion, 11 in Simpson and Yinger, pp. 574ff., and other 
discussions of the Negro church. 
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Frazier notes also that the Negro church may provide dif-
ferent outlets for emotional release than are necessary in 
the white church, although this factor may be much less im-
portant than it once was or than it would be in denomina-
tions other than Methodism. In any event, the functional 
significance of both churches is an important factor which 
must be considered and provided for in mergers. 
Secondly, the churches may reflect different socio-
cultural levels as well as different racial patterns. It 
is highly probable that the Negro Methodists may, on the 
whole, be less well-educated, have a lower income, and have 
some differing tastes. The phenomenon of "class church11 is 
altogether too common in America, but where vast differ-
ences in terms of age and maturity can be accommodated with-
in a single church fellowship it seems unlikely that socio-
cultural differences should present an insurmountable ob-
stacle. Nevertheless, these differences must be considered 
and care must be taken that pride on the one hand and in-
security on the other do not upset merger plans. 
Thirdly, there will normally be financial technical-
ities, such as disposal of property, budget adjustments, and 
the like to be worked out. The members of the less wealthy 
of the churches involved in the proposed union should not 
be made to feel inferior because they are not so affluent. 
There may be the additional problem of the Negro :church1 s 
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importance as a source of support of the budget of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction Annual Conference to which it has belong-
ed. The withdrawal or threat of withdrawal of this sup-
port may inhibit mergers. 
Fourthly, there is likelihood that leadership competi-
tion may emerge. Both churches will likely have a parallel 
set of officers. In many cases leadership positions may 
prove difficult for their holders to give up. The problem 
of an equitable and intelligent distribution of leadership 
responsibility so that the v~rk of the church does not suf-
fer and all members feel that they have significant and 
respected responsibility will need to be dealt with.1 
Several specific suggestions might be in order. With 
respect to the problem of the importance of the Negro church 
as source of support for its Central Jurisdiction Annual 
Conference's budget, it may be that the merged church will 
wish to continue contributing to the support of that Annual 
Conference until it has disappeared under the provisions of 
Amendment IX. 
1. This was done voluntarily by lay leaders in the informal 
merger of the small Negro Border Methodist Church with 
the large Hennepin Avenue Methodist Church in Minnea-
polis. According to one report, "within a few Sundays 
the Hennepin deacons and ushers suggested that the for-
mer Border deacons and ushers serve in their usual ca-
pacities and other organizations have extended like in-
vitations to the new members." Dexter, pp. 171-172. 
The lack of advance provision for this, however, may 
help to account for the fact that only three fourths of 
the Negroes actually entered Hennepin and that others 
have dropped out since. 
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It has already been suggested that specific provision 
for problems of leadership should be made~ with special 
care that the minority group is not relegated to insignifi-
cant roles. It may be especially important, where possible, 
that the merged church have pastoral leadership represent-
ing both racial groups--at least for a time.1 The presence 
on the staff of the church of a Negro minister would make 
it possible for much closer pastoral care for Negro members 
during the difficult period of adjustment and would probably 
lessen the number of drop-outs . Since ministerial leader-
ship often assumes important symbolic significance in any 
church the presence of both a white and a Negro minister 
would help to symbolize the full unity of the fellowship. 
Where this is not possible it would seem doubly important 
that minority group members receive much more than the 
usual number of pastoral calls and attentions so that they 
can begin to develop a close relationship and rapport with 
their new pastor. 
Finally, it would seem important to involve all of 
the members of the merged church in primary groups where 
new friendships can be formed and where there would be ade-
quate provision for social life and fellowship. 
1 . A white church in West Virginia invited a small Negro 
church to merge with it and to bring its minister along 
as Associate Pastor. Bishop Love commented that "now 
that's integration. 11 The Methodist Church, ••• , Inter-
racial Conf. Report, Jamaica, N. Y., 1956, P• 8. 
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5. s~acy 
It has been pointed out in this chapter that the 
strategic role in the local church in the achievement of 
racial desegregation is that of the pastor . It has been 
pointed out that his role must be validated by actions 
leading members of the church to anticipate that their 
minister will function as a social critic and change agent . 
Suggestions of means of validating the role were made . It 
was pointed out that through application of the principles 
of education and other forms of preparation to his func -
tions as preacher and educator the minister may help to 
change the attitudes and beliefs of his people which 
ultimately support segregation. It was shown that constant 
analysis is necessary to determine whether successful 
techniques of direct action may be employed to desegregate 
the church. It was shown, further , that ethical analysis, 
both of means and ends , must accompany other analyses , and 
it was demonstrated that effective direct action techniques 
may be employed without violation of the ethical presup-
positions of this dissertation . The possibilities for the 
minister's use of direct intervention to change segregated 
patterns were then discussed , and it was found that the 
principles of direct intervention discussed in Chapter Four 
have relevance . The need for consolidation to guarantee 
the permanence and stability of changes and the well-being 
~1 
of the fellowship was emphasized with suggestions in this 
area growing out of the discussion of Chapter Four. 
The point was emphasized that lay persons may. also 
take initiative in the desegregation process of the church, 
although the lay role is likely to be more circumscribed. 
Finally, problems and suggestions relating to the 
mergers of Negro and white local churches were discussed, 
with special emphasis upon the importance of dealing with 
such problems as socio-cultural differentiation, leadership 
competition, financial technicalities, and the functional 
character of the Negro church. 
Throughout the chapter occasional illustration from 
studies of successfully desegregated churches has confirmed 
that the principles discussed in Chapter Four have real 
validity in the development of strategies for racial desegre-
gation on the local church level. 
CHAPTER VI 
A STRATEGY FOR THE EPISCOPACY AND 
THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE LEVEL 
In the discussion of strategy on the local church lev-
el in the preceding chapter, the assumption was broadly 
made that the objective and problems of a Methodist local 
church would not be greatly dissimilar to those of several 
other large Protes.tant denominations. The similarity was 
regarded as sufficient to warrant the use of illustrations 
of desegregation from the local churches of several other 
denominations (as those studied by Kramer), although the 
Methodist minister's constitutional role was discovered to 
be somewhat unique in strategically significant ways. 
Beyond the local church level, however~ the connec-
tional polity of The Methodist Church suggests problems and 
opportunities for strategies for racial desegregation that 
would have to be considered as unique. In the present con-
text~ it will be assumed that most of these problems and 
opportunities ·should be judged with respect to their rela-
tionship to desegregation on the lev.el of the local Meth-
odist church. This general criterion will govern the selec-
tion of connectional institutional structures in The Meth-
odist Church for consideration in this chapter and the next. 
It should be remembered~ however, that fellowship and other 
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activities on the broader levels of connectional Methodism 
have much significance and that the actual desegregation 
occurring on these levels has corresponding importance as 
an end in itself. 
The episcopacy and the annual conference are treated 
together in this chapter because the point of the bishop's 
most effective power is his relation to the annual confer-
ence. In The Methodist Church, the annual conference is the 
geographical organizational unit1 with the most direct and 
substantial effect upon the local church. A bishop is des-
ignated as "Resident Bishop" of a particular "area, 11 an 
area being comprised of the annual conferences over which a 
bishop presides. 2 Every area includes at least one annual 
conference, and same include as many as four or five.3 
1. The Strategic Role of the Bishop 
Analysis of the office of bishop in The Methodist 
Church reveals the episcopacy as an enormous center of in-
stitutional power.4 It is the bishop who appoints Methodist 
1. Usually this unit is comparable in size to a state, al-
though many of the states contain two or more annual 
conferences and same conferences embrace more than a 
single state. See Discipline, 1956, pp. 484-508 for 
the annual conference boundaries in the United States. 
2. ~., par. 2100, P• 735. 
3. ~., par. 2102, PP• 742-744. 
4. See ~., pars. 431-434, PP• 146-149. 
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ministers to their responsibilities each year and~ although 
this power is conditioned by mandatory consultations with 
local church committees~ district superintendents, and the 
ministers themselves~ it remains essentially an absolute 
power.1 Further, he appoints the district superintendents 
whose delegated authority is both constitutionally and 
practically enormous.2 As overseer "of the spiritual and 
temporal at'fairs of the church"3 he p.as broad latitude for 
initiative in leadership in his area. 
On a somewhat less formal level, one would expect the 
bishop~ as the chief officer of the area, normally to have 
readiest access to public opinion generally, with the great-
est capacity for establishing the popular "image" of The 
Methodist Church. As the minister with greatest honor and 
prestige, the bishop would also normally be expected to 
have much influence w1 thin the ministerial "reference sys-
tem" in establishing a concept of the ministerial role. 
The possibilities for the strategic use of the office 
of bishop are obvious, and will be considered in more detail 
below. However, it should be pointed out again that much 
1. Ibid., par. 432, P• 147. 
2. In many annual conferences the district superintendents 
prepare most of the ministerial appointments, which are 
then approved by the bishop. The minister's most im-
mediate working relationship with the hierarchy of the 
ehv.rch is normally with the district superintendent. 
3. Discipline, 1956, par. 431, (1.), PP• 146. 
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depends upon the expectations concerning the use of the of-
fice within the relevant reference systems. It is not un-
reasonable to expect that the bishop, like the minister, 
would be required to validate his role as a social critic 
and change agent in the area of race relations in order for 
it to be accepted in the reference groups within which he 
functions. 
A part of the validation process for the bishop could 
be frequent public reminders of the position of The Meth-
odist Church in race relations and of his official respon-
sibility to see that it is implemented. His willingness to 
take positions on other controversial issues which he con-
siders important would help to establish that a b i shop may 
normally function in controversial areas. Perhaps more 
basic even than this would be the "internal11 validation by 
which he accepts for himself the importance of risking a 
measure of popularity and institutional success in order to 
1 further the normative goal of the church. The fact that 
bishops are elected by popular ballot within the jurisdic-
tional conference and have almost invariably been success-
ful ministers may suggest to the realistic observer that 
1. An influential minister in one southern annual conference 
remarked to the writer that his bishop could have made 
an enormous contribution to public acceptance of school 
desegregation in the South had he been willing to risk 
his great personal popularity for that cause. The pro-
cess of internal validation, of course, involves ethical 
commitments over which strategy could have little control. 
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the success orientation implied in this process is hardly 
1 
conducive to acceptance of risk and controversy. A bish-
op, however, who has rearranged his definition of personal 
success to include dynamic le~dership for goals as impor-
tant, though controversial, as racial desegregation, will 
be free psychologically to act at the strategically correct 
moment and in the correct way. 
2. Episcopal Support of Ministers 
Since the major emphasis of strategy in this study is 
upon desegregation on the local church level, a considera-
tion of effective lines of support for ministerial efforts 
toward desegregation must here constitute a main line of 
inquiry. This may well be the point of the bishop's most 
effective contributions to racial desegregation. 
i. Direct Support of Courageous Ministers 
Where ministers are actively engaged in the processes 
described in the preceding chapter, it is probable that 
there will be opposition developing within the local 
churches. If the problem of desegregation has been ap-
proached strategically it is probable that most of this op-
position will not be unmanageable by the local pastor 
1. This point is made by Campbell and Pettigrew, p. 120, 
with respect to the successful minister who is, accor-
ding to them, ''psychologically the most vulnerable of 
all to discord and dissension in his membership." 
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~self within his church. However, occasionally, and in 
areas where any leadership toward desegregation is rewarded 
by instant and severe opposition, the bishop is likely to 
find that appeal will be made to him or one or his district 
superintendents to modify the pastor's behavior. Where 
such an appeal is successful the opposition will gather 
strength and the minister will be greatly weakened. Con-
versely, where the minister is supported in his position 
he will be greatly strengthened . Prior to their study of 
the ministry during the Little Rock crisis, Campbell and 
Pettigrew hypothesized that ministers of an ecclesiasti-
cally organized church (such as Methodism) would be more 
effective in leadership of unpopular causes than would 
ministers of congregationally organized churches, the dif-
ferentiating factor being the support given by the church 
hierarchy . This hypothesis did not ring true because the 
hierarchies rather seemed to discourage pastors from tak-
ing bold stands . For example , 
one Little Rock church administrator [not iden-
tified as to denomination] told two or his 
ministers, "It's OK to be liberal,boys, just 
don't stick your neck out . " Indeed, the ad-
vice relationship between ecclesiastical 
officials and (especially) younger ministers 
was systematically used in Little Rock to 
dampen a minister's enthusiasm for purposive 
action by urging him t o "go slow" and by re-
minding him of the pro~pects or permanent 
damage to the work or the church through 
what could appear to be rash action. 1 
Reflecting upon this finding, these investigators remark 
that 
we continue to believe that the ecclesiasti-
cal form by its nature offers a potential for 
effective ministerial leadership in unpopular 
causes and crisis situations Which the congre-
gational for.m does not offer. However, it is 
not inconceivable that reality more frequent-
ly than not may be the opposite of this poten-
tial. That is to say, it seems very possible 
that a church hierarchy will function to re-
duce rather than increase the likelihood that 
a ministry will take stands counter to those 
preferred by their congregations.2 
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The important thing to note, however, is that the bishop 
£!a support his men when their difficulties stem from seek-
ing to implement the Methodist position in race relations. 
Such support, which implies complete acceptance of the 
Methodist position and unwillingness to accommodate to 
those desiring to depart from it, could scarcely help 
strengthening the ministry for the kind of strategic role 
which was outlined in Chapter Five. 
ii. Moral Leadership and Influence upon Ministers 
Besides backing his men after their attempts to im-
plement the official Methodist position have aroused keen 
opposition, the bishop is in a strategic position to in-
fluence his men to initiate such attempts strategically. 
1. Ibid., P• 90. 
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Where he, himself, defines the ministerial role in such a 
way that leadership in social concerns is regarded on a 
level of importance comparable with institutional successes, 
his ministers will tend to accept his definition. One 
could expect this to be true, in the first place,because 
he is the official responsible for their professional ap-
pointments. or perhaps deeper significance, however, is 
the effect which his atti~de might be expected to have 
upon the psychological self-expectations of the ministry. 
As a minister with considerable prestige, the bishop's 
conception of the ministerial role could have decisive in-
fluence upon the conceptions of his ministers, leading them, 
with him, to regard their actions in social concern areas 
as fundamental to their ministries. Similarly, while there 
seams to be a tendency among ministers to regard the main-
. 
tenance of "communication" with people and the leading of 
people "step by step" as ~ltimates, 1 the bishop, by his own 
attitude toward the ministry, can have great influence by 
adding to these "working proposi tiona•• that the maintenance 
of communication is not as ultimate as effective witness to 
religious and moral truth. 2 
1. See Campbell and Pettigrew, pp. 92-93. 
2. The writer had an interesting interview with one south-
ern bishop who, while regarding the complete racial 
integration of the church "as the Body of Christ" as an 
eventual imperative, nevertheless insisted that the 
A final observation could be made in this general 
vein . The Methodist annual conference is constituted in 
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such a way that it can either be a highly competitive social 
group , with ministers competing with one another to secure 
appointments more replete with the scarce values of power, 
prestige , and economic gain, or it can be a cooperative 
"team-·work" affair . Where the first condition obtains one 
could expect to find more anxiety and less inclination on 
the part of the ministers to risk the scarce values by tak-
ing controversial stands . Where the second condition ob-
tains one could expect to find much more emphasis upon 
mutual support in pursuit of the universal values of the 
ministry and of the church. While the difference between 
these two states of morale must rest with intangibles, it 
would seem reasonable that a bishop, as the moral and 
spiritual leader of the annual conference, could do much 
to set the tone . 
minister should always use the "pastoral" approach of 
''leading" the people and maintaining connnunication. 
It could be regarded as significant that he was unable, 
upon being questioned, even to conceive of the possi-
bility of a crisis in which a minister would only be 
able to maintain communication with some people by com-
pletely compromising his moral leadership . This bish-
op's attitude, it may be added, has had an observably 
inhibiting effect upon the leadership of his men on 
controversial issues--including race relations. To this 
discussion of 11 connnunication" it should be added, of 
course, that communication is not really maintained at 
all where the minister is under pressure to remain 
silent concerning some of his dearest convictions. 
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3. Episcopal Leadership and Witness in the Area 
In addition to his supportive roles with respect to 
the ministers of his area, a bishop is in a unique position 
to exert other forms of leadership in race relations. He 
has, for example, an important opportunity to help shape 
public opinion throughout his area. This opportunity is 
noted by one authority on Methodist polity who comments 
that 
it is not commonly appreciated that the bish-
ops are the natural spokesmen and leaders of 
the church at other times than when the Gen-
eral Conference is meeting. In the former 
Methodist Episcopal Church~ South~ the College 
of Bishops was frankly entrusted with the duty 
of making pronouncements upon "great social 
questions of national and international im-
portance.," and other groups and bodies were 
discouraged if not forbidden to give out state-
ments in the name of the church.~ 
The coincidence that there is a stronger tradition involv-
ing bishops as the spokesmen of the church in that part of 
the country where there is most need for such leadership 
in race relations should not be overlooked. The possibil-
ity is clearly present for progressive leadership, although 
it must be admitted that the public statements of South-
eastern bishops since the 1954 Supreme Court decision, few 
as these statements have been., have generally been rather 
1. Nolan B. Harmon, The Organization of The Methodist 
Church: Historic Development and Present Working Struc-
ture (Nashville, etc.: The Methodist Publishing House~ 
19;3 [1948]), P• 91 (2d ed. rev.). 
·' 
conservative in tone--on at least one occasion taking ex-
ception to rather than supporting the official Methodist 
1 position in race relations. 
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A bishop, w.ith his considerable powers and resources, 
is in a position to undertake direct strategic actions and 
to establish various kinds of "pilot projects." At least 
two or three bishops, for example, have been successful in 
appointing qualified Negro pastors to white or mixed 
2 
churches. Where such pioneering ventures involve well-
qualified men to "break the color line" and careful prepa-
ration by the bishop in harmony with the basic realities 
discussed in Chapter Four above, they suggest a promising 
field for progress. In some of the more advanced annual 
conferences, where there are a number of racially inclusive 
churches and no great reaction against such patterns, a 
flat episcopal policy--coupled with judicious choice of 
situations--would probably be sufficient to make the ap-
pointment of qualified Negro ministers to white or mixed 
churches viable. 3 In such conferences suitably qualified 
1. See Edwin L. Brook, "Methodism's Growin:s Cleavage," 
Christian Centurx, 72 (August 24, 1955), 921. 
2. See Dexter, p. 177, and "Ten Years of Methodist Advance 
under Bishop John Wesley Lord, 11 Boston Sunday Herald 
(Rotogravure Section, May 25, 1958}, P• 12. 
3. According to the General Secretary of the Board of So-
cial and Economic Relations of The Methodist Church, 
the West Wisconsin Annual Conference has already 
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Negro ministers might be chosen as district superintendents 
as well. 
4. The Supportive Role of the Annual Conference 
and Strategic Cooperation by Ministers 
Even in episcopal areas where bishops are completely 
neutral or exert negative influence upon desegregation, the 
annual conference may be utilized by those of its members 
who wish to abolish segregation throughout the church. 
Examination of the annual conference suggests that it may 
exert a significant supportive influence upon its members. 
It should be remembered in this connection that the annual 
conference is an important reference group for its minis-
terial members. As Harmon expresses it, 
the Annual Conference from the first has been 
the minister's church. His name is on its 
roll and before its bar he stands for ap-
praisal by his brethren, for blame or praise. 
At its sessions he gets his assignment for 
work, and when he is retired it is upon its 
roll that his name is kept as an honored 
superannuate. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The usual preacher enters the conference as 
a youth and remains in it for life. Its fel-
lowship becomes increasingly dear to him with 
the passage of time, and as the different con-
ferences develop their own special ways of 
thought, and those inconsequential but 
recorded its willingness to accept pastors, district 
superintendents, or bishops regardless of race. The 
Methodist Church, • • • , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Pittsburgh, Pa., December 6-7 1 1957, pp. 149ff. 
characteristic ways or doing things, which 
speak of a corporate individuality, the mem-
bers themselves seem to partake of the same 
characteristics which enwrap all. 
In the light or the role or the annual conference as 
an important reference group for Methodist ministers it 
should appear evident that any corporate actions of the 
conference placing it on record with respect to support of 
racial desegregation in the church would have important in-
tangible effects among its ministers. On a more informal, 
person to person level, the kind of support which ministers 
know how to give one another when a brother minister is 
honorably encountering difficulty within his church might 
often do much to sustain the more courageous ministers in 
difficult times. 
Conference resolutions, which will be discussed be-
low in a different context, could conceivably function as 
an aid to ministers in validating their roles as social 
critics and change agents in almost the same way as the 
"mini stars manifestoes, 11 whieh were discussed in the pre-
ceding chapter. A resolution of support for the Methodist 
position in race relations and for the free pulpit could 
have special significance in regions where communications 
have generally broken down and the freedom of the pulpit 
is itself highly problematical. Thew could render the 
1. Harmon, PP• 128-129. 
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individual minister less vulnerable to attack from segre-
gationist opposition by lending a certain corporate strength 
to the voices of ministers. 
The Campbell and Pettigrew study may suggest a more 
systematic application of support and cooperation within an 
annual conference. In analyzing the ministers of Little 
Rock, these investigators found that there were three dis-
cernible types of ministers. 1 The "innovators" were the 
younger men, serving smaller churches, who displayed most 
initiative and courage in espousing racial desegregation 
throughout the crisis. The "influentials 11 were the some-
what older ministers occupying the large, prominent pulpits 
or ecclesiastical positions. These men were liberal in 
their views but cautious in their leadership during the 
crisis. The third group, the "inactives" were the older 
ministers, approaching retirement, who took no active 
position with respect to the controversy. The investiga-
tors felt that the total effort of the ministers to bring 
about a resolution of the racial crisis in har.mony with 
their generally liberal views failed primarily because the 
"influential" ministers did not support the "innovators" at 
the crucial moment. 2 
Projecting this analysis onto the annual conference, 
1. Campbell and Pettigrew, PP • 63ff. 2. ~., P• 65. 
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the possibility emerges that effective strategy on that 
level needs to take the different roles of ministers into 
account in seeking to advance desegregation. It is proba-
ble that the younger ministers in smaller churches will 
generally have more institutional (and mental) flexibility 
in their approach to desegrega~ion. The more influential 
ministers, however, including the pastors of large churches, 
the district superintendents, and the bishop, while impeded 
in their roles by greater institutional complexities, may 
nevertheless be prepared to "run interference" for their 
younger colleagues by lending their names to resolutions, 
by public statements of the Christian and Methodist posi-
tion at crucial moments, and generally by expressing ap-
proval of what the younger men are doing. The older min-
isters could assume a similarly supportive role, although 
their influence might be less wide. 
Within this kind of framework of mutual support and 
cooperation all of the ministers of an annual conference 
could be strategically effective. 
5. Educational Activities of the Annual Conference 
The structure of the annual conference is such that 
it presents a number of channels of strategic importance 
for the preparation of the Methodists of its territory for 
desegregation. The more important of these essentially 
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"educationalu pos~ibilities will be considered here. 
i. Conference Resolutions 
One of the ~ost easily accessible educational chan-
nels available to ~ annual conference is the passage of 
official resolutiof s and statements. In addition to their 
significance in terms of support for ministers, such ex-
pressions have broader educational meaning. Harmon points 
out that 
conference meetings, programs, and formal actions 
have great effect upon Methodist people over a 
wide area, and indeed over the whole region 
served by a conference. Its program of promo-
tional, educational, social, civic, and spiri-
tual plans and activities is always watched by 
thousands, with even the secular pless keeping 
advised upon its moves and intent. 
In one of the Interracial Leadership Conferences a southern 
minister pointed out that "resolutions which represent the 
thinking of the ministers and elected delegates from a 
large number of churches obviously carry more weight than 
those from a local church . "112 
Wbdle resolutions could not be expected to deal ef-
fectively with attitudes and beliefs regarding segregation 
as such, one could expect them to contribute by establish-
ing an "image" of The Methodist Church's position in race 
1. Harmon, P• 141. 
2. The Methodist Church, • • • , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 28-29, 195'7, P• 54. 
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relations and by adding to the cumulative pressures within 
society for desegregation. Their primary "educational'' 
effect would thus be upon those whose attitudes and be-
havior is determined primarily by their conception of what 
society expects of the.m.1 
It does need to be pointed out, however, that resolu-
tions, in the nature of the case, are also well suited to 
fill the "ritual" function discussed in Chapter Four. It 
could be easy for the members of an annual conference or 
other church gathering to pass a strong resolution and then, 
having salved their consciences about segregation, prompt-
ly to forget the whole problem. As one part of strategy, 
resolutions may serve valuable functions, but when they 
are the limit of strategy they may do more harm than good. 
ii. Special Interracial Activities and Contacts 
With its vast program and resources the annual con-
ference is usually in a much better position to organize 
and carry out activities and programs which provide oppor-
tunities for the stereotype-breaking contact experiences 
involving persons of different racial groups.2 The various 
1. One may add, parenthetically, that the value of confer-
ence resolutions is somet~es indicated by the amount 
of opposition which they arouset 
2. See Frank E. Shuler, J'r., "Techniques and Resources,u 
The Road to Brotherhood, ••• , pp. 103-104, for a . 
!!sting of some of the activities which have been under-
taken by various annual conferences. 
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forms of workshops, work camps, conferences, youth insti-
tutes, etc., which can be organized on the level of the an-
nual conference, for.m a ready resource for the minister who 
would like to involve certain of his people in such educa-
tional experiences without risking the premature hardening 
of opposition among laymen who are not ready for such ex-
periences themselves. In talking with laymen and ministers 
in the South who are exercising real leadership in race re-
lations, one not infrequently hears that their "awakening" 
has occurred in some such setting. Needless to say, the 
programming of interracial contact activities by an annual 
conference organization should be consistent with the dis-
cussion of such experiences in Chapter Four. 
iii. Programming by Conference Organizations 
Every anmual conference represents an important level 
of activity in the special age, sex, and interest organiza-
tions and movements of the church. Typically, the Woman's 
Society of Christian Service, the Wesleyan Service Guild 
(for professional women), the Methodist Men, the Methodist 
Youth Fellowship, and like groups will be organized effec-
tively on the annual conference level, with local societies 
in most of the local churches of the conference. 
This situation provides channels for strategy to ex-
ploit the differing attitudes, degrees of flexibility, etc., 
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of different age and sex groupings from the conference lev-
el. Of these groups which are effectively organized on the 
local and annual conference levels of the church, those 
representing the women and young people would appear to be 
most accessible strategically. Besides being very well 
organized in most conferences, it has often been pointed 
out that the women and youth are more frequently prone to 
occupy advanced positions in terms of their attitudes and 
actions in race relations. 1 
Various reasons could be given to account for the 
more liberal views and actions of the youth and women. In 
the case of young people, it could be argued that the nat-
ural independence and even rebelliousness generally char-
acteristic of adolescence could be expected in many cases 
to extend to rebellion against prevalent parental and so-
cial views in race relations. Further, the moral contra-
dictions implicit in segregation may often be perceived 
more clearly by young people who have not yet developed 
uvested interests" which would be threatened by participa-
tion in social controversy. In some cases, also, young 
1. cr. Culver, pp. 160ff. The youth and women were also 
frequently mentioned in the various Interracial Leader-
ship Conferences sponsored by annual conferences and 
the Board of Social and Economic Relations as being in 
the forefront of the church's witness in race relations. 
Numerous examples could be given of interracial leader-
ship and activities by women and youth even in the 
Deep South. 
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people have had the advantage of exposure to superior edu-
cational resources 1 with broadened understanding of the 
problems involved in segregation. During the period of 
adolescence and early adulthood there is likely to be more 
intellectual uncertainty and questing, more idealism, and 
more flexibility of attitude. These points would argue 
that this age ought strategically to be reached and utilized 
for both immediate and long-range objectives. 
The women1 it could be argued are similarly a stra-
tegic group to reach. Being, in a sense 1 a minority group 
themBelves, with less direct involvement in the scarce 
values of prestige and power and with less access to the 
processes of decision-making than men, women may have a 
more natural i nclination to sympathy and understanding of 
the position occupied by Negroes. They are likely to have 
more time for study and reflection. Not generally being 
involved directly in economic or political positions and 
being able to draw upon the lingering mores of chivalry, 
they are much less vulnerable to reprisal for activities 
which draw the community ire. 1 
1. Most of these points were made to the writer in a per-
sonal interview with Mrs. Milton E. Tilly, a Methodist 
laywoman of Georgia whose outstanding leadership of 
southern women in the area of race relations has gained 
national recognition for many years. Interview, Atlan-
ta, Georgia, July 18, 1958. For an interesting account 
of this woman's leadership, which also discusses the 
important role which southern women have played in 
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In most cases, the annual conference organizations or 
women and youth would have considerable freedom in under-
taking the work of preparing the church for desegregation. 
In their programming of leadership training conferences, 
workshops, workcsmps, institutes, deputation teams, etc., 
intelligent leadership in these organizations could make 
maximum use of the findings discussed in Chapter Four. 
iv. The Board of Social and Economic Relations 
A board of social and economic relations (or board 
of Christian social relations), while not presently are-
quired organization on the annual conference level, may be 
organized as the board which is specifically entrusted with 
providing leadership in areas of social concern. 1 It would 
be natural for such a board to assume as one of its duties 
the encouragement of local churches in the formation of 
similar commissions on the local level, and it could help 
in pron1oting the work of the national Board of Social and 
Economic Relations in areas such as race relations. It 
would be the natural group to formulate conference 
southern race relations, see Helena Huntington Smith, 
"Mrs. Tilly's Crusade," Colliers (December 30, 1950), 
29, 66-67. 
1. See Discipline, 1956, par. 678, pp. 190.191, and par. 
1550, p. 408. 
I 
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resolutions and to secure their passage and distribution. 
It could provide leadership and resources for the ministers 
of the annual conference and for the special annual confer-
ence level organizations in the church. In general, this 
board provides an official channel for very specific action 
in controversial areas, carrying the flexibilities and im-
munities generally characteristic of official bodies.l 
6. Transfers and Mergers on the Annual Conference Level 
It is possible for the annual conference, in addition 
to its educational and supportive functions, to move in 
another, more direct way in breaking down patterns of segre-
gation. Amendment IX has made provision for the transfer 
of local churches from Central Jurisdictional annual con-
ferences into the annual conferences in which they are 
2 geographically located of the other jurisdictions. An 
annual conference, thus, can become desegregated prior to 
desegregation on the level of the local church or to the 
1. The mere existence of such a board does not, of course, 
mean that it will be used in support of the official 
Methodist position in race relations. To illustrate 
the negative possibilities, the Committee on Social and 
Economic Relations of the Mississippi Annual Conference, 
in its report to the 1959 annual conference session, 
paid open tribute to "the cherished Southern tradition 
of the separation of the races." Journal, 1959 Session, 
Mississippi Conference, The Methodist Church, South-
eastern Jurisdiction {Jackson, Mississippi: By the con-
ference, 1959), P• 131. 
2. Discipline, 1956, par. 26, PP• 19-20. 
~---- ~~---------~---------~----
complete dissolution of the Central Jurisdiction itself. 
i. The Strategic Significance of the Desegregated Annual 
Conference 
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From the point of view of the Methodist goal in race 
relations, as discussed in Chapter Three, a desegregated 
annual conference would be desirable as an end in itself. 
Desegregation at this level, however, could be considered 
~ave great strategic significance in terms of the de-
segregation of local churches within the annual conference 
as well. 
By definition, the inclusion of Negro churches in an 
annual conference would mean the presence of Negro pastors 
and lay delegates at annual conference sessions. It would 
also open up the immediate possibility of full participa-
tion by Negroes in all of the various activities of the an-
nual conference, including the youth, women's, and men's 
organizations, institutes, training conferences, pastor's 
schools, etc. Such activities would also be opened up, on 
an even broader base of participation, on the district and 
subdistrict levels of the church, since there is absolute-
ly no provision in the Discipline for the creation of 
separate Negro districts and subdistricts within non-racial 
annual conferences. In this over-all setting, there could 
well occur the right kind of educational contact experiences 
involving the leaders of local churches (presumably those 
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best able to profit by such experiences) in relatively 
"safe" situations . There would be much more opportunity 
for real Negro leadership to develop in situations where 
leadership standards are not made artificially low by pat-
terns of segregation~ and such leadership would not have to 
bear the stigma of having been created paternalis tically . 
Contacts between persons of different races would also be 
with reference to common interests and purposes, between 
individuals of reasonably similar cultural outlook . 
Effective desegregation would thus be but one step 
away from the local church itself . Since segregation is 
nowhere constitutionally required on the local church level 
the church would be "set up" for the kind of strategic ac-
tivity discussed in Chapter Five . The desegregated annual 
conference would function strategically in relation to the 
phase of "preparation" discussed in that chapter, and it 
would help to place that phase in a much wider and more 
powerful setting than would be possible for the local pas-
tor or others interested in desegregation within a single 
church by itself . 
ii . Problems to be Faced 
The fact that so few local churches and annual con-
ferences of the Central Jurisdiction have taken advantage 
of the provisions of Amendment IX by accepting invitations 
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to transrer suggests that important problems may need to be 
overcome. Several problems do suggest themselves. First, 
there is the obvious political problem of complying with 
the stages of approval speciried in the legislation. This 
requires that a two-thirds vote of those present and voting 
in the Quarterly Conference and a Church Conference in the 
local church, and in both of the annual conferences involved 
must approve the measure. 1 Any or all of the factors sup-
porting segregation, which were discussed in Chapter Four, 
might operate within the white conference to prevent ap-
proval or transfers. But even where such approval has been 
given in the form of an invitation (and no such invitations 
have been forthcoming from southern conferences), there has 
often been considerable reluctance on the part of the Negro 
congregation or its annual conference to carry the transfer 
through. This was strongly expressed by one Central Juris-
diction minister at one of the Interracial Leadership Con-
ferences when he said that 
in order to accept the invitation [into for-
merly all-white conferences], there must be 
a long process of undoing and psychologically 
adjusting, rejuvenating and revitalizing a 
whole lot of things. They cannot be done 
between one Sunday morning and the next Mon-
day morning at eight o'clock. It can not be 
done in two years or three years or five 
years. But all of us admit that it is a 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 26, p. 19. 
1 wonderful thing and we are working on it ••• 
There may be , in many cases , a background of uncertainty 
and fear and even suspicion to be overcome . Part of the 
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reluctance may represent sheer institutional inertia; part , 
vested interests . 
It has been pointed out , also , that there are many 
technical details to be worked out . Typically, for example, 
a Central Jurisdiction church has not been apportioned 
nearl y so high an amount for benevolence giving, and similar 
connectional burdens have been lighter . 2 Also , the Central 
Jurisdicti onal Annual Conference, from which the projected 
transfer is to occur , would be confronted by the loss of 
administrative financial support from the church, unless, 
of course, the entire conference is abolished at once . 
This very real problem has been felt by such Central Juris-
diction conferences as the Lexington and Delaware confer-
ences which would stand to lose some of their largest and 
wealthiest northern churches if all the currently proposed 
transfers were to be carried out . This problem may account 
1 . The Methodist Church, • • • , Interracial Conference Re-
port , Pittsburgh, Pa . , Dec . 6-7, 1957 1 P• 159. 
2 . This problem has been borne out in comparative statis-
tics compiled for several of the Interracial Leaderhip 
Conferences. See ibid . , Columbus, Ohio 1 April 2-41 1959, p . 50 . This problem is predictable, of course, on the 
basis of the generally lower income of Negroes. 
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for much of the resistance on the part of the leadership of 
the Central Jurisdiction which has, in effect, nullified the 
the strategy represented by Amendment IX. 1 
For the Central Jurisdiction ministers there are also 
proble~ and uncertainties. In most cases they would become 
a small minority in a strange annual conference, with no im-
mediate prospects for leadership roles, such as district 
superintendencies, membership on boards, election to General 
and Jurisdictional Conferences, etc. Since the number of non-
seminary graduates ~s higher in the Central JUrisdiction con-
ferences2 there could be anxieties as to membership sta~us. 
Most basic of all, perhaps, is the anxiety that mobility 
among the few Negro ministers in an annual conference will be 
restricted to the handful of Negro churches, with no pros-
pects of serving white or mixed churches or even of serving 
Negro churches in other episcopal areas. As one illustra-
tion of this feeling, the General Secretary of the Board of 
Social and Economic Relations reported that in one community 
an invitation was sent to six or seven churches 
to transfer fram the Central Jurisdiction. 
Just as this seemed to be going through, the 
pastors called on the Bishop and asked whether 
they would have an opportunity for the best 
churches in the Conference. The Bishop pointed 
1. This reluctance on the part of many of the leaders of 
the Central Jurisdiction will be discussed more fully 
in the next chapter. 
2. Dixon, PP• 68-72. 
out that there were many factors involved, and 
many pastors eligible for these posts, so that 
no promises could be made other than a guaran-
tee of fair treatment. The invitation was not 
accepted.l 
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All of these problems converge to make the transfers 
more difficult. 
iii. Lines of Action 
Several suggestions could be made for dealing with 
some of these problems on the level of the annual confer-
ence.2 First would be the observation that the technical 
details, relating to apportionments, etc., need to be dealt 
with in such a way that no additional burden is placed upon 
the Central Jurisdiction church or the Central Jurisdiction 
annual conference. This may mean that the basis of appor-
tionment will have to be revised to provide for the lower 
incomes of Negroes. Thus, the size of membership might 
need to be weighted lower and factors such as the pastor's 
salary weighted higher in arriving at apportionments. 
Additional pension costs occasioned by the lower pension 
figures of most Central Jurisdiction conferences could sim-
ply be absorbed. In many cases the problem of withdrawing 
1. The Methodist Church, ••• , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Jamaica, New York, 1956, pp. 13-14. 
2. The possibility that this cannot be done entirely on the 
level of the annual conference will be discussed in the 
next chapter. 
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support from Central Jurisdiction conferences could be met 
if the annual conference, into which the Negro churches were 
transferred were to volunteer to continue paying a like 
amount to the Central Jurisdiction conference until the 
latter could be completely absorbed by the geographical 
jurisdictions. The care with which such technical details 
are considered in advance may communicate to the Negro 
churches and conferences the genuineness of the welcome. 
The problem of ministerial leadership and mobility is 
somewhat more complex. Here again there seems to be no 
real reason why inter-conference mobility could not be ar-
ranged, suspending, until Negroes can freely be assigned to 
all churches~ the usual reluctance to transfer men from one 
conference to another. A bishop could also do much to 
demonstrate his good faith in opening formerly all•white 
churches to qualified Negro pastors. A "guarantee of fair 
treatment" might be accompanied by specific discussion of 
churches where the color line may be broken. 1 Backing this 
1. The major criticism which this writer would have of the 
otherwise commendable response of the bishop reported 
above (in Section ii) is that~ as reported, he apparent-
ly accepted the assumption of the question put to him 
by the ministers: namely, that there ~ "best" 
churchesl In the historic spirit of Methodism he might 
have challenged them with the teamwork s pirit of the 
annual conference, pointing out that every pastor has 
vital work to do. Insofar as the bishop were actually 
leading his conference in that vein he could have made 
this kind of appeal warmly and with integrity. It 
might have shown that the men were wanted because of 
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up in some measure , the nominating comndttee of every con-
ference inviting Central Jurisdiction churches to transfer 
could be sure that the Negro pastors are invited to serve 
on specific conference boards and commdttees, perhaps giv-
ing them their choices . 
From a purely ethical point of view it is doubtful 
whether Negro pastors and congregations should have to bear 
all of the risk and uncertainty of the transfers . In a 
spirit of cooperation the receiving annual conference should 
also make sacrifices to achieve the great values of an in-
elusive fellowship. 
7. Swmnary 
In this chapter it has been pointed out that connec-
tional levels of The Methodist Church, besides offering 
opportunities for intrinsically valuable interracial fel-
lowship , present broad opportunities and resources which 
can be used to support desegregation in the local church. 
The strategic role of the bishop has been surveyed, with 
particular emphasis upon his virtually absolute power of 
appointment of ministers . With his power and influence 
the bishop has been considered able to support the more 
courageous and venturesome of his ministers and to 
the important contribution which each one of them could 
make to the church and the Christian enterprise . 
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encourage all of his ministers to accept the importance of 
their role as social change agents in race relations . It 
has been held that much of the attitude of the ministers 
will depend upon the way in which he judges their competence , 
and that his manifest role conception of the ministry will 
strongly affect theirs . In other ways the bishop has been 
regarded as capable of using his influence and power in 
preparing a broad climate of public opinion in his area which 
will support desegregation and in specific institutional 
actions of his own. 
The supportive possibilities of the annual conference 
structure have been analyzed, with emphasis upon its place 
as an important ministerial "reference group . " Within the 
conference structure itself possibilities have been ex-
plored for the exploitation of mutually supportive strate-
gic roles for ministers . The educational possibilities of 
the conference have been suggested, including the value of 
resolutions and the numerous contact experiences which can 
be organized on the conference level . It has been suggested 
that the natural independence and idealism of youth and the 
specific inclinations of women can be used as channels of 
preparation for desegregation through conference youth and 
women's organizations . The possibilities of the conference 
Board of Social and Economic Relations have also been noted . 
Finally, the great strategic importance of the 
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desegregated annual conference has been noted and sugges-
tions made for overcoming the many problems which inter-
conference transfers of churches have thus far encountered . 
It has been pointed out that the desegregation of the an-
nual conference makes possible many valuable interracial 
contact experiences in settings much more ideal than any 
possible "manufactured" experiences. It has been shown 
that such experiences may involve the people of local 
churches who are most prepared for them and that they would 
necessarily include contact experiences on the district and 
sub-district levels as well as within the annual conference 
itself . 
A number of the strategic points which have been dis-
cussed in this chapter, such as the role of the bishops, 
the desegregation of the annual conference, etc., point 
beyond this chapter to consideration of the national level 
of The Methodist Church . The next chapter will consider 
the ways in which the church, as a total denomination, can 
act to provide a coherent program of support for desegre-
gation in the annual conferences and the local churches of 
Methodism. 
CHAPTER VII 
A STRATEGY FOR THE GENERAL CONFERENCE 
AND THE NATIONAL LEVEL 
The highly organized~ connectional structure of The 
Methodist Church, as a denoDdnation, is such that it pre-
sents a strategic inquiry such as this both with very com-
plex problems and with great opportunities. The opportu-
nities are suggested by the fact that Methodism has much 
more institutional unity, as a denomnation, than do many 
congregationally organized bodies. As one former leader of 
the church has put it~ the entire church 
is the common enterprise of all, whether lay 
members, itinerant ministers, or bishops. Its 
interests, whether congregational, missionary, 
educational, publicational, benevolent, or evan-
gelistic, are the interests of them all. The 
indifference of any is to the injury of every-
one, and the industry, efficiency, and achieve-
ments of each are to the glory of each and all. 
• • • The oneness is a basic principle in the 
life, labor, and relationship of The Methodist 
Church.l 
An examination of the Discipline reveals both the truth of 
these comments on the unity of the denomination and the 
complexity of organization which has evolved to provide 
channels of communication and means of implementing common 
purposes. It is a reasonable hypothesis that Methodist 
1. John M. MOore, Methodism in Belief and Action (New York 
and Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1946), P• 131. 
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connectional organization could be utilized on the nation-
al level to further racial desegregation throughout the 
church. This may represent opportunities unavailable to 
less connectionally organized denominations. 
The sheer complexity of organization on the denom-
inational level ot The Methodist Church presents problems 
to a study of this kind. It requires limitation or inquiry 
to only the most important strategic possibilities sug-
gested by the denomination~l structure. Further, there is 
greater risk that "strategy• on this level will range some-
-
what closer to "tactics" than the preceding two chapters 
since, on the national level, one is confronted by very 
specific institutions rather than txpes or institutions to 
be discussed. 
The primary objective ot strategy on the national 
level will be to give maximum support to racial desegrega-
tion at the annual conference and local church levels, al-
though, again, it should be remembered that there is cer-
tain intrinsic value in interracial fellowship and activity 
on the distinctively national level. 
1. Strategic Legislation by the General Conference 
The General Conference, which meets every four years, 
is the supreme legislative body of The Methodist Church 
with 11tull legislative power over all matters distinctively 
connectional."1 Of its fourteen listed powers, the fol-
lowing are of particular relevance to this study: 
1. To define and fix the conditions, privileges, 
and duties of church membership. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3. To define and fix the powers and duties of 
Annual Conferences, Mission Conferences, and 
Missions, and of District, Quarterly, and Church 
Conferences. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5. To define and fix the powers, duties, and 
privileges or the episcopacy ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
8. To initiate and to direct all connectional 
enterprises or the church, such as publishing, 
educational, missionary, and benevolent, and to 
provide boards tor their promotion and adminis-
tration. 
9. To determine and provide for raising the 
funds necessary to carry on the connectional 
work or the church. 
10. To fix a uniform basis upon which bishops 
shall be elected by the Jurisdictional Con-
ferences. • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
13. To establish such commissions for the gen-
eral work or the church as may be deemed advis-
able. 
14. To enact such other legislation as may be 
necessary, subject to the limitations and re-2 strictions of the Constitution of the church. 
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The Constitution further provides that the General Confer-
ence may initiate amendments to the Constitution and that 
no amendment may be passed without approval or at least 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 8, p. 11. 2. I£!S., pp. 11-12. 
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a two-thirds majority of the members of the General Confer-
ence present and voting.1 These powers support Harmon's 
observation that the General Conference is "the most power-
·• 
ful organization in [the] church and one of the most potent 
2 
ecclesiastical organizations or the whole world." And it 
should be expected that the General Conference must receive 
primary attention in formulating a strat~ for the nation-
al level of the church. 
Two important possibilities may emerge for the Gen-
eral Conference. First, its command of the resources or 
the denomination indicate that it may use these resources 
by way of supporting the strategic efforts of the lower 
levels of the church. Secondly, its definitive role as the 
legislature for the church indicates that it may be able to 
provide a coherent frame of reference within which the en-
tire church can move toward desegregation. This could be 
done by defining goals, both ultimate and proximate, clear-
ly, by providing guidance for the lower levels of the 
church on procedures for desegregation, and by attempting 
to remove institutional "roadblocks" to desegregation. By 
providing a clear frame of reference, the General Confer-
ence will do much to establish confidence in the justice 
and inevitability of desegregation throughout the membership 
1. IE!£., par. 10, p. 13. 2. Harmon., P• 127. 
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of the deno.mination. In the light of previous discussions 
of the importance of reference group expectations in deter-
mining behavior and of the need which wavering persons have 
for a sense of security, this role of the General Confer-
ence may be very significant. Further, persons who are 
actively working for desegregation will be less easily dis-
couraged if their own efforts can be seen clearly in the 
light of an emerging national frame of reference. 
i. The Planned Abolition of the Central JUrisdiction 
At the heart of most discussions of segregation in 
The Methodist Church is the Central Jurisdiction.1 In 
surveying this problem and the strategic possibilities for 
General Conference action in dealing with it, consideration 
will first be given to strategic legislative goals and then 
to possibilities for achieving these goals. 
(1) Abolition of the Central JUrisdiction as a Stra-
tegic Goal.--By definition, the continued existence of a 
racially defined Central JUrisdiction would imply the con-
tinued existence of segregation in The Methodist Church, 
and the acceptance of the Central Jurisdiction as a final 
solution for the relations between Negroes and others in 
The Methodist Church would de facto constitute a repudiation 
1. See Chapter Two above for historical background on the 
Central Jurisdiction and related problems. 
• 
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ot the goal of desegregation, as outlined in Chapter Three, 
regardless of any other advantages this might be held to 
have. 
The Central JUrisdiction, however, has not lacked for 
defenders even among those who are opposed to segregation 
in principle as a final solution. These supporters hold, 
in one way or another, that the Central Jurisdiction has 
features commending it as a desirable interim solution to 
race relations problems in the church. 
Culver has summarized three of the important argu-
ments which have been advanced in support of the jurisdic-
tion. They are that it gives 
(1) assurance of equal representation to Negroes 
in the governing bodies of the church· (2) an 
opportunity to develop leadership by lrmanaging 
their own affairs"; and (3) an oiportunity to 
demonstrate what Negroes can do. 
In discussing the first of these points, Culver 
points out that, although proportional representation for 
the Central Jurisdiction has been provided for on most of 
the General Boards and Agencies of the church, Negroes sel-
dom occupy positions of leadership on these boards and 
agencies. This would seem to indicate that, despite pos-
sible advantages in the way of prestige and material re-
ward, the Central Jurisdiction's representation on the 
1. Culver, P• 83. 
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denomination-wide levels of church government is not very 
erfeetive as leader~hip.1 
In discussing the second point, Culver notes that 
62.5 per cent of his respondents within the Central Juris-
diction disagree ldth the statement that "Negro leadership 
develops better in the separate jurisdictlon."2 55 per 
cent or the Negro district superintendents similarly dis-
agree with this statement.3 Reasons given ror this dis-
agreement were that segregation deprives Negroes of the 
higher standards and better training opportunities avail-
able in non-segregated situations and that the Central 
1. Examination or the "Directory" in the 1956 Discipline 
(pp. 740ff.) suggests this unmistakably. or the thirty 
six effective bishops serving in the United States, 
four, or more than ten per cent, are from the Central 
Jurisdiction. Yet not even one of the more than forty 
five actual leadership posts (e.g., president) on the 
boards, commdssions, etc., which are filled by bishops 
is occupied by a bishop of the Central Jurisdiction. 
The only position or real leadership in the church oc-
cupied by a Central Jurisdiction member was the presi-
dency of the Judicial Council, held by the late J. Er-
nest Wilkins, an outstanding lawyer and Assistant 
Secretary of Labor in the Federal Government. It is 
possible that real leadership is actually inhibited by 
the more artificial representation guaranteed through 
the Central Jurisdiction. Often, as has been indicated 
in Chapter Four, guaranteed "Negro repres entation,. can 
function as a means of (1) salving the conscience .and 
(2) precluding widespread and real interracial involve-
ment. These points are raised partly as background for 
later assertions that representation on the national 
level is a poor substitute for desegregation on broader 
levels of genuine involvement. It should be noted, how-
ever, that guaranteed participation is often a neces-
sary temporary measure to assure ~ opportunity. 
2'. Culver, P• 85. 3. ~., P• 88. 
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Jurisdiction's leadership system is heavily incrusted with 
11politics."1 The assertion that Negro leadership develops 
better in a segregated setting would also seem to assume 
either a denial o~ equal native abilities on the part o~ 
Negroes or of equal opportunities. 
In discussing the third point, Culver notes that 
"once Negroes have demonstrated their abilities, it becomes 
necessary to consider a change in their status. u2' Unless 
one regards segregation as a desirable permanent solution, 
there is no point in maintaining permanently an opportunity 
~or Negroes, as such, to show what they can do. 
More recently other arguments and variations on those 
summarized by Culver have appeared in the continuing conver-
sation on the Central JUrisdiction throughout the church. 
Following are some of these: 
(1) Since prejudice and ill will are the cause 
of segregation and, ultimately, of the Central 
Jurisdiction, the abolition of the jurisdiction 
should follow rather than precede a change of 
spirit, the cause being dealt with before its 
effect. 
(2) The Central Jurisdiction should be kept un-
til there are assurances that every interest 
which it presently fulfills could be satisfied. 
(3) As long as there are distinctly Negro 
churches there should be Negro annual confer-
ences and bishops to serve them, and as long 
as there are Negro annual conferences and bish-
ops there should be a Negro jurisdiction to 
1. Ibid., pp. 85-89. 2. Ibid., P• 93. 
guarantee that they receive equal treatment 
.from the church. 
(4) The Central Jurisdiction should be main-
tained until there is hope of more significant 
progress because it is a "bargaining lever," a 
position of political strength. 
(5) The Central Jurisdiction is a "conscience 
lever." Whites shouldn't be allowed to salve 
their consciences by abolishing the Central 
Jurisdiction until they are ready to go all 
the way with integration. 
(6) The Central Jurisdiction should be kept 
in a position o f ins ti tuti onal strength unti 1 
it can all be taken care of equitably at once. 
(7) The abolition of the Central Jurisdiction, 
while retaining Negro annual conferences, is 
neither a solution nor progress toward a solu-
tion because the only level at which it pro-
vides desegregation, the jurisdictional level, 
has little significance in the life of the 
church and because such a method might carry 
the threat of loss of present institutional ad-
vantages of the Central Jurisdiction. 
Each of these points needs to be considered carefUlly 
in an effort to arrive at a strategic goal with respect to 
the Central Jurisdiction because these arguments represent 
some of the best thinking prevalent in the church--often of 
men who have been involved with the problEm intimately for 
many years. 
The first argument was effectively stated by an edi-
torial in the Christian Advocate prior to the 1956 General 
Conference: 
a [majority] of the church (and it is not to 
be localized in the North or South) believes 
that segregation is sinful 1 that repentance 
is more important than resolutions, that the 
time for turning away from sin is now, that 
it is not so much a sin of organization as of 
attitudes, and attitudes of local congregations 
and individual church members. But this ma-jority recognizes that the job is to chan§e 
Methodists rather than their "Discipline. ~ 
This argument is also to be encountered in some form in 
many of the articles of the Central Christian Advocate, in 
the reports of the Interracial Leadership Conferences, and 
in conversation with some denominational leaders. Never-
theless, it is largely contradicted by the findings of the 
social sciences, as reported in Chapter Four. Often, it 
will be recalled, changes of institutional structures and 
patterns are the most effective way of changing attitudes. 
Institutional patterns themselves are one of the most im-
portant causes of attitudes. 
The second argument was suggested by Bishop Shaw of 
the Central Jurisdiction (retired) when he said that 
the College of Bishops of the Central Jurisdic-
tion agreed that the Central Jurisdiction should 
be abolished, but that it should not be abolished 
in a hurry, and that it should be abolished when 
practically every interest of those c~ncerned 
can be reasonably well taken care of. 
This point seems well taken. Certainly, it would appear, 
Negroes should not be forced to bear all of the burden of 
1. "Methodist Cleavages, n Christian Advocate, 138 (Septem-
-ber 8, 1955), 13. 
2. The Methodist Church, ••• , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Glendale, Calif., Feb. 11-13, 195§, p. 2. 
risk in desegregation, with Central Jurisdiction leadership 
having to start again "from scratch" while white leaders 
continue to occupy their positions. Neither, it would seem, 
should the arrangements implied in desegregation of insti-
tutions be left to chance. Nevertheless, it should be ap-
parent that special privilege is not consistent with de-
segregation, and Negro leaders cannot expect to secure 
provision for leadership posts in the church purely on the 
basis of color if they desire to have opportunity based 
entirely upon ability. The two are not consistent. Fur-
ther, the ethical point could be made that effective de-
segregation is of far more importance than personal inter-
ests; although it should, of course, be added that Negroes 
ought not to be expected to place the broader and deeper 
interests of the faith ahead of personal interests any~ 
than whites. For~ this should be most important. 
The third argument asserts that so long as there are 
Negro churches there should be distinctively Negro adminis-
trative structures. One Central Jurisdiction bishop re-
marked to the writer that Negro churches would lose heavily 
if they were not served by Negro bishops, district superin-
tendents, etc.1 This assertion, however, has yet to be 
proven on the basis of the experience of Negro churches in 
' 
conferences outside the Central Jurisdiction--although, of 
1. Interview, July 11, 1958. 
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course, Negro churches could be expected to resent dis-
criminatory treatment. The further point should be made 
that, assuming that complete separation of the races is not 
desirable, it would seem that progress would be in the di-
rection of securing the broadest possible base of desegre-
gation. The importance of this was noted in Chapter Six, 
where it was pointed out that desegregation on the level of 
the annual conference could have great strategic importance 
in supporting efforts to desegregate on the local level. 
The fourt~argument is suggested by David M. Pleasants 
in his article in the Central Christian Advocate: "the ob-
taining or the things we seek can only come through nego-
tiation, or to state it baldly, through bargaining. And 
they, who are at all astute, bargain from a position of 
strength. 111 The "position or strength" presumably refers 
to powers connected with General Conference representation 
and positions on the various boards and agencies of the 
church. This position might have some meaning in terms of 
securing privileges such as certain employment opportunities 
within the church and other material advantages. This sug-
gests again the importance, strategically, of making pro-
vision for non-discriminatory selection of leadership and 
employees in the church and in distribution of church funds. 
1. Pleasants, P• 7. 
It is, however, inconceivable to the present writer that 
the Central Jurisdiction is a "position of strength," with 
respect to "negotiating" the complete desegregation of' the 
church. Rather, it would appear that the institutional 
privileges, etc., of the Central Jurisdiction are the price 
which is willingly being paid by those desirous of retain-
ing segregation in the church.1 
The fifth argument, Which is rarely stated in exactly 
that way, might have more force. As long as the Central 
Jurisdiction is in existence it is an important symbol to 
the world and to white Methodists that the church is racial-
ly segregated. If it were to be removed without any real 
progress being made toward desegregation, the load might be 
lifted from many consciences, and there would be less moti-
vation to follow through with real desegregation. It is 
important to recognize, however, that there is a limit be-
yond which the "conscience lever" will no longer be of much 
effect: that is the point at which non-Negroes have reason 
to suspect that members of' the Central Jurisdiction are re-
luctant to part with the special privileges of the jurisdic-
tion. Resistance, on the part of' Negroes, to any substan-
tial progress toward desegregation correspondingly weakens 
their moral position and, thereby, the pressure on the 
1. The present writer has never heardor read of a Methodist 
segregationist wishing to weaken the institutional priv-
ileges of the Central Jurisdiction. 
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conscience of the church. Thus, overly-tenacious clinging 
to the Central Jurisdiction may serve the opposite effect 
of that intended by those desirous of keeping motivations 
active for complete desegregation. 
The sixth argument, suggested by the bishops of the 
Central Jurisdiction, is that 11'as long as we have a Juris-
diction it .should be maintained with a reasonable degree of 
strength. ul It would seem true that a "wi tbering away" of 
the Central Jurisdiction will create grave difficulties in 
maintaining the institutional effectiveness of the remainder 
of the jurisdiction. This would appear to cast reflections 
upon the permissive character of Amendment IX or at least 
to require further administrative provisions by the General 
Conference. This will be discussed further in connection 
with Amendment IX and the permissive approach. It should 
also be noted, however, that there will be institutional 
gains with abolition or the Central Jurisdiction. At least 
churches will find themselves in closer proximity to other 
clmrches of the same annual conferences, and there will be 
less ambiguity as to whether the Central Jurisdiction or 
the present geographical jurisdictions should develop new 
work in mixed population areas. 
The seventh argument may have much strength. The 
1. Bowen and others, Statement of_the College or Bishops of 
the Central Jurisdiction • • • , p. 1. 
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jurisdictional level of the church, if desegregated, would 
not provide a much broader base of interracial contact than 
1 does the national level. Without provisions to the con-
trary, this step would imply institutionally a trading of 
the representational rights of the Central Jurisdiction for 
the right to participate in the elections for bishops, etc., 
in the geographical jurisdictions. While this might have 
possibilities, particularly in the South where it would be 
helpful, perhaps, to have bishops owing their election in 
part to Negro delegations, it might very effectively pre-
clude concern for further, more strategic steps. Bishop 
Love of the Central Jurisdiction noted some of the problems 
with settling for desegregation on this level in one of the 
Interracial Leadership Conferences. 
The Bishops of the Southeastern Jurisdiction, 
addressing the Bishops of the Central Juris-
diction in a meeting of the Bishops of the 
Second [Central] Jurisdiction, boldly said if 
you want to come into the Southeastern JUris-
diction we will take you. We would accept 
every Bishop who YJOuld fall within the geo-
graphical area of the Southeastern Jurisdic-
tion. But what they did not say is we will 
still assign you to Negro conferences and you 
still have your Negro churches, and when your 
time comes to retire, we wouldn't elect any 
more Negro Bishops. Now, they didn 1 t say that 
but that's what was inferred.2 
1. Half of the delegates to the jurisdictional conferences 
are also delegates to the General Conference. Disci-
pline, 1956, par. 23, pp. 17-18. 
2. The Methodist Church~ • • • ~ Interracial Conference Re-
port, Jamaica, New xork 1 19~6, p. 6. 
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The foregoing discussion should be sufficient to war-
rant the following conclusions regarding General Conference 
legislative goals on the Central Jurisdiction: 
(1) Strategic legislative action will not wait 
until every vestige of prejudice in The Meth-
odist Church disappears before abolishing the 
Central Jurisdiction. 
(2) Strategic legislative action will make some 
provision for institutional equity in transfers 
or mergers so that Negroes holding leadership 
positions will not be expected to sacrifice 
everything and white leaders nothing. 
(3) Vestiges of the Central JUrisdiction which 
cannot be removed legislatively should be sup-
ported economically, as much as necessary, by 
the total church. 
(4) Strategic legislative action will be aimed 
primarily at desegregation on the annual con-
ference level, so that the base of interracial 
contact will be on the broadest possible level 
to support strategies for desegregation at the 
local level of the church. (Since there is no 
provision in the Discipline for segregation on 
the local church level, none is legislatively 
needed for desegregation.) 
The legislative goals thus suggested assume clearly 
that the sacrifice of guaranteed leadership positions and 
the like on the national level ought to yield to the much 
broader base of interracial contact within the church im-
plied by desegregation on the annual conference level. 
Over a period of time, the leadership Which then emerges 
from the Negroes of The Methodist Church will be untainted 
by any suggestion of institutional paternalism and consider-
able progress will have been made toward full desegregation. 
2.50 
(2) Legislative Procedures for Abolition of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction.--The General Conference, under the 
present Constitution, is committed to a permissive or "vol-
untary" approach to the abolition of the Central Jurisdic-
tion. Within this framework it would be authorized to act 
in the following strategic ways with respect to the aboli-
tion of the jurisdiction: 
(1) providing a uniform basis for handling the 
te.chnical details of transfers from one juris-
diction to another, such as provision for eq-
uitable ministerial pension adjustments, changes 
in apportionments, ete.; 
(2) providing for the continuation in office of 
members or national boards, co~ssions, and 
agencies from transferring Central JUrisdiction 
churches and annual conferences .for a period of 
time considered equitable, and recommending to 
the annual conferences an equitable uniform 
policy for the adjustment of leadership posi-
tions and committee and board assignments on 
the annual conference level; 
(3) reconnnending uniform and simplified pro-
cedures for the bishops to utilize in trans-
ferring Negro ministers across annual conference 
lines in areas where .free pulpit assignment of 
Negroes to white churches is not yet possible; 
(4) requiring the annual conferences to estab-
lish committees on transfer with the duty pre-
scribed of handling the negotiations of trans-
fer, studying peculiar local problems, and re-
porting annually to the annual conference. 
It could, in addition to these procedures, require a vote 
each year in every annual conference on whether or not the 
Negro churches within its area shall be invited to transfer 
under the provisions of Amendment IX until such transfers 
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have been effected. 
These measures might help significantly to ease fears 
and establish a framework of regularity for the transfer 
process, thus facilitating the gradual abolition of the 
jurisdiction .. 
The more direct approach of abolishing the Central 
Jurisdiction and merging its churches with existing geogra-
phical annual conferences would require constitutional 
amendnient because it would be a substantial change in the 
provisions of Amendment IX and alter the constitutional 
status of the Central Jurisdiction. 1 Such an amendment, 
which could be initiated in the General Conference, an an-
nual conference, or a jurisdictional conference, would re-
quire a two-thirds majority vote of the mambers of the Gen-
eral Conference present and voting. It would then need to 
be ratified by a "two-thirds majority of all the members of 
2 the several Annual Conf'erences present and voting." 
(3) Direct Abolition or the Voluntary Approach?--The 
question remains whether strategy would encourage complete 
reliance upon the voluntary Amendment IX procedure, as 
1. See Discipline, 1956, par. 26, p. 19. 
2. Discipline, 19$6, par. 10, P• 12. It should be noted 
that in this ratification process the several annual 
conf'erences are not considered as units, but their mem-
bers are counted as if all the members of annual confer-
ences were gathered together in one body. 
supplemented by the actions possible to the General Confer-
ence, or a full-seale constitutional amendment effecting 
direct abolition of the Central Jurisdiction and, thereby,of 
segregation on all connectional levels of the church. 
In support of a voluntary approach, it can be (and 
has been) argued that it is the only democratic approach, 
that it preserves the principle of local autonomy, that it 
is the only way of dealing strategically with the intense 
regional feelings of the South (which is presumed to be 
capable of withdrawing from The Methodist Church if desegre-
gation is trforced 11 on it by the General Conference), and 
that this approach should be given more time to demonstrate 
its effectiveness before the church commits itself to more 
radical proeedures.1 Further, it has been held that direct 
abolition of the Central Jurisdiction could not secure the 
majorities necessary for passage of a constitutional amend-
ment. 
In these arguments there is appeal both to ethical 
principle and to practical strategy. The ethical appeal to 
democracy and local autonomy is , of course, somewhat vul-
nerable . In a connectional church, such as Methodism, it 
1 . These feelings are reflected in the majority of state-
ments in the reports of the Interracial Leadership Con-
ferences, in the statements of denominational officials, 
in pronouncements by southern conferences, and now in 
the report of the Commission for Study and Action on 
the Jurisdictional System {which recommends continuing 
this basic strategy) . 
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is assumed that important questions facing the Whole church 
will be decided by the whole church--or at least that no 
unqualified appeal can be made to "local autonomy. u The 
appeal to democracy also sounds strange in this connection~ 
for 1 t amounts to an appeal for freedom to continue to deny 
democracy by practicing segregation. In any event~ the 
basis of membership in The Methodist Church is the meeting 
of specified religious qualifications~ not congeniality~ 
and one would wonder whether~ ethically speaking~ a per-
miss! ve approach would be the proper way of determining how 
the various levels of the church are to be constituted ra-
cially.1 
The strategic problem is more pointed and may under-
lie ostensibly ethical appeals. With the contemporary wave 
of resistance to public school desegregation still gripping 
the South and with the apparent readiness of southern region-:-
al feelings to interpret an action by the General Conference 
as an attack by "outsiders," it is possible that some threat 
to the harmony of the church would be involved in a direct 
2 
action approach. 
Despite this fact~ however~ the study to this point 
would suggest important criticisms of the permissive 
1. Cf. Chapter Three~ above~ for a fuller analysis of the 
ethical problems involved here. 
2. See Chapter Two~ above. 
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approach embodied in Amendment IX. The obvious fact that 
thus far it has not produced very much desegregation has 
some force, and the apparent policy of Central Jurisdiction 
leaders to discourage use of it has even more. It is doubt-
ful, too, whether southern annual conferences would volun-
tarily agree to desegregation on the annual conference 
level until a considerable period of time after such a step 
would be strategically useful in preparing the churches of 
that region for desegregation. The permissive approach 
could also appear to east desegregation in the light of ad-
ministrative changes to which the church has no compelling 
commitment. And the uncertain, slow 11whi ttling-away" pro-
cess invited by the Amendment IX procedures must have an 
enervating effect upon Central Jurisdiction members . 
Further, the implied commitment to unity and harmony 
above all else has dangers . Where there is a majority 
within the church committed above everything else to unity 
and har.mony, a minority which is committed above everything 
else to maintaintng segregation can, by its threats, deter-
mine the basis of institutional unity and harmonz. The 
dynamics of this were observed by Campbell and Pettigrew 
in the Little Rock situation. The integrationist ministers, 
for the most part, yielded their convictions on race rela-
tions to the demand for unity and harmony, with the result 
that hard core segregationists were able to define the 
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nature of the unity •1 
A clear implication of Chapter Four would be that 
some controversy and conflict is necessary for there to be 
social change. It is therefore probable that full reliance 
upon uncontroversial approaches to desegregation will great-
ly impede cha.nge.2 
1. Campbell and Pettigrew, PP• 76ff. The ethical presup-
positions of this dissertation would allow considerable 
weight and importance to unity and harmony within the 
church, but they would require that the ultimate com-
mitment be not to unity as such but to faithfulness to 
the central core of meaning which defines the nature of 
the church. 
2. There is doubtless need for more study of the creative 
possibilities of conflict and controversy within the 
church. It is, perhaps, unfortunate that the ethos of 
The Methodist Church, as evidenced in the writings and 
statements or denominational leaders and the tendency 
to preserve an aura of unanimity to denomination actions 
and progr~s, does not appear to encourage frank ex-
pressions of difference. The ethical presuppositions 
of this studY. would suggest the following as "working 
propositions' on the creative role of controversy and 
conflict within the church: (1) a clear, strategic ex-
pression of one's point of view in an effort to win 
others to it; (2) restraint from implied attacks upon 
the character or personalities of those in opposition, 
the attack being centered, rather, upon what are con-
sidered erroneous views or unjust vested interests; 
(3) a commitment to well-defined and democratic proce-
dures of decision-making, as distinct from institutional 
violence; and (4) a commitment to abide by the results 
of all decisions, good and bad, until they can be 
changed by proper procedure. These points would never 
allow vague threats to the unity of the church to in-
hibit fullest use of legitimate constitutional processes 
in securing decisions and changes within the church. 
Conversely, it may perhaps be said that persons not 
willing to abide by the due processes of legislative 
and constitutional procedure should seek a church with 
a different polity. 
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The strategic implications of this discussion would 
seem to be (a) that fullest use should be made of Amend-
ment IX procedures and possibilities together with the ad-
ditional suggestions to be made later by way of supporting de-
segregation, but (b) that at the same time efforts should 
be directed toward passage of another constitutional amend-
ment to effect desegregation on all connectional levels of 
the church. Such an amendment should be designed to trans-
fer all of the churches of the Central Jurisdiction into 
the geographical annual conferences in which they are lo-
cated. It should be accompanied by legislation dealing 
with all of the institutional complexities involved, such 
as adjustment of pension plans, bases of appo~tionment, and 
equity of leadership. Since there are annual conferences 
of the Deep South which could be expected to provide a 
hostile reception even to Negro ministers and lay leaders 
on connectional levels, it would be possible to include in 
the amendment provision for such annual conferences to vote 
to remain segregated, perhaps requiring secret balloting on 
this issue annually for as long as the conference desired 
to maintain segregation. In addition to providing an "es-
cape hatch" for the areas of hard core resistance, this 
provision would have the value of preserving clear lines of 
moral responsibility so that the segregationist, rather 
than the integrationist, would have to bear the burden of 
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differing with organizational policy. Needless to say, 
effective provision would need to be made for continuation 
of work among the Negro churches excluded from annual con-
ferences by such a provision. 
Securing the passage of such an amendment might, of 
course, present political difficulties. Yet the very pro-
cess of seeking its passage could have strategic value. 
This process could help to solidify and give morale to 
those within the church really desiring desegregation. 
Further, a continuing movement in this direction might help 
to strengthen the sense of the inevitability of desegrega-
tion and to combat the complacent spirit which indirectly 
supports the intransigent segregationist. Prognosis as to 
the likelihood of such an amendment's passing within the 
next few years wo uld be difficult, but there is no evidence 
that it would be impossible. In any event, until the 
passage of such an amendment the possibilities of Amend-
ment IX should be fully exploited. 
ii. Legislation to Eliminate Barriers to Desegregation • 
In addition to direct legislation dealing with the 
Central JUrisdiction, proposals have been forthcoming for 
the adoption of other legislative and constitutional meas-
ures to facilitate the process of desegregation throughout 
the church. 
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(l) Legislation on the Jurisdictional Structure.--It 
has often been proposed that the jurisdictional syste.m of 
the church should itself be abolished. While many of these 
proposals have been aimed at reforms in the church not di-
rectly connected with the issue of segregation, it has often 
been pointed out that in two strategic ways this would also 
s.id desegregation: first, it would by definition also abol-
ish the Central Jurisdiction; secondly, it would weaken the 
organizational cohesiveness of the southern portions of the 
church, thus weakening the basis for organized resistance 
to desegregation measures undertaken by the denomination as 
sue h. 
With regard to the first point, however, as Harmon 
has pointed out, 
even if the whole Jurisdictional plan was scrap-
ped,, there ?.Ould still be the problem of the 19 
Annual Conferences, basic bodies in the church. 
It was, and is, these separate Negro Annual Con-
ferences, comprised of Negro congregations 
served by Negro ministers, which really provide 
the issu§--not their collocation in one Juris-
diction.~ 
The step of abolishing the jurisdictional systam by itself 
would not advance the base of interracial contact in the 
church. 
The second point seems more valid. As long as the 
1. Harmon, nour Jurisdictional Organization--With a Forward-
Looking -Suggestion," Christian Advocate, 131 {April 5, 
1956), 6f. 
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apparatus o~ a jurisdiction is available it can be used to 
muster and express a distinctively regional resistance. 1 
The strategic problem here, however, is that regional re-
sistance to a change in the basic jurisdictional structure 
is apparently more broadly based than resistance to desegre-
gation itself.2 This appears to be true in part because of 
the fear of ecclesiastical interests in the South that the 
abolition of the jurisdictional system would threaten the 
current basis for selection of officers and representatives 
to national co~erences, boards, agencies, etc. As Bishop 
G. Bromley Oxnam (Northeastern Jurisdiction), himsel~ a 
leading opponent of both segregation and the jurisdictional 
system,has put it, 
it was feared in some quarters, and the ~ear 
was understandable, that because of the size 
o~ the Methodist Episcopal Church, it was pos-
sible for its representatives in a General 
Conference to control the election of bishops, 
board secretaries and other church officers, 
as well as to determine legislation.3 
National strategy, therefore, should raise real questions 
1. See Brock, Christian Century, 72 (Aug. 24, 1955), 921f. 
2. A number of liberal southern ministers expressed to the 
writer that they favored desegregation and the aboli-
tion of the Central JUrisdiction but that they were 
strongly opposed to abolition of the jurisdictional 
system. 
3. G. Bromley Oxnam, "State o~ the Clm.rch," Daily Christian 
Advocate: Northeastern Jurisdictional Conference of 
The Methodist Church, 5 (June 14, 1956), 1-7. 
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about allowing the basic issue of desegregation to be mixed 
with a partly irrelevant threat to regional vested inter-
ests. 
It could be pointed out, however, that the leadership 
of both the Southeastern and South Central Jurisdictions 
could do much to ease criticism of the jurisdictional sys-
tem on racial grounds. If they were to use this jurisdic-
tional system as a means of witnessing to the official 
Methodist position on race relations, for example by pass-
ing a resolution supporting the 1954 Supreme Court school 
desegregation decision and endorsing the Methodist state-
ment on race, there could be no question about their sin-
cerity in asserting that the jurisdictional system should 
not be a symbol of racial segregation in the church.1 
(2) The Election and Assignment of Bishops.--It will 
be recalled that one of the major problems discussed in 
Chapter Six was the development of strong, independent 
episcopal leadership which could, in turn, provide 
1. This dissertation has not devoted a chapter to a strat-
egy for the jurisdictional level of the church because 
it was not felt that this level has possibilities at 
all comparable strategically to the local, annual con-
ference, and national levels. (The writer would, of 
course, relish being proven wrong on this point by an 
effective program for desegregation in the Southeastern 
and South Central Jurisdictionst) In any case, the 
application or a number or the strategies discussed in 
connection with the other levels could readily be made 
to that of the jurisdiction. · 
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effect~ve support for local leadership. The manner of 
election and assignment of bishops would seem important as 
a key to the way in which the o:ffiee could be expected to be 
conducted. At present, the bishops of each jurisdiction are 
elected by the jurisdictional confereneel and assigned to 
2 their areas by the jurisdictional college of bishops. In 
practice this has generally meant that bishops have been 
elected from among the ministers of the jurisdiction and 
that there has been little mobility of bishops from assign-
ment in one area to another area. In tei'llls of the South, 
this has meant that the bishops have tended to reflect a 
southern attitude toward prob lans like race relations. And 
continual reassignment to the srume area has apparently in-
hibited development of the independent and courageous leader-
ship which is needed.3 The problem, thus, is that the 
1. Discipline, 19$6, par. 35, PP• 21-22. 
2. ~., par. 37, P• 22. 
3. The significance of both the southern regional attitudes 
and the tendency of southern bishops to remain in the 
same area throughout their episcopal careers as inhibit-
ing daring episcopal leadership was noted to the writer 
by several southern liberals. Campbell and Pettigrew 
have observed that length of pastorate tends to be di-
rectly related to the weakness of prophetic leadership 
because a minister, the longer he serves the same church, 
becomes increasingly bound by the expanding network of 
friends and by his people's expectations of him--a ten-
dency which doubtless also operates on the episcopal 
level. (Pp. 70, 122-132.) Enough exceptions to this 
generalization could be noted, however, to suggest that 
a minister or bishop who is conscious of the dangers 
could reverse this tendency and make a long pas to rate or 
episcopal tenure a source of power rather than inhibition. 
... 
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present modes of election and assignment ot bishops tend to 
emphasize local and regional loyalties at the expense of 
loyalty to the church as a whole. 
In a partial attempt to cope with this problem the 
Jurisdictional Study Commission has recommended to the Gen-
eral Conference of 1960 the passage ot a constitutional 
amendment strengthening the Joint Committee on Episcopacy 
of the General Conference and providing that this committee 
may transfer bishops from one jurisdiction to another when 
the proposed transfer 
(a) has been approved by a two-thirds majority 
of the members of the Committee on Episcopacy 
of the jurisdiction to which the transfer is 
to be made; 
(b) [when] the transfer has not been disapproved 
by a two-thirds majority" of the members of the 
Committee on Episcopacy of the jurisdiction out 
of which the transfer is to be made; and 
(c) (when] the bishop involved has consented. 1 
This, if passed and ratified, would doubtless have some 
strategic va.lue, as would the further proposal that bishops 
be consecrated at the General Conference. 2 A further pro-
posal that the jurisdictional conferences should be held at 
the same time and place as the General Conference and with 
precisely the same members from each jurisdiction serving on 
both may also have value, as would any measures encouraging 
leaders to identify with the total Church as their basic 
1. J'urisdietional Study Commission Report, p. 19. 
2. Ibid., P• 18. 
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reference group rather than their region or area. 
iii. General Conference Resolutions 
Resolutions and orficial statements are passed by the 
General Conference on a wide variety of issues. As seen in 
Chapter Two above, issues related to race relations and de-
segregation have not been neglected. The value of such 
pronouncements on the national level would be similar 
strategically to those on the annual conference level (as 
discussed in Chapter Six above) although the moral author-
ity of the General Conference, acting as the representative 
body of the entire church, would be more general. Such 
resolutions help to deprive the segregationist of moral 
authority and set the patterns of ultimate goals. They also 
can help to break the unanimity of pressures upon members 
and leaders of the church who must live and work in areas 
of strong segregationist sentiment. defining clearly the 
church's expectation of them and giving them a point of 
reference in their own statements. 
Significantly, students of ministerial behavior in 
racial crisis situations have generally noted that the 
denondnational pronouncements have some strengthening ef-
fect upon the local leadership for desegregation. Thus, 
the superintendent of the now-desegregated Louisville, 
Kentucky, school system has written that "ministers were 
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strengthened in their support of the [school desegregation] 
program by the fact that the governing, or coordinating, 
bodies of most, if not all, of the major denominations had 
taken official action supporting the decision of the Supreme 
1 Court.n And in his study of 405 inclusive churches, Kra-
mer reports that, while many of the ministers did not re-
gard denominational policy statements as being particularly 
helpful, 
in each ease affirmations of the value of policy 
are far more frequent among those who have con-
sciously experienced the availability of such 
policy statements than among those who did not 
know of, or whose denominations did not have, 
policy statements when the matter2or racial inclusion first presented itself. 
He adds that 
it is recognized that the absence of denomina-
tional policy at this point provides ample 
grounds for many religious groups to avoid 
squarely facing this issue. Furthermore, it 
seems clear that the presence of policy at 
least provides some kind of official frame-
work and guide for progressive wo~k toward 
racially inclusive congregations.j 
Kramer and others4 have also pointed out, however, that a 
large number of ministers have not been aware of the 
1. The Methodist Church, • 
port, Louisville, Ky., 
2. Kramer, P• 141. 
• • , Interracial Conference He-
November 15-16, 195§, pp. 18-19. 
3. Ibid., pp. 141-142. 
-
ij.. cr. Lawrence K. Northwood, UEcolo§ical and Attitudinal 
Factors in Church Desegregation, Social Problems, 6 
{Fall, 1958), 150-163. 
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existence of national statements on race. While this would 
doubtless be more true of congregationally than of eonnec-
tionally organized denominations, it nevertheless under-
scores the importance of such statements being given ad-
equate publicity and promotion after they are written. 
With regard to the content of resolutions and state-
ments, two points could be made. First, they should be 
thoroughly grounded in the generally accepted sources of 
doctrinal authority of the church so that they will under-
score the moral and religious seriousness of the position 
taken and so that there will be the widest ground for ac-
ceptance. Secondly, they should provide explicit confron-
tation with contemporary issues so that there is no possi-
bility of their meaning being evaded. 
It could, finally, be noted that there would be real 
value in the restatement of issues and problems in the form 
of resolutions at each General Conference until desegrega~ 
tion is complete. This would help in giving fresh publicity 
each quadrennium to the consensus of the church. 
iv. Leadership Possibilities with Quadrennial Emphasis 
Programs 
Since 1944 the General Conference has established for 
each quadrennium a quadrennial program containing emphases 
to be lifted up during that period.1 The general philosophy 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 2016, pp. 690-692. 
of these programs is suggested by the 1956 Discipline: 
the strategy that has undergirded our succes-
sive quadrennial programs may be sunnnarized 
as follows: By selecting from time to time a 
particular need and challenge within the 
church's total program and for a period inter-
preting it to our people and calling them to 
rally to its support, we lift that particular 
interest to a new plane of effectiveness and 
continue its larger service after the special 
emphasis is ended.l 
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The successful background of these quadrennial empha-
ses suggests that a carefully designed and executed quad-
rennial program emphasizing the abolition of racial bar-
riers within The Methodist Church could be a most effective 
means of focusing the energies and attention of the church 
on this problem. Such a program could accomplish such 
things as these: 
(1) the coordination of all of the vast edu-
cational, publicational, and promotional re-
sources of The Methodist Church in educational 
preparation for desegregation and as a means 
of establishing conclusively that Methodists 
are expected by their church to work wherever 
th6,f are for desegregation and brotherhood; 
(2) the raising of large s~ of money for the 
undergirding of Methodist work in neglected 
interracial communities and inner city situa-
tions and for programs which are tbl:'eatened 
by withdrawal of funds because of desegrega-
tion; 
(3) the raising of money to make the techni-
cal adjustments, such as ministerial pension 
plans, made necessary by the transfer of 
Central Jurisdiction churches and ministers 
1. ~., p. 690. 
into geographical conferences, and providing 
for the continued support of administrative 
sectors of the Central Jurisdiction forced to 
continue at partial strength; and 
{4) preparation for desegregation by a specific 
target date on every connectional level of the 
church, possibly with the inclusion of the "es-
cape clause" discussed earlier in this chapter.l 
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While such a program might require the postponement for four 
years of other concerns of the church, there would be many 
Methodists who would feel that such a concerted effort to 
bring the church into conform! ty with its own teaching on 
race relations would bring vast dividends in terms of the 
power and integrity of its witness to the world. 
v. Legislative Initiative in Effecting General Conference 
Action 
The various proposals of this section on direct legis-
lation by the General Conference require passage by that 
body, of course, to have any strategic worth. Legislative 
initiative from any one delegate or even annual conference 
delegation would likely experience great difficulty in secur-
ing passage of a definitely effective program. Leadership 
could be effective and considered appropriate, however, if it 
could come .from any one of four sources. It might be useful 
here to consider the possibilities and limitations of each. 
1. If effected by other than the permissive Amendment IX 
procedures, this step would, of course, require a con-
stitutional amendment. The other points would be with-
in constitutional reach of any General Conference. 
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The first source would be the Council of Bishops. 
Through its Episcopal Address, the influence of its members 
upon the various annual conference delegations and upon the 
boards and agencies which are expected to make recommenda-
tions to the General Conference, and through a variety of 
less tangible ways the Council of Bishops could exert 
effective leadership. The major limitation of the Council 
would be that it gives every appearance of being a rather 
conservative institution--not in the sense that it does not 
favor desegregation, but rather because it appears reluctant 
to risk disharmony within the church to achieve it. This 
judgment, though it may appear somewhat harsh, is supported 
by most of the public statements on the church desegregation 
issue by members of the Council, particularly by those who 
lead southern areas. 
The second source could be the Commission for Study 
and Action on the Jurisdictional System which has been dis-
cussed at various previous points in this study. The re-
port of this comu.dssion to the 1960 General Conference has 
now (November, 1959} been completed, without, however, sug-
gesting leadership on a scale such as that envisaged by the 
present study. As was noted in Chapter Two above, this 
. commission's political tone rendered real leadership dif-
ficult. At the present writing it is not known whether the 
General Conference of 1960 will reappoint this special 
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commission for another quadrennium. 
The third possible source of legislative leadership 
would be the General Board of Social and Economic Relations. 
This board is not specifically charged with recommending 
General Conference legislation, but its role of leadership 
in the area of race relations is generally accepted and its 
recommendations could be counted upon to carry weight. Its 
lack of a "natural" legislative role and the fact that its 
present membership includes some quite conservative members1 
would tend to weaken its effectiveness. 
The fourth source could be the delegation of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction. Representing the people most directly 
and obviously injured by segregation, this delegation would 
be in a most strategic position to link a concerted legis-
lative progaam to an appeal to the conscience of the church. 
Persons opposing this program would be placed immediately 
in a morally defensive position, and those desiring to con-
ceal a fundamental opposition to desegregation behind dis-
agreement over procedure would be less able to do so. The 
Central Jurisdiction's delegation would be, thus, in a 
natural position to exploit the tendency of a legislative 
body to pay most attention to those most directly affected 
2 by issues and proposals. 
1. One of whom, at least, is an avowed segregationist. 
2. This tendency is suggested by Harmon's comment that "if' 
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Two major strategic problems attach themselves to 
leadership by the Central Jurisdiction's delegation. First, 
the moral ~orce of this leadership would seem to depend 
upon its unity on a legislative program, and the various 
writings and statements o~ Central Jurisdiction leaders re-
veal a wide variety o~ views on approaches to desegregation. 
This disunity would need to be overcome. Secondly, there 
is every evidence that some o~ the leaders of the Central 
Jurisdiction would pre~er to retain the pers onal privileges 
which this jurisdiction's existence has brought them at the 
1 
expense o~ desegregation. These leaders could be expected 
to provide subtle opposition to any really e~fective plan 
to abolish segregation in The Methodist Church unless su~­
ficient counter-pressures could operate upon them. In any 
I read the mind o~ the church aright, there is a ~eeling 
that what the Co~erences of the Central Jurisdiction 
want to do about keeping a Jurisdiction of their own or 
fitting into the other Jurisdictions on a geographical 
plan will be a decision of theirs which will be suppor-
ted by the rest o~ the church." Harmon, The Christian 
Advocate, 131 (April 5, 1956), 29. There is no reason 
to believe that the support indicated by this statement 
would be limited, as implied here, to a progr~ trans-
ferring Negro annual conferences intact into the other jurisdictions, however, although the broader the base 
of desegregation the greater would the opposition likely 
be. 
1. This unpleasant conclusion, which the ~indings of Chapter 
Four would lead one to expect and which is sometimes 
suggested by Central Jurisdiction members, themselves, 
may function primarily on a sub-conscious level, pro-
ducing in some leaders a difficult psychological con-
flict between personal interest and the interests of 
their group as a whole. 
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event, the effectiveness of the Central JUrisdiction's 
legislative leadership would depend upon the degree of its 
unity and the clarity and completeness of its program. 
The foregoing discussion of the legislative problem 
has attempted to indicate the value and possibilities of 
certain broad lines of strategy. An attempt to deal with 
the political situation in The Methodist Church in more de-
tail would involve consideration of tactics, rather than 
strategy, and would be beyond the scope of the present 
study. It is possible and desirable, however, for strategic 
planning to give some consideration to institutions on the 
national level other than the General Conference as such, 
and the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to that 
purpose. This discussion, besides indicating further pos-
sibilities for effective strategy on the national level, 
may add to an understanding of the resources which are ul-
timately at the disposal of the General Conference for the 
implementation of the strategies already discussed. 
2. The Contribution of Administrative 
Agencies to Desegregation 
As a vast connectional enterprise, The Methodist 
Church has established many boards, councils, commissions, 
etc., to carry out the connectional work of the church. 
These are referred to collectively as the "Administrative 
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1 Agencies" or the church. It has been indicated above that 
all such agencies are under the authority or the General 
Conference and that effective strategy by the General Con-
ference will involve full use of the various channels of 
implEmentation and comnn1nication afforded by them. The 
General Conference has already, by implication if not spe-
cifically and in detail, authorized the Administrative 
Agencies to make full use of their various instrumentali-
ties in support of desegregation. 2 
A detailed analysis or the possibilities of all of 
these agencies would, of course, extend beyond the range of 
a study such as this and would involve considerable dupli-
cation as well. In this section, therefore, attention will 
be given only to {i) general strategies which would be 
possible to most of the agencies, and {ii) specific strat-
egies which would represent unique contributions on the 
part of a few of the less obviously involved agencies. In 
three succeeding sections more detailed attention will be 
given to the more obviously involved agencies and movements. 
i. General Strategies for Administrative Agencies 
Since most of the agencies are staffed by paid 
1. Discipline, 1956, pp. 278ft. 
2. Ibid., par. 2026, P• 7~~. 
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employees and staff members, their personnel policies need 
to be determined with respect to racial discrimination or 
non-discrimination. A firm nondiscriminatory policy on the 
part of all agencies would indicate unmistakably that the 
agency is fully in accord with the church's position in race 
relations and would have a certain symbolic value. 
Most of the agencies also are involved in the fre-
quent scheduling and programming of national meetings, con-
ferences, workshops, and the like. Obedience to the Disci-
plinary recommendation "that Methodists at national and inter-
national meetings of the church make provision for equality 
of accommodations for all races, without discrimination or 
segregation"1 would have similar symbolic value. Further, 
such meetings, conducted interracially and d1rected toward 
the various concerns of the church could have great value in 
providing contact experiences. An illustration of a fairly 
effective policy on these points might be that of the Board 
of Evangelism, whose General Secretary writes that 
we never have any annual meetings of the Board,· 
Council of Evangelism, Christmas Conference, 
Conferences on Spiritual Birth and Growth, or 
Convocations unless the hostels and other places 
are integrated. Sometimes the churches are not 
integrated, but we try to do our part. Our week-
ly [staff] worship service in the Upper Room 
Chapel is integrated. Many integrated2services and meetings are held in our building. 
1. Discipline, 1956, par. 2026, p. 724. 
2. Letter from Dr. Harry Denman, General Board of Evangelism, 
Nashville, Tenn., November 5, 1959. 
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Most of the agencies also make frequent distributions 
of promotional literature. Promotional directors may often 
be able to include such things as interracial photographs, 
indicating that on the national level of the church integra-
tion is taken for granted as the normal and natural thing 
for the church. The section on mass media in Chapter Four 
above may provide some guidance here. 
In a number of cases, it would also be possible for 
important boards and agencies to adopt resolutions and state-
ments explicitly supporting desegregation. A good illustra-
tion of the possibilities here would be the resolution of 
the General Board of Evangelism of 1954 which supported the 
Supreme Court desegregation decision and called upon Meth-
odists to work "toward bringing about a non-segregated social 
order and a nation where segregation will be completely 
eliminated. rrl 
ii. Unique Potential Contributions by Selected Agencies 
The Council on World Service and Finance has great 
power in The Methodist Church as the agency responsible for 
disbursement of funds among the various concerns of the 
church.2 Subject to approval by the General Conference, this 
agency prepares the quadrennial budget of the church: uit 
1. ill£· 
2. See Discipline, 1956, pars. 735-749, pp. 204-212. 
215 
shall recommend to the General Conference, for its action 
and determination, a world s erviee program outlining the 
general financial objectives of the church for the forth-
coming ~adrennium, and proposing the ratio distribution of 
1 
world service funds among the participating agencies." It 
also has wide powers relating to the approval of special 
financial appeals, the designation of conference apportion-
2 
ments, etc. Its powers suggest that it would have a key 
role in the preparation of a quadrennial emphasis program, 
as suggested above, and in undergirding agencies and programs 
which are actively engaged in supporting desegregation in 
the church. Further, the Council on World Service and Fi-
nance ~as authority to "require each world service agency to 
follow uniform policies and practices in the employment and 
remunera~ion of personnel, recognizing differences in local 
employment conditions.3 This authority could be used to en-
force non-discriminat@ry employment policies where this is 
necessary. 
The Section of Church Extension of the Division of 
National Missions would be in a position to encourage the 
erection of churches in interracial communities which could 
1. ~., par. 737-, p. 206. 
3. 1£!g., par. 1120, P• 283. 
2. Ibid., PP• 205-201. 
-
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be, from the start, racially inclusive.1 It might also in-
fluence congregations to remain in areas or rapid social 
change, becoming inclusive churches rather than attempting 
to avoid desegregation by relocating. 
The Division of Educational Institutions of the Board 
of Education is charged with creating and maintaining within 
Methodist secondary schools, colleges, universities, and 
seminaries u an atmosphere • • • conducive to the development 
of a Chris t:ian philosophy of life. u2 While the author1 ty of 
this agency is only advisory, it would be in a position to 
advise and counsel those institutions Which still have pol-
icies of segregation. This could be one more form of pres-
sure upon these institutions to revise their policies. 
Through its responsibility for promoting Race Relations Sun-
day3 this agency could also contribute through materials 
suggesting self-critical as distinct from paternalistic uses 
of this special emphasis. It could help to show that such 
special emphases ought to be used differently for different 
sections of the country. Thus, churChes in the Deep South 
could be encouraged to use Race Relations Sund~ for such 
1. Ibid., par. 1235, PP• 318-319. Ct. Annual Report of the 
-niVision of National Missions to the Nineteenth Annual 
Meeting of the Board of Missions (Philadelphia, 1959), 
pp. 60-62, Which discusses this problem. 
2. Discipline, 1956, par. 1351, PP• 153ft. 
3. Ibid., par. 1356, PP• 356-357. 
-
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initial interracial contacts as having guest preachers of 
another race or special interracial serviees,1 while churches 
in areas of less tension could give more definite attention 
to desegregation and actual community racial problems. 
Since a special emphasis such as Race Relations Sunday is 
easily used as a "ritual" means of salving the conscience of 
the church, the promotion of this event should emphasize 
that it should always be used to stimulate progress toward 
desegregation in ways appropriate to the various localities, 
and that penitence should be sought ahead of self-satisfac-
tion and complacency. 
The Division of Educational Institutions also has 
charge of most of the Negro educational institutions.2 The 
discussion of Negro "self-improvement" in Chapter Four would 
suggest that there is a continuing need for such institutions 
in areas Where segregation precludes nor.mal educational 
opportunities for Negroes. The work of most of the Negro 
colleges and other institutions has a distinguished history 
and needs to be encouraged. Nevertheless, care should, of 
course, be taken that such institutions do not themselves 
perpetuate segregation. Some of these institutions should 
be prepared to merge with presently all-white instituti ons, 
others to cease functioning when the time is ripe. 
1. Cf. Wh1 tsett 1 "A Deep South Pastor • Christian Advocate, 2 (Feb., 1958), 
2. Discipline, 1956, par. 1357, P• 357. 
• • 11. 
," The New 
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The University Senate is the "accrediting and stand-
ardizing agency for all the educational institutions re-
lated to The Methodist Church in the United States. nl By 
setting non-segregation as a standard for its full accred-
iting, the Senate could bring considerable pressure to bear 
upon the various Methodist institutions which are segregated 
racially. While such a standard could hardly be justified 
from the purely academic point of view, it should be noted 
that the Senate's accreditation is more broadly based than 
upon purely academic standards. Its accreditation of Meth-
odist institutions carries the connotation that the insti-
tutions are regarded by The Methodist Church as fulfilling 
the religious and moral standards of the church as well as 
appropriate academic standards. Segregated institutions 
teach their students implicitly that racial segregation is 
not improper and are thus in open conflict with the teaching 
of The Methodist Church. Further, it could be held with 
so.me reason that such institutions deprive a student of im-
portant experiences in his own social training and are thus 
2 in violation of more general educational principles. 
1. 1£!g., pars. 1382-1391, PP• 364-366. 
2. These observations about accreditation would seem par-
ticularly relevant to theological education. At the 
present writing (1959) two of the Methodist seminaries, 
Emory and Duke, remain segregated despite frequent in-
dicat ions of readiness on the part of faculties and 
stud6nt bodies and despite the fact that some seminaries 
of other Protestant denominations located in the same 
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The Board of Hospitals and Homes. while it does not 
own or operate any of the more than 200 hospitals and homes 
of The Methodist Church. does have broad advisory powers 
to fomulate standards "to protect the aims and ideals of 
The Methodist Churchu and to "encourage and assist institu-
tions in attaining these standards."1 The rather bleak 
record of Methodist hospitals and homes in the area of race 
relations suggests that this fUnction of the Board has not 
actively been used in connection with Methodist standards 
on race relations. 2 The Board could, however, render a 
valuable service by including racial desegregation among 
its emphasized standards and by making an effort to en-
courage the hospitals and homes to implement it. 
These possible contributions are by no means exhaus-
tive and may be suggest_ive of others. 
3. The Contribution of Publications to Desegregation 
On the national level The Methodist Church is respon-
sible for the publication of two different kinds of 
region are already racially desegregated. According to 
respected observers. desegregation of seminaries and 
colleges will be the first major breakthrough in the 
Deep South. Progress in this area could have great 
strategic importance. 
1. Discipline, 19$6, par. 15$8, p. 410. 
2. A letter from the General Secretary of the Board {Chicago, 
November 4. 19$9) does not contradict this conclusion. 
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periodical publications: the general church periodicals 
and the church school literature. Both have strategic im-
portance. 
i. General Church Periodicals 
The Board of Publication of The Methodist Church pub-
lishes three principal general church periodicals. li!!!-
gion in Life is published as a quarterly journal of high 
scholarly standards, with circulation largely among pastors 
and extending beyond The Methodist Church. The Christian 
Advocate (until recently, The New Christian Advocate) is 
published for pastors and church leaders, with content in-
cluding church news and articles in theology, biblical 
study, church history, social ethics, psychology, and prac-
tical theology. It is sent free to every Methodist pastor. 
Together is the Methodist family magazine, with info~ative 
articles, news, stories, etc., pitched primarily on the lay 
level. The Board of Publication also publishes The Central 
Christian Advocate, which serves the Central Jurisdiction 
alone. 
Of these periodicals, the first two could render most 
strategic service in support of desegregation in two ways: 
first, through publication of factual articles of high 
quality which deal critically with the realities of preju-
dice, segregation, and related race relations issues, and 
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which contribute an understanding of the problems of desegre-
gation; and secondly, through publication of articles stress-
ing the importance of the prophetic role of the minister as 
a measure of his competence. Since Christian Advocate is 
received by every Methodist pastor free of charge, articles 
of this kind could be expected to have some influence upon 
the Methodist ministry. 
Together, with its enormous national circulation1 and 
attractive format, is in a natural position to utilize most 
of the conditions for successful mass persuasion discussed 
in Chapter Four. Such items as stories which encourage the 
reader to identify himself with persons of other races and 
pictures which depict persons of diverse racial background 
engaged in normal activities could be expected to have some 
educational value. The monthly feature, "Unusual Methodists," 
which pictures and describes Methodists who have made some 
unique contribution to the church or society, could occasion-
ally pick out an outstanding Negro . These forms of coverage, 
which do not stress the interracial as the unusual but rath-
er as the expected thing in The Methodist Church, could have 
value in encouraging the vast number of Methodists who read 
1 . The circulation of this magazine was estimated by its 
. Editor in November of 1959 to be 1,004,000. · Letter from 
Leland D. Case, Editor of Together, Chicago, November 4, 
1959 . This would mean about one copy printed and cir-
culated for every ten members of The Methodist Church. 
Together to regard integration as the expected pattern or 
race relations. 1 
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A problem in the strategic use ot Together is sug-
gested by the circulation figures tor the various jurisdic-
tions. As ot November, 1959, the following were estimated: 
Western Jurisdiction, 143,000 
Central Jurisdiction, 4,000 
Southeastern Jurisdiction, 122,000 
Northeastern Jurisdiction, 221 000 
North Central Jurisdiction, 33~,0002 South Central Jurisdiction, 178,000 
The corresponding membership figures for these jurisdictions 
were (in 1956) Western, 577,515; Central, 352,980; South-
eastern, 2,56~,250; Northeastern, 1,899,067; Nort~ Central, 
2,201,769; and South Central, 1,846,221.3 Comparison ot these 
sets or rigures reveals unmistakably that the proportion of 
subscriptions to membership in the two southern jurisdictions 
lags far behind the Northeastern, North Central, and Western 
Jurisdictions. This may be another instance Qf great south-
ern regional consciousness standing between southern churches 
1. The Editor of Together has reacted with emphasis against 
the use or the magazine for "propaganda. 11 ~· It is 
possible that he may merely be reacting against deceit 
and dishonesty--which would be commendable. If, however, 
he is rejecting value-centered appeal which is openly 
committed to certain values and ideals in opposition to 
others, this would be a strange posture for the editor 
of a religious publication to find himself in. It must 
be noted here that the magazine has not been conspicuous 
in its defense of Methodist ideals in race relations, al-
though it has published some constructive material. 
2. Ibid. 3. Discipline, 1956, par. 2199, p. 788. 
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and full participation in the life of the total church. 
And1 although there is no clear evidence that this is so 1 it 
is possible that the felt need of the Together staff to ex-
tend its southern circulation may have an inhibiting effect 
upon its handling of race relations materials. Neverthe-
less1 Tog·ether could be an effective reminder to the 300 1 000 
subscribers in the southern jurisdictions that Methodism 
has taken its stand along with most of the rest of organized 
Christianity for desegregation and that it regards the in-
clusive church as the normal expression of its beliefs in 
race relations. 
The existence of The Central Christian Advocate pre-
sents the strategist with something of a dilemma. On the 
one hand this distinctively Negro periodical may serve im-
portant functions in maintaining morale within the Central 
Jurisdiction~ helping to marshall protest sentiment against 
all forms of racial segregation1 and in preparing Negroes 
for desegregation. A characteristic feature of each issue, 
furthermore, is a s action for each episcopal area within 
the Central JUrisdiction with news of its members and leaders 
and a message fro.m its bishop. This personal touch doubtless 
has functional significance. On the other hand1 however, 
The Central Christian Advocate creates one more barrier to 
the full communication within the church. Its existence 
has obviously inhibited full promotion of Together within 
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the jurisdiction since the total ci~culation of that publi-
cation is the~e only 4,000, of which 1,700 a~e sent f~ee to 
Central Jurisdiction pastors.1 This means that Cent~al 
Ju~isdiction me.mbers a~e not making use of one valuable 
means of prepa~ation for desegregation through exposure to 
the life of the total church. The existence of this pe~i­
odical also provides a handy excuse for those not desi~ous 
of inc~easing the Neg~o coverage in Together. Further, a 
publication such as The Central Christian Advocate could 
conceivably function as a vested interest, tempting resist-
ance to the abolition of the Central Jurisdiction in order 
to guarantee its own continued existence. 
Fortunately, the loc~interest function, which The 
Central Christian Advocate now se~ves, could also be served 
by the narea supplements" which are filled with local news 
and inserted into the Together issues of many of the areas 
of the church. Use of these supplements with Together could 
fulfill most of the values now served by The Central Chris-
tian Advocate without creating the same barriers. 
ii. Church School Literature 
As a vast educational enterprise, The Methodist Church 
is involved in large~scale preparation of literature for use 
in religious education. This material is prepared by the 
1. The figures are from the previously cited letter from Case. 
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Editorial Division of the Board of Education and printed by 
the publishing house. 1 
In utilizing the church school literature to support 
the Methodist position in race relations, the general prin-
ciples of mass media discussed in Chapter Four would have 
broad applicability. This would include the value of inter-
racial pictures, of stories encouraging identification with 
minority group members, and the like. Since such materials 
are generally designed for classroom situations provision 
could be made for the presentation and discussion of factual 
material on race relations. It would seem unnecessary to 
add that such materials should be fully honest with the 
facts, although within the framework of genuine commitment 
to the official Methodist position in race relations as 
normative. 
The findings discussed in Chapter Four would not lead 
one to expect that church school literature could, by itself, 
accomplish very much in the reduction of prejudice--partic-
ularly where it is used by prejudiced teachers. It can, 
however, be a resource of some value in the hands of unprej-
udiced teachers, and it can generally be another constant 
reminder that The Methodist Church officially rejects segre-
gation as unchristian and expects its members to reject it 
also. Further, in some areas of the Deep South, church 
1. Discipline1 1956, pars. 1421-1427, pp. 377ff. 
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school literature is one of the few means of placing free 
discussion of the Christian position in race relations on 
the "agenda" within the average local church. 
The general effectiveness, from this perspective, of 
almost any utilization of church school literature is at-
tested by the warm opposition which it arouses among the 
extreme right-wing groups of the South. 1 This opposition 
has~ however, occasionally taken the form of direct pressure 
upon editorial personnel to weaken their use of materials 
supporting desegregation. That this pressure can be effec-
tive is indicated by the following statement by one Meth-
odist pastor: 
I was in Nashville recently, and while I was 
there I went to the Board of Education and I 
talked with one of the editors who would rath-
er remain anonymous, and I said, "How is it 
that I cannot find any pictures (in church 
school literature] showing integration as a 
natural part of Christian living. 
"Oh," she said, "you're on a subject 
that really hits me close. You know, we have just had quite a go-around on that, but our 
editor-in-chief refuses, because he says; 
'look at the stack of mail I have from the 
Southeast of our country, opposing any Negro 
faces integrated into our literature,' and 
he tells me that2I don't have anything on the other side." 
1. See, among many possible citations, the Information Bul-
letins of the Mississippi Association of Methodist 
Ministers and Laymen. 
2. The Methodist Church, • • • , Interracial Conference Re-
port, Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 6-72 1957, P• 42. 
Effective strategy, on the national level, could hardly 
allow this kind of battle to be lost by default1 
4. The Contribution of Special National 
Organizations to Desegregation 
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Special organizations, such as those for youth and 
women, also function on the national level in The Methodist 
Church. Thus, as on the annual conference level, additional 
channels of support for desegregation which exploit the 
special characteristics of these various groups are made 
available. Attention here will be limited to youth and wom-
en's organizations since these are most active and because, 
as explained in the preceding chapter, these groups have 
been more naturally interested in supporting desegregation. 
i. The National Conference of Methodist Youth 
The various annual conference organizations of the 
Methodist Youth Fellowship are joined together on the na-
tional level into the National Conference of Methodist Youth. 1 
While under the general sponsorship of the Divisions of the 
Local Church and of Educational Institutions of the Board of 
Education, the National Conference of Methodist Youth is 
granted a high degree of independence in providing channels 
for responsible leadership by the youth of the church them-
selves. Through its various conferences, projects, and 
1. Discipline, 1956, pars. 1404-1406, PP• 369-372. 
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publications it is in a good position to provide support and 
guidance for the efforts of annual conference and local 
church Methodist Youth Fellowship organizations. It could 
also encourage the merger of Central Jurisdiction fellowships 
with those of the geographical annual conferences insofar as 
these overlap in territory. 
ii. The Woman's Division of Christian Service 
The Woman's Division of Christian Service,1 especially 
through its Department of Christian Social Relations, has 
undertaken more systematically through the years to forward 
desegregation in church and society than almost any other 
2 
organization or agency in the church. 
Among the activities designed to promote desegregation 
has been the rather novel attempt to secure ratification by 
annual conference, district, and local woman's organizations 
1. This organization, which is formally constituted as a 
division of the Board of Missions on the national level, 
represents the national level of the Woman's Society of 
Christian Service. See Discipline, 1956, pars. 1240-
1258, PP• 322-335, for a description of the structure 
of this tightly-lmi t organization for women from the 
local to the national levels. 
2. See Ruth L. Bartholomew, Actions Speak Louder: Making 
Christian ou~ Race Relations (Cincinnati: Woman's Divi-
sion of Christian Service, Board of Missions, The Meth-
odist Church, Literature Headquarters, 1957). This 
booklet describes the work of Methodist women in the area 
of race relations. See also :: A Charter of Racial Pol icies, 
(New York: Woman's Division o~ Christian Service, 1957). 
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of a "Charter of Racial Policies •111 The "Charter" begins 
with the theological basis for an emphatic rejection of all 
racial discrimination and segregation. It then outlines ten 
detailed policies designed to implement the basic beliefs 
with respect to the organization and program of the Division 
and the Woman's Society of Christian Service on all levels. 
The ucharter" was accompanied by a "Check List on Racial 
Policies" for local, district, and annual conference leaders 
of Woman's Societies and Wesleyan Service Guilds, giving 
these organizations an occasion for self-examination with 
respect to their own racial policies and contributions to 
desegregation. A statement said that 
the Woman's Division of Christian Service calls 
with new urgency on the Jurisdiction and Con-
ference Woman's Societies of Christian Service 
to study the principles and policies stated in 
this charter, looking toward early ratification 
by each Jurisdiction and Conference. Such a 
ratification will constitute a commitment to 
work for the speedy implementation of those 
principles and policies within the bounds of a 
respective Jurisdiction or Conference.2 
By late 1957, according to the Executive Secretary of the 
Department of Christian Social Relations, the "Charter" had 
been ratified by every jurisdictional Woman's Society and 
by all but eight of the conference WSCS organizations.3 
1. Ibid. 2. ~· (Emphasis supplied.) 
3. The Methodist Church, ••• , Interracial Conference ~­
port, Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 6-7, 1957, p. 30. 
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Significantly1 it was ratified eve~ by the WSCS organization 
of the Mississippi Conference of the Southeastern Jurisdic-
tion1 by a reported vote of 129-62.1 
Among the values of this rather novel approach1 a 
strategist might discern the following: (a) it has indicated 
unmistakably the full commitment of the national organization 
to racial desegregation; (b) it has carefully and compre-
hensively charted a program in which each local or confer-
ence group could have a significant part; (c) it has pro-
vided an opportunity for thorough self-examination and dis-
cussion of race relations in areas not accustomed to open 
discussion on such issues; and (d) it has encouraged full 
commitment. Needless to say 1 within this kind of framework 
much would depend upon the quality of "follow through1" but 
this would appear to have been a useful beginning. 
One of the most valuable contributions of the Woman's 
Division bas doubtless been the sponsorship of study pro-
grams. Exploiting the greater opportunities and inclinations 
of women for study 1 the Division's study guides on race re-
lations and other social problems have unquestionably con-
tributed much latent support for desegregation. 
Another recent strategy has been the holding of a 
series of interracial "Consultations" in 1958 designed to 
1. See The Central Christian Advocate 1 130 (June 7, 1955), 
18. 
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create a climate of freedom of communication in areas where 
this has proven difficult . This program involved severf.l 
"saturation" workshops , with carefully selected white and 
Negro women, where there was an opportunity for depth ex-
periences in race relations and study of race relations 
problems . The number of people reached by this program 
(about 228} was small , however, and the workshops doubtless 
suffered from the usual difficulties of planned interracial 
gatherings whose purpose is examination of race relations 
problems. 1 
Strategically speaking, however, much support for de-
segregation will accrue from the continuation by the Woman's 
Division of its creative efforts to deal with this problem. 
5. The Board of Social and Economic Relations 
The General Board of Social and Economic Relations has 
a unique place in strategic planning in The Methodist Church 
because it is specifically designed as an agency for the im-
plementation of official Methodist positions on social and 
1 . of 19 8 (mimeo-
graphed, ew or : oman s v s on o hrist an Ser-
vice, 1958), for a complete discussion of these work-
shops . It should be noted here again that interracial 
e~periences have proven most valuable when directed 
toward some common purpose outside the realm of race 
relations problems, letting these emerge more naturally 
and with less embarrassment. Of the other problems, 
probably the most conspicuous is the ever-present temp-
tation to let such well-organized conferences serve a 
ritual fuhction of easing consciences troubled by in-
action. 
. 
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economic issues.1 As suggested by the summary of its major 
activities in race relations in Chapter Two above, this 
agency has (a) publicized the Methodist position on race re-
lations and its biblical background, (b) supported initiatia.n 
of specific social concern comndssions on the annual confer-
ence and local levels, (c) attempted to facilitate communi-
cation between predominantly white and Negro conferences 
looking toward eventual transfers and mergers under Amend-
ment IX, (d) initiated a vast effort to encourage free com-
munication, discussion, and study on race relations problems 
in The Methodist Church (through the various Interracial 
Leadership Conferences, ete . ) 1 and (e) attempted infor.mally 
to exert influence through personal contact and discussion 
with Methodist leaders designed to improve the race relations 
situation in The Methodist Church. 
Without losing sight of the real contributions which 
the Board of Social and Economic Relations has made or is 
beginning to make in these various areas, a strategic ap-
praisal of its program might suggest some points of defi-
ciency. For example, program activities and publications of 
the agency have frequently given evidence of the assumption 
that if people can just be induced to sit down together and 
talk over their differences in an atmosphere conducive to 
1. See Discipline, 1956, par. 1547, P• 407. 
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to the allaying of latent fears this would be the best way 
to achieve progress in race relations. It often seams to 
be asswmed that Methodists are united in their basic com-
mitments, that all are equally sincere, but that most of the 
disagreements on problems such as segregation are sincere 
differences of opinion. Thus, under the heading, "An In-
vitation to a Frank Inquiry," the study book The Road to 
Brotherhood begins with these lines: 
Methodists are one people but we do not all 
think alike. We do love our Lord and desire 
to do his will, but just now we are not all 
agreed as to what he would have us do in race 
relations. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
This symposium on race is a daringly 
unique book as it sets before the Church the 
views of writers whose positions and statements 
are often contradictory. These men are sincere 
Christians who are living with the problems 
about which they write. They have been given 
freedom to set forth their views, even though 
in some cases these views are not in harmony 
with the pronouncements of the General Confer-
ence of The Methodist Church.l 
Criticisms of the assumptions set forth here would be that 
they do not do justice either to the fact that very few peo-
ple could be regarded as perfectly sincere Christians in the 
sense that they never substitute loyalty to sub-Christian 
values to Christian commitment or to the social pressures 
and group conflicts which so largely sustain segregation. 
1. The Methodist Church, • • • 1 The Road to Brotherhood 
• • • , P• 3. 
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In the light of these factors, it would seem important 
strategically, as has been suggested elsewhere in this dis-
sertation, to sustain a clear image of what The Methodist 
Church (supported, as Chapter Three has indicated, by the 
vast consensus of Christian opinion and the basic sources 
of Christian belief) considers to be the authentic~lly Chris-
tian position in race relations. 
The problem, thus, with basing strategy on those assump-
tions would be that they could result in the dilution of the 
clear moral leadership of the church, a weakening of the 
church's most important strategic asset. The Road to Broth-
erhood, which contains a chapter supporting "the doctrine 
of separate but equal opportunities for all races," which 
crosses the General Conference statement on race at several 
points, could hardly help serving as a source of confusion 
and ambiguity in the racial crisis areas where many people 
are seeking moral guidance and support from their church.1 
1. The point was made by one of the liberal contributors to 
the book--who agrees emphatically with the Methodist 
position himself--that the inclusion of the "separate 
but efiual 11 chapter was necessary for the remainder of 
the book to get a hearing in the Deep South. Interview, 
Boston, Oct. 26, 1959. Beyond question there is much 
truth in this observation. However, the question re-
mains whether the total effect of the use of the book 
will tend to support desegregation or to provide an 
opening for persons who do not wish to face segregation 
as a fundamental denial of Christian values. Perhaps, 
in other words, it would be better strategically if the 
book did not get a hearingl 
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It would seam that~ of all the agencies of the church, the 
Board of Social and Economic Relations is the one which 
should most clearly show that it is not neutral on the issue 
of racial segregation. As the agency specifically charged 
with social witness and action~ the Board is granted a high 
degree of flexibility and strength in speaking out decisive-
ly on controversial social issues in the name of The Meth-
odist Church. 
It could be noted finally that there are limits to the 
amount of reliance which the Board should place on its inter-
racial leadership conferences. In the main, careful study 
of the reports of these conferences reveals their very posi-
tive effect in a number of strategic directions. In many 
cases interracial contact between leaders was achieved al-
most for the first time. Opportunity was given and used for 
group problem-solving of important issues in race relations. 
Valuable sociological information was made available. Like-
minded persons were strengthened in their own witness by 
their association with one another. And so on. The princi-
pal limitations would, again, be the danger that such con-
ferences may serve the "ritual" function of satisfying the 
need for action and the fact that the interracial contact 
was focused upon race relations problems rather than upon 
other common purposes and problems. There was, however, 
throughout the conferences, considerable evidence that 
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delegates felt the importance of adequate "follow through," 
and the educational significance of this large-scale venture 
for the whole church ought not to be underrated. 
6. Summary 
In this chapter it has been pointed out that the con-
nectional unity of The Methodist Church on the national lev-
el presents the possibility of a concerted strategy by the 
denomination itself to abolish segregation in the church. 
Concerted denominational strategy can do much to strengthen 
the strategic efforts on the local and annual conference 
levels as discussed in Chapters Five and Six. On the na-
tional level vast institutional resources are available to 
aid local and annual conference leaders in preparing Meth-
odists everywhere for desegregation. MOre important even 
than these resources, however, is the establishment ·of clear 
lines of national policy and objective which can provide a 
coherent reference structure within which Methodists can 
work meaningfully for desegregation. Such a structure sup-
ports desegregation by establishing that attitudes and ac-
tions favorable to desegregation are to be expected of Meth-
odists as Methodists ~d Christians. 
Various legislative and program possibilities have par-
ticular strategic promise on the national level. The Gener-
al Conference, by speeding the abolition of the Central 
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Jurisdiction on every connectional level, may help to es-
tablish the desegregated annual conference, the importance 
of which was discussed in Chapter Six. The full mobiliza-
tion of the resources of the church by the General Confer-
ence, possibly through a quadrennial emphasis program de-
voted to desegregation and interracial ministry, promises 
strategic dividends in terms of the establishment of a clear 
denominational frame of reference, of provision for the 
technical problems involved in transfers of churches and 
mergers of congregations, of concentration of financial re-
sources adequate to the problems of desegregation and of an 
expanding ministry in interracial areas, and of fUll use of 
the appropriate resources of the administrative agencies, 
publications, and other general channels of the church. 
Analysis of the administrative agencies, publications , 
special organizations, and the specific social action agency, 
the Board of Social and Economic Relations, reveals many 
points where the findings of this dissertation could be uti-
lized with strategic effect. In some cases it has been found 
that agencies have for some time been involved in strategi-
cally effective work. But some mistakes have been made, and 
the whole effort of the church on the denominational level 
has yet to achieve its full potentiality. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation has represented an attempt to plan 
an effective strategy for racial desegregation in The Meth-
odist Church. It has been assumed throughout that an ef-
fective strategy must be consistent with (1) the stated and 
appropriate gpal of The Methodist Church for racial desegre-
gation, (2) appropriate ethical presuppositions, {3) the 
findings of the social sciences relative to the causal fac-
tors supporting segregation and to the most effective means 
of combatting a egregation, (4) limitations and possibilities 
inherent in the various institutional structures of The 
Methodist Church, and (5) limitations and possibilities sug-
gested by the relationship between The Methodist Church and 
the wider community and culture of which it is a part. 
In a dissertation such as this research is focused 
toward the solving of a complex of strategic problems rather 
than toward the formulation of specific conclusions based on 
the entire study. Nevertheless, the following propositions 
could be expressed as important general conclusions justified 
by this study: 
(1} The finqings of the social sciences are relevant 
to the pro~lem of desegregation in The Methodist Church. At 
no point in this inquiry has evidence emerged to suggest 
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that this is not so. Rather, the findings concerning the 
nature of ·and causal factors involved in racial segregation 
and concerning strategic approaches to abolishing segrega-
tion have broadly illuminated the problem of desegregation 
in the church. This suggests that, with respect to its 
involvement in racial segregation, a religious institution, 
such as The Methodist Church, is not greatly dissimilar to 
other social institutions which have been studied by the 
social sciences. It also indicates that the vast amount or 
research on these problems by the social sciences in recent 
years has achieved a high degree of generality. 
(2) The addition or appr£Eriate ,ethical qualifications 
actually enhances the overall effectiveness of strategy. 
This is basically true because ethic~l discipline helps the 
strategist to avoid using strategies which may ultimately 
contradict his total objectives. The problem of strategic 
self-contradiction by religious institutions is especially 
subtle since the total objectives of such institutions, at 
least when they are Christian, include universal goals re-
lating to the welfare of all human life. Ethical discipline 
helps to keep these universal goals free from contradiction 
by the short term praximate goals required in strategy and 
by the means used to accomplish these. Further, the addition 
of appropriate ethical principles provides a normative set-
ting in which the strategist can relate himself frankly and 
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clearly to his own values and the strategic problems, so 
that he avoids the extremes of too much impatience and too 
much complacency. 
(3) Effective strateSI on each level of the church 
considered requires a varie~ of strategic actions which are 
interactive and mutually suEEortive. Included are strategies 
emphasizing the changing of attitudes and those emphasizing 
direct changes of social patterns and institutions through 
active intervention. Frequently, changes in attitude have 
been found to follow rather than precede changes in patterns 
and institutions, although some modification of attitude is 
often necessary prior to direct intervention. 
(4) There is no valid ethical ground for categorical 
insistence upon restricting strat·egy to technig,ues of per-
suasion and "education" in the removal of racial barriers 
in the church, notwithstanding the common assertions to the 
contrary. The very existence of such barriers is not eth-
ical, and the racial compos! tion of the membership and basis 
or participation in the church is not properly a matter re-
quiring the consent of persons in the church. This would 
also be the case constitutionally in The Methodist Church. 
(5) Techniques which compromise the fundam~tal com-
mitment of the church to its appropriate goal or desegrega-
tion are both ethically and strategically suspect. Such 
techniques may imply that the church is willing to settle 
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for incomplete desegregation and that it shares, in part, 
the valuations which support segregation. The clear moral 
appeal of the church, if used strategically and with inte-
grity, can have much value in defining the religious refer-
ence system within which its members are expected to find 
behavioral orientation. Moral appeal has been found to be 
of particular value in ambiguous situations in which valua-
tions have generally become unsettled. 
(6) The various conne.ctional levels of The Methodist 
Church are, if appropriately utilized, ideally structured 
for the formulation of a strategic approach focusing the 
wider connectional resources and authority upon the local 
church. The annual conference level is well defined for 
various functions supporting desegregation on the local 
church level. The national level is well organized for 
various functions supporting desegregation on the annual 
conference and local church levels. In the church, the 
offices of minister and bishop are particularly strategic if 
they are used appropriately. 
(7) Effective strategy in The Methodist Church seems 
Earticularly weakened by a general inability to conceive of 
creative uses of conflict and controversy within the fellow-
ship of the church. "Harmony" and "unity" have often been 
overemphasized to the exclusion of other important values 
which define the nature of the church, with the result that 
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harmony and unity are themselves sometimes more apparent 
than real. In this situation there is a danger that stra-
tegic efforts to change the status quo of racial segregation 
will be interpreted as disruptions of the fellowship rather 
than as desirable creative innovation in harmony with the 
basic values of the church. 
(8) There is a real place in The Methodist Church for 
creative protest on the part of Negroes, particularly on the 
national level. It is strategically important that Negroes 
help to keep the matter of segregation on the mind and con-
science of the church until it has been completely abolished. 
There is danger, however, that the force of Negro protest 
may be dissipated by the attachment of some Negro leaders to 
the personal privileges occasioned them by segregation and 
by the general inability of others to focus upon realistic 
strategic objectives. 
(9) The Amendment IX volunt~trategy for desegrega-
tionA now being followed by The Methodist Church, has in ef-
fect been nullified by resi~ce to its use by the top 
leadershi_p of the Cent£!1 Juri~!!2!!.· For various reasons 
these leaders have seen fit to discourage the transfer of 
institutions out of the Central Jurisdiction and into the 
five geographical jurisdictions as permitted by Amendment IX. 
This suggests that more concern needs to be given to the 
realistic institutional problems occasioned by the transfers 
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and that completely permissive procedures should be replaced 
by more direct legislation in abolishing the Central duris-
diction. 
(10) Special organizations within the church, such as 
youth and women's groups, are in a position to exploit the 
fact that, for vari,ous reasons, these groups of people are 
more inclined to support desegregation. This is particular-
ly true of groups for youth and women, and the fact that 
these groups are well organized on all levels of The Meth-
odist Church has muCh strategic significance. 
(11) Techniques commonly used by agencies within the 
church for purposes of education and the cultivation of 
brotherhood often run the risk of serving the "ritual 
function" of helpi_ng people to ease their consciences with-
out contributing vert muc~ to desegregation. This danger can 
be noted in connection with interracial workshops and con-
ferences. Effective strategy, while often utilizing such 
techniques, must specifically guard against this danger. 
(12) In virtually eve!:l....§ituation in The Methodist 
Church there are unique possibilities for J?£28ress in race 
relations. Effective strategy attempts to utilize the best 
available insights in ways which are specifically relevant 
to the unique situation. Situations, for example, in the 
Deep South will be quite different from those in nortbern 
cities, but progress can effectively be made in either. 
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Thus, virtually every Methodist is in a position to do some-
thing to advance desegregation . An important ethical test 
is whether Methodists everywhere will rise to their oppor-
tunities to do the best they can in their various specific 
situations. 
While this dissertation has been limited to the problem 
of achieving desegregation in The Methodist Church, it is 
possible that the general methodological approach utilized 
here could be applied to other strategic problems. Systema-
tic planning of strategy by committed Christians may give 
new relevance to the concern of the church for problems in 
such diverse areas as economic life, civil rights, and 
international affairs. 
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ABSTRACT 
Problem. The problem of the dissertation is to deter-
mine the most effective strategic approaches to achieving 
the racial desegregation of .The Methodist Church. The 
problem is posed by the fact that The Methodist Church, 
both on its local church and connectional levels, is deeply 
involved in the practice of racial segregation despite its 
frequently reiterated stand of opposition to all racial 
discrimination and segregation. It is hypothesized that 
desegregation can be achieved in The Methodist Church 
through planned strategy. 
In determining the effectiveness of strategies leading 
toward desegregation, it is assumed that they must be con-
sistent with {1) the appropriate Methodist goal of a fellow-
ship which is racially inclusive, (2) appropriate ethical 
presuppositions, {3) relevant principles and findings which 
have been contributed by the social sciences, {4) limita-
tions and possibilities inherent in the institutional 
structures of The Methodist Church, and (5) limitations 
and possibilities suggested by the relationships between 
The Methodist Church and the wider community and culture of 
which it is a part. 
The goal of strategy, as delimited by the problem of 
323 
324 
the dissertation, is desegregation, implying bhe removal of 
barriers to full interracial fellowship. While the problem, 
thus, does not explicitly include the achievement of full 
interracial fellowship, it is assumed that desegregation 
is a necessary precondition to the fuller goal. 
Method of Procedure. Chapter One is a statement of 
the problem, definitions, limitations, and methodology of 
the dissertation and includes review of previous research 
on race relations in The Methodist Church which has included 
consideration of strategy or strategic assumptions. 
Chapter Two is a brief historical survey of the back-
ground and extent of racial segregation in The Methodist 
Church. It deals particularly with the period after 1952, 
including consideration of parallel events outside the church 
following the 1954 Supreme Court desegregation decision. 
The movement toward desegregation is surveyed and described, 
as are the forces of resistance to desegregation in the 
church. 
Chapter Three is an attempt to discover and establish 
the gpal in race relations and the ethical presuppositions 
of strategy which are most appropriate to The Methodist 
Church and to assess the probable permanence and stability 
or the goal on the basis of Methodist opinion and its con-
currence with sources of authority which would be acknowledged 
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by most Methodists. 
Chapter Four is a study of the literature of the 
. 
social sciences to determine the nature of its findings and 
established principles which contribute to an understanding 
of racial segregation and of various strategic methods of 
achieving desegregation. 
Chapters Five, Six, and Seven are analytical studies 
of the strategic opportunities to achieve racial desegrega-
tion on the levels of the local church, the annual confer-
ence, and the General Conference of The Methodist Church, 
based upon possibilities and limitations suggested by the 
preceding chapters and materials providing understanding 
of the three institutional levels. Reference is made here 
to official reports and other documents, empirical studies 
dealing explicitly with racial problems in the church, 
books and articles dealing with race relations in the church, 
and the writer's own personal investigation through inter-
views, correspondence, and a brief pastoral experience in a 
southern pulpit. 
Chapter Eight outlines general conclusions which seem 
justified by the total study. 
Conclusions. The most important strategic role in 
the local church is that of the pastor. His role is well-
situated for the application of the various phases of 
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strategy to the local church, provided that he is success-
ful in validating this role so that his people anticipate 
such leadership from him. Through application of the prin-
ciples of education and other forms of preparation for de-
segregation to his ~ctions as preacher and educator, the 
minister may help to change the attitudes and beliefs of 
his peeple which ultimately support segregation. He is also 
well-situated to employ effective techniques of direct 
action to achieve desegregation which do not violate the 
ethical presuppositions of this dissertation. The per-
manence and stability of changes in pattern and the con-
tinued well-being of the church fellowship, however, require 
effective consolidation of gains made through direct action. 
Lay persons may also take initiative, although their role 
is likely to be more limited. Proposed mergers of Negro 
and white congregations face certain problems, such as 
socio-cultural differentiation, leadership competition, 
financial technicalities, and the functional character of 
the Negro church. 
On the annual conference level, the strategic role of 
the Bishop reveals his power and influence to support the 
more courageous and venturesome of his ministers and to en-
courage all of his ministers to accept the importance of 
their role as social change agents in race relations. He 
may also have influence and power in preparing a broad 
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climate of public opinion in his area supporting desegrega-
tion and in undertaking specific institutional actions of 
his own. T4e annual conference itselr has great importance 
as a significant ministerial reference group . Within the 
conference structure are possibilities for the exploitation 
of mutually supporting ministerial roles. The educational 
possibilities of the conference, including the use of 
resolutions and interracial contact experiences, are readily 
available to support desegregation . The natural independence 
and idealism of youth and the specific inclinations of women 
suggest the use of youth and women's organizations as chan-
nels of preparation for desegregation, and the conference 
Board of Social and Economic relations is well-situated to 
serve as a specific social action agency . 
Desegregation on the annual conference level has 
great strategic importance because of the wide base of inter-
racial activities in effective settings which it implies. 
SUch activities could be expected to involve the people of 
local churches who are most prepared for them. These would 
necessarily include interracial contact experiences on the 
district and sub-district levels as well as in the annual 
conference itself. 
Concerted denominational strategy on the national 
level can do much to strengthen the strategic efforts of 
the local and annual conference levels. On the national 
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level in a connectional church such as Methodism, vast in-
stitutional resources are available to aid local and annual 
conference leaders in preparing Methodists everywhere for 
desegregation. More important is the establishment of clear 
lines of national policy and objective which can provide a 
coherent reference structure within which Methodists can 
work meaningfully for desegregation. 
The following general conclusions seam justified by 
the to tal study: 
(1) The findings of the social sciences are relevant 
to the problem of desegregation in The Methodist Church. 
(2) The addition of appropriate ethical qualifications 
actually enhances the overall effectiveness of strategy. 
(3) Effective strategy on each level of the church con-
sidered requires a variety of strategic actions which are 
interactive and mutually supportive. 
(4) There is no valid ethical basis for categorical 
insistence upon restricting strategy to techniques of per-
suasion and "education" in the removal of racial barriers in 
the church. 
(5) Techniques which compromise the fundamental com-
mitment of the church to its appropriate goal of desegrega-
tion are both ethically and strategically suspect. 
(6) The various connectional levels of The Methodist 
Church are, if appropriately utilized, ideally structured 
for the formulation of a strategic approach focusing the 
wider connectional resources and authority upon the local 
church. 
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(7) Effective strategy in The Methodist Church seems 
particularly weakened by a general inability to conceive of 
creative uses of conflict and controversy within the fellow-
ship of the church. 
(8) There is a real place in The Methodist Church for 
creative protest on the part of Negroes, particularly on the 
national level. 
{9) The Amendment IX voluntary strategy for desegrega-
tion, now being followed by The Methodist Church, has in ef-
fect been nullified by resistance to its use by the top 
leadership of the Central Jurisdiction. 
(10) Special organizations within the church, such as 
youth and omen's groups, are in a position to exploit the 
fact that, for various reasons, these groups of people are 
more inclined to support desegregation. 
{11) Techniques commonly used by agencies within the 
church for purposes of education and the cultivation of 
brotherhood often run the risk of serving the "ritual 
function" of helping people to ease their consciences with-
out contributing very much to desegregation. 
(12) In virtually every situation in The Methodist 
Church there are unique possibilities for progress in race 
relations. 
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